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Abstract 

 

Transhumanism at once embodies our most modern thinking and our biggest longstanding 

problems.  

Transhumanism aims to enhance human core capacities: health-span, lifespan, and 

cognition. The thesis answers the following ethical challenges arising from transhumanist 

aims. First, whether transhumanism can be an ethical endeavour if it relies on authoritarian 

intervention by governments and governing bodies to change, generate and enforce 

behaviour, or to influence and enforce the uptake of medical procedures. Second, the thesis 

answers the challenge that it is unethical deliberately to encourage the uptake of and pursuit 

of medical transhumanism given the extent of accessibility and distributive issues that 

remain unresolved in existing medicine. Finally, the thesis addresses a particular mental 

health crisis that is often predicted for transhuman beings, namely loss of meaning from loss 

of death and vulnerability, resulting in widespread loss of social cohesion. The thesis argues 

that the right solution to the first two problems is a libertarian paternalist approach, viz. 

nudging, and that this approach will also neutralise the risk of widespread and inevitable 

boredom or alienation that might otherwise result from the widespread introduction of 

human enhancement if people are nudged to engage more and more reflectively in their 

enhancement choices. Additionally, lifestyle issues like obesity, heart disease, cancers, and 

inaccessibility of vaccines and birth control pose unresolved problems for existing general 

medicine, killing millions every year worldwide. As a result, another serious challenge for 

enhancement medicine, which I propose would be addressed by the nudge approach, is to 

justify its place in the professional domain of medicine.  
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SECTION ONE 

 

1  

Thesis Introduction 

Why does transhumanism need nudges? Why should governing bodies be interested in 

nudging towards transhumanism?  

 

The first premise of the thesis is that a libertarian paternalist approach is well suited to the 

challenges faced by public health problems, where individuals need to act a certain way for 

some project to succeed or milestone to be met. Ethical challenges for public health include 

the need to promote and maintain the autonomy of individual agents whilst allowing the 

enforcement of public health policy across demographics within a society. Political 

challenges for public health include the need to maintain authority and trust in the oversight 

of the healthcare provision, whether it is nationalised or privatised, or a combination of 

available providers. Social challenges for public health include the need to motivate groups 

and to make sure the needs of diverse groups and diverse individuals are met, without 

privileging or dividing society on healthcare lines. Public health efforts should not be limited 

to only certain individuals, and the benefit of public health projects should not be only for 

the minority, but must prioritise the needs and triumph the values of most.1 A well-

established literature on behaviour and decision-making, more recently including 

psychological studies and sociological reports exploring many modern examples of public 

health measures in practice, shows the potential of a libertarian paternalist (also called 

‘nudge’2 or ‘behavioural insights’3) approach to public health policy. Nudges in public health 

have been used to improve outcomes in campaigns encouraging public uptake of medical 

interventions, like voluntary organ donation,4 ‘don’t drink and drive’ campaigns,5 and infant 

vaccine programmes,6 in Europe and North America.  

Regarding the increase of donor organs for transplant, the NHS Blood and Transplant 

strategy for the next decade7 draw on the work of Randhawa8 into racial disparities of 

accessibility and barriers to healthcare for racial groups in the UK. The strategy highlights the 

need to continue to address behavioural barriers to accessibility of services: 
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“Review of published evidence and engagement with the public and patients has shown that 

access to transplantation is not equitable for all patients. People from a BAME background 

have a high need for organ transplantation, while donation rates are generally lower. Barriers 

to organ donation in BAME communities restrict the availability of well-matched organs and 

results in relatively long waiting times for transplantation, with an increased risk of death on 

the transplant list. Understanding the barriers that lead to donor opt-out registrations and 

family consent among people from a BAME background is essential to match demand for 

transplantation and availability of suitable donor organs.”9 

In the literature on transhumanism, challenges for ethical human enhancement medicine 

parallel the public health challenges for the kinds of public health policies that benefit from 

nudges. Ethical transhumanism must preserve autonomy whilst encouraging cooperative 

healthy behaviour. Transhumanists who aim to bring human enhancement into general 

medicine face a problem of ethical distribution and ethical enforcement, because upholding 

and maintaining a global standard of enhanced health would also rely on governing bodies 

striking the right balance of liberty and authority. Governments and governing bodies who 

seek to encourage and educate about the potential for human enhancement to change and 

improve the quality of human life must overcome uncertainty and fear of bodily 

interventions, and of equal distribution (fairness, justice, resentment).  

I argue that nudges would benefit transhumanist activism in a significant way. Nudges could 

hasten the introduction of human enhancement technology into general medicine and public 

health in a way that would not undermine or detract from existing global health efforts to 

proceed carefully, in light of the above concerns for transhumanism as an idea. In the thesis, 

I engage with behavioural insights theory, nudges, which have been influential in recent 

policymaking and popular with governments in both the United States and the United 

Kingdom in recent years10 as a possible solution to concerns about ethical transhumanism. 

Some public health projects which seem similar to key examples of possible medical human 

enhancement, have achieved significant improvements in public health with the help of 

nudges, and there are comparable social, political and philosophical challenges.  

Second, in cases where emerging technology stands to improve the general quality of life, 

positive intervention by governments or governing bodies at the right time could significantly 

improve novel application of technology and overcome the effects of the status quo bias, to 

reduce techno-stress.11 Having public feeling on side should be an important measure of the 

success of an emerging technology or for emerging applications of technology.12 This is 
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because positive public feeling significantly increases the potential for emergent technology 

to increase wellbeing, which should be as significant as the economic or straightforwardly 

innovative success of technology. Further, the literature on behavioural insights promotes 

the idea that success in the public eye, and the contribution of public agreement to 

wellbeing, should not be the subject of study only in hindsight.  

Taking the same approach based on nudges, I argue it is possible and important to intervene 

early and carefully to influence public opinion, without undermining public consent for 

widespread (even global) public health policy changes. I suggest that the positive effects of 

technological change are not stifled by technostress or a tendency for people to prefer the 

status quo and to resist change, which strengthen autonomy and improve the possibility that 

individuals can participate in an informed way, in public health.  

Third, global interventions to create policy and influence public opinion about enhancement 

medicine would help the progress and effect of transhumanism, but also would help improve 

and hasten a more general shift toward a more egalitarian and responsible global health 

policy for human beings. Critics of transhumanism suggest that disillusionment and 

disengagement with healthcare could easily result from human enhancement: alienation and 

a sharper divide between perceived ‘haves and have nots’; individuals enhanced without 

their consent would be more likely to feel uneasy about their modified core capacities; 

unwanted long life could result in boredom; and enhanced individuals might stagnate, with 

established norms no longer fit for purpose to guide lifestyles.  

In short, it is the absence of engagement and early social interventions that is most likely to 

result in the ethical challenges predicted of human enhancement medicine, not human 

enhancement medicine itself. When policy aims not only to follow but engage public 

cooperation and understanding of emerging technology, public disillusionment and 

disengagement with medical research and development seem to be less likely.   

Although transhumanist goals like human immortality or habitation of other planets in the 

solar system might seem fanciful and might once have been more appropriate subjects for 

science fiction, there is increasing reason to believe they are sensible, practical answers to 

the question ‘what can human beings do next?’. There is increasing clinical evidence that life 

extension and cellular damage repair is a realistic medical goal, which could lead to greatly 

elongated healthy lifespans for human beings. Transhumanists tend to suppose that 

immortality, although it may never mean total and invulnerable freedom from death, which 

does not seem desirable in any case, will inevitably become a reality as indefinite longevity.  
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The technological possibility of indefinite longevity, through cellular repair and gene editing, 

means it is more important now than at previous times that philosophy should address 

philosophical and bioethical concerns about how and when to introduce human 

enhancement into general medicine. Life extension, modification of intelligence, improved 

skeletal and muscular strength, resistance against deterioration and previously un-

manageable genetic illnesses, direct brain interfacing with machines, and re-growth of lost 

body parts are more realistic now than they have ever been, but this does not mean they 

should automatically become everyday medicine as soon as they become technically feasible 

in the laboratory. Serious ethical concerns about the imminent matter of introducing 

enhancement into conventional medicine are being voiced. In medical journals, in reports by 

large healthcare organisations (for example, UK-based Nuffield Health13 and the Wellcome 

Trust14), in global public health advice and policy implementation organisations (such as the 

World Health Organisation), and from government agencies like the British Parliamentary 

Office of Science and Technology, in collaboration with The Hague15), the possibility of 

human enhancement amounting to transhumanism has been taken seriously since the 

1970s.  

In the last decade, the urgency and seriousness of the need for global consensus on ethical 

regulation of human enhancement has grown considerably, particularly following the 

announcement of successful human enhancement in China, near the end of 2018.16 

Transhumanist organisations like SENS (Strategies for Engineered Negligible Senescence) and 

Oísin Biotechnologies, in the United States, have flourished in the last decade, and available 

funding for human enhancement and negligible senescence research was recently reported 

to have outstripped the uptake from start-up organisations in the industry.17 In light of this 

apparent boom-time for transhumanist research and human enhancement medicine, it has 

been suggested18 that questions such as, ‘what makes human beings uniquely human?’, 

‘what is the limit of our human potential?’, and ‘should we undertake self-transformation or 

self-evolution, as a species?’, traditionally the preserve of philosophy and existentialism, and 

of clear interest to transhumanism, are coming more and more into the public sphere. These 

longstanding philosophical questions have been matters of vague public awareness for quite 

some time, particularly as more personal questions about self and determination, and 

particularly when popularised in the Existentialist philosophy of the last century.19 However, 

it does seem transhumanist, existentialist, philosophical questions about human being have 

re-entered the public consciousness as scientific and medical questions with new potential.  
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A significant part of the scientific community now seems to agree that CRISPR technology is 

promising as a means of improving health outcomes in the face of illness.20 CRISPR has been 

beneficial in improving the prognosis for genetic issues in other species.21 In clinical research, 

including animal trials and early trials on human embryos not for implantation and 

pregnancy, over several years, CRISPR has appeared promising to the expert community in 

general, though predicting the future uses of the technology was difficult and sometimes 

controversial.22 Once it was reported, late in 2018, that CRISPR-Cas9 had been instrumental 

in successfully editing living human infants, however, the possibility of enhancement 

inevitably captured the public imagination anew. Just as it gave thought-leaders increased 

cause for concern and gave the scientific community reason to scrutinise the speed of 

endeavours to introduce CRISPR into general medicine, the public became newly aware of 

how close the advent of transhumanist human enhancement medicine might be.23  

But why should the public, governments, and global health bodies pay attention to 

transhumanism, as much as to cures for cancer or heart disease?  

The Shenzhen human gene modification trial in 2018 was notable, not least because of its 

novelty and illegality. Philosophical questions were revived for the public as newly scientific, 

rather than as subjects for academic thought experiments, and commentary tended to ask 

whether it was right to enhance human beings using the technology. However close the 

technology appears to have come to allowing successful human genetic enhancement, 

doubts remain about the shortcomings of structures of medical authority, and whether 

professionals have the right to carry out enhancement. These seem to challenge both the 

aims of transhumanism and whether transhumanism can be achieved in acceptable, ethical 

ways. The availability of CRISPR-Cas9 technology raises questions about the limits of existing 

medical frameworks, which would need to change to account for the use of enhancement 

technologies, not least because disease-based frameworks for medical care do not allow for 

enhancement as medicine.24 Doubts remain over the ethical implications, should any 

national governments seek to acquire and distribute enhancement technology into existing 

national healthcare systems to enhance their citizens where other nations decline to do so.25  

Existing defences of transhumanist ideals like life-extension and immortality, in the 

philosophical literature have tended to address concerns about the risk of disparity between 

‘haves and have-nots’, alienation from feeling human, and about species divergence that 

might pose an existential threat to humanity. Bioethicists have asked about the autonomy 

of the enhanced,26 and about the risks posed by boredom and loss of meaning to immortal 
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or invulnerable beings. However, despite philosophical concern that increased technological 

paternalism might be a reason for caution against certain medical interventions, 

transhumanists have not yet found a policymaking tool to tackle political-emotional 

obstacles to enhancement at the intersection of medicine with public will. I aim to show that 

nudge interventions improve public health in a way that answers this challenge, by 

influencing emotions that contribute to reasoned behaviour without unduly reducing 

autonomy or generating meaningless trends in behaviour.  

 

Three substantial ethical problems facing Human Enhancement Technologies (HETs) in 

medicine 

The transhumanist project aims at biomedical species-wide self-improvement and has been 

described as the controlled evolution, by humanity, of itself.27 As a large-scale project that 

involves the enhancement of individuals, ethical transhumanism should respect individual 

patient autonomy and should be socially responsible to be called a success. This balance is 

also important in general medicine, where interventions like vaccination are generally 

understood to improve species wellbeing, though individuals might disagree or resist 

treatment in individual cases. Frameworks for medical ethics aim to pick out cases where 

intervention is acceptable, justifying certain instances of paternalism and denouncing others. 

In a similar way, transhumanist biomedical interventions divide public opinion despite 

evidence that they might be beneficial, and the benefits of any enforced enhancement might 

quickly be overshadowed by the injustice of impositions on freedom. A further concern for 

enhancement is the divisive effect of fierce disagreement on species-wide social, political, 

and ethical cohesion. I will argue neither curtailing individual freedom nor causing social 

division are inevitable for the transhumanist project, reimagining key transhumanist 

interventions within a libertarian-paternalist framework of public health responsibility.   

Because transhumanism is an idea with a long history in many contexts, it is hard to define 

in terms of one goal or ideal. I will tend to refer to Bostrom’s account of transhumanism as 

a project that aims to enhance the two core human capacities: lifespan and cognition.28 

Interventions that make human beings more resilient, flexible, strong, or resourceful; 

treatments that mean someone is able to jump higher, run faster, lift greater weights, to live 

longer, or reason more clearly, might be transhumanist interventions. There are a great 

many HETs which do not count as transhumanist, and about which it would be inappropriate 

to conclude that we were enhanced. For example, claiming ‘the invention and widespread 
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use of the printing press was the moment when we became transhuman beings’ would seem 

to miss the point. I will give more detail about the characteristics of uniquely transhumanist 

interventions, and explain why innovations like reading glasses, pocket calculators, and 

running shoes are also not transhumanist HETs in the short Primer chapter on transhumanist 

human enhancement that follows.  

The benefits of transhumanist enhancement for the future of humanity are not yet fully clear 

and may never be completely understood, as more avenues for enhancement seem to 

become available all the time. Though the full extent of the impact of certain predicted 

enhancements on individual human bodies might not yet be clinically proven, for the 

purpose of this discussion I will take it that interventions at the point of their clinical use on 

human beings, will have been tested rigorously. I do not suppose that the invention of further 

HETs for medical use will mean the dissolution of medical trial and approval frameworks, or 

the rise of rogue, individual, enhancements. The question is not whether enhancement will 

become safe enough for human beings, but rather, once successful enhancement has been 

sufficiently documented in clinical trials, how we should go about integrating enhancement 

with existing medicine. Transhumanist enhancements may not yet have the unambiguous 

support of clinical evidence, but it seems all but inevitable that transhumanist enhancements 

of some kind will become safely viable for clinical use on human beings, in the near future.29 

Though I will not seek to defend this premise in the thesis, in the short primer to 

transhumanist enhancement, I hope to give an indication of the plausibility of 

transhumanism. The thesis will assume that enhancement options, once they have been 

clinically tested to meet currently acceptable standards and are considered safely viable, 

would need to be available to patients in a clinical setting, given similar restrictions and 

procedures for safe treatment that are required of general medicine. Although, as the 

transhumanist primer will indicate, enhancement also happens in independent and private 

laboratories, and is also a commercial enterprise, nonetheless using a clinical framework for 

ethical transhumanism productively narrows and directs philosophical discussion. Given this 

understanding of transhumanism as fundamentally medical and clinical, rather than as a 

private, hobbyist, or commercial project, the thesis will focus on the public health 

implications and the role of patient consent, individual responsibility, and social cohesion in 

public health.  

Another challenge for transhumanist enhancement is that disruption to perceived or actual 

species unity, for example because of changes made to the core human capacities, might 

undermine social responsibility, undermine ethics, weaken the authority of justice and law, 
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and cause untold harm to many while advancing few.30 The shared human condition that 

seems to be maintained by shared core capacities31 may be essential for maintenance and 

respectability of many ethical and social frameworks, including those explaining mutual 

responsibility and accountability. Disruption to social responsibility or the cooperative 

influence of empathy pose existential risks. In earlier political thought, J.S. Mill proposed that 

individuals with their own preferences and ways of life, each vying for their way to be allowed 

to flourish, were more likely to benefit the state than individuals pressed into conformity by 

the state.32 The mutual consent of citizens to some general understanding about what is 

normal, best, and appropriate, despite myriad individual differences in temperament and 

pleasures,  relies on the understanding that there is a shared condition, despite individual 

differences. Blind justice can only be a realistic goal if all individuals must concede that they 

would all be equal candidates for the same misfortunes without the protection of their 

(contingent) characteristics resultant of birth or good fortune.33  

Transhumanism, therefore, represents an existential threat which might undermine the 

shared human condition that unites and strengthens ethical ties between individuals, despite 

other differences. Conversely, the authoritarian implementation of technological change to 

homogenise the enhancement of core capacities, also risks undermining individual 

responsibility and autonomy, particularly if it is imposed against the grain of public feeling. 

The forced homogenisation of core capacities poses an existential risk for those who fear the 

loss of an immutable core humanity and it raises serious ethical concerns about bodily 

autonomy and consent. Simultaneously, there is legitimate concern that the enforced 

implementation of enhancement to ‘manage’ individual traits pre-natally could promote the 

excessive homogenization of traits, for example to remove undesirable traits from the 

species altogether. This is a clear ethical challenge for enhancement, and one which means 

heritable gene editing of human embryos remains controversial and its implementation into 

general medicine does not seem likely to further global health goals, fairness, or justice.   

Although at the extremes, both the extreme exacerbation of division between ‘haves and 

have-nots’ and the risk of excessive homogenization of traits, ethical problems seem 

comparable with those faced by any system of global distribution of resources, this is not 

enough to excuse them in an emerging system like transhumanism. Transhumanism, 

because its unique aim is controlled species-wide improvement, beyond existing natural 

constraints, should be fully accountable if enhancements were a deterioration of the status 

quo. This is no less true if transhumanism adopts entirely the same ethical approach taken 

by traditional medicine, because the onus is on the transhumanist to find improved 
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solutions, to protect against lowering the average quality of life for human beings, and 

because transhumanism already challenges standard medical frameworks. Because the 

transhumanist wish-list includes permanent hereditary changes to species traits, the onus is 

on the transhumanist to defend their particular project, to explain why it is more worthwhile 

to pursue transhumanism than to give preference to non-transhumanist improvements in 

general medicine. The social and political hurdles in the way of broad public acceptance of 

transhumanism are the result of longstanding perceptions of human health and flourishing. 

Longstanding intuitions about the human condition, bounded by core capacities, are hard to 

change, and defending the possibility of bringing about real, ethical, change in these 

intuitions will be the focus of the thesis. 

Section One seeks to establish the groundwork for an argument based on the idea that the 

public perception of human enhancement, including general tendency of public feeling 

against authoritarian technocracy in matters of public health, poses a substantial risk to the 

success of ethical medical transhumanism. It might be the case that the problems resulting 

from negative perception of the means of transhumanism are more difficult to overcome 

than critical unease about its ends. The thesis argues that organised enforcement of group 

goals, such as intervention into public debate and about behaviour, to reduce unease and 

increase solidarity in matters of public health can sometimes be justified, particularly where 

novel technologies can change the choice architecture for the worse.  

Secondly, that it is important to address these ethical hurdles in the social and political 

spheres at an appropriate and deliberate point (for example during processes of clinical 

trials), rather than leaving the promotion of transhumanism to the scientists and medics 

involved in improving the technology or to free market forces. In part, this is because ethical 

justification for the use of technology must be in conjunction with particular practices and 

outcomes (rather than judgements about the technology alone).34  A parallel case can be 

seen in the increased difficulty for legislators over matters of ‘smart cities’ and face-

recognition software, as the technology (though imperfect) has been in use for some time, 

is planned to become more integral to security in public places, but is not supported by public 

feeling or by its own legislation (for example about the secure use and storage of biometric 

information). 

The species-wide application of any innovative use of medical technology depends heavily 

on political feeling and local social impact, and social debate is too important to be left 

uncoordinated. These are not secondary problems for transhumanist ethics but intrinsic to 
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its defence. It is less useful to discuss the global ethical status of a spade, if the biggest ethical 

concern is about the effect of spades on income and quality of life, than it would be to discuss 

the treatment of manual labourers by construction companies, or the distribution of spades 

in communities. Discussion of the risks and benefits early in the process should be important 

and an ethics of transhumanism must be predominantly the ethics governing social and 

political means to effect lasting change. To bring about enthusiastic participation in 

enhancement, this should be done earlier rather than later. 

 

What the thesis will not do. 

In this thesis, I will not attempt to prove that transhumanism has made accurate predictions 

about the future of human evolution, or that enhancements to the two core capacities are 

always good for the species on balance. Instead, both will be assumed, as well as the 

observation that aspects of human enhancement transhumanism are already underway, and 

that the success of some human enhancement techniques are now all but inevitable. Instead 

of defending whether transhumanism should happen, I will seek to identify why promoting 

transhumanist ideas could seem risky to fragile positive progress in personal responsibility 

for public health, for the success of global health standards, or for the health of the already 

vulnerable. In response to the challenge of these risks, I will argue in support of more 

organised and deliberate integration of transhumanism into medicine. I will argue in defence 

of transhumanism that it need not undermine or drastically reimagine personal 

responsibility, personal identity, or species unity in the process.  

Moral enhancement is a further goal of transhumanism, which is usually discussed as part of 

the enhancement of cognitive capacities and is also deserving of philosophical attention. 

Better moral agents might behave more desirably but be less responsible for their actions. 

Loss of responsibility is certainly of concern to theories of ethical transhumanism that seek 

not to impede or undermine human autonomy in the process of improving the human 

condition. Concern about the risks and benefits of changes to core capacities might also be 

best understood following consideration of the way enhanced beings would feel about their 

condition, but this raises further argumentative problems.35 So, chiefly for focus and the 

clarity of the thesis, I will restrict discussion to the enhancement of human core capacities at 

the genetic and cellular level that result in longer life and longer health-span. In brief, given 

fear and disgust over possible moral and cognitive enhancements, arguments in favour of 

pursuing moral enhancements are quite likely to be compatible with arguments presented 
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in favour of genetic enhancements targeting health, but will not be discussed in their own 

right.  

The thesis will address concerns about adjusting the beliefs, desires, and emotions of the 

public that are detrimental to research development and public acceptance of 

transhumanism in medicine. The thesis argument is that a libertarian-paternalist or ‘nudge’ 

approach to governing public health responsibility is the best way to tackle several of the 

major ethical concerns over human enhancement, including fair distribution, justice, and the 

authority of healthcare providers to enhance.  

In chapter 3, I will outline, briefly, the existing framework that allows public health policy to 

operate alongside advances in scientific medical understanding and available treatments, 

generating expert, activist, and layperson’s responsibilities. In order to carry out ethical 

policy making, it seems fair to suggest that government should be guided by the best 

available evidence and recommendations of experts within the healthcare domain. Best 

evidence and best advice about healthcare, which is regulated by a shifting paradigmatic 

understanding of medicine, is subject to change. I will not aim to defend the idea that 

paradigm shifts do happen in medical science, nor that a shifting paradigm is bound to 

change best practice and best advice available to governments. However, in the second 

dialogue of chapter 3, I will outline key disagreements in theories about how change happens 

in medicine as the groundwork for my later claims about global health policymaking as it has 

curtailed the progress of transhumanism so far. The idea of a global paradigm shift in health 

policy has been suggested and the growing field of public health has suggested innovations 

like a new Hippocratic Oath, which seems to offer new promise for enhancement as 

medicine. 

 

Summary of thesis aims: 

“We value our status as human beings especially highly, often more highly even than our 

happiness. This status centres on our being agents—deliberating, assessing, choosing and 

acting to make what we see as a good life for ourselves.”36 

Rogue enhancement experiments and the occurrence of individual biohacking cases do not 

constitute the species-wide transformation that transhumanism requires. The thesis argues 

that transhumanism would be much riskier if it existed only as a niche of independent 

research, occasionally provoking outrage with unregulated human trials but mostly 
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producing results about reduced senescence in mice. A socially responsible transhumanism 

should aim to bring about large-scale changes to public attitudes, to ageing, death, 

vulnerability, and the relationship between human agency and nature, to complement 

technological advances occurring in the sphere of research and development.  

Socially responsible transhumanism, involving interventions to encourage and to normalise 

core transhumanist ideas should support both improvements in public health engagement 

and responsibility to public health in general, over individual interest. The thesis does not 

suggest that a personal preference for unenhanced human life, for gradual ageing and death 

is irrational, or necessarily identical with technological conservativism or a cognitive bias in 

every case. Rather that the public, who might have a variety of preferences about the 

interaction between governments, technology, and their own bodies, would behave very 

differently in the face of differently framed medical enhancement opportunities, given a 

nudge in support of their preferences, but not a push. 

The approach defended by the thesis should also address a further concern, that expediting 

the general use of transhumanist enhancements to change human core capacities would risk 

alienation. Separate from the concern that enhancements would further divide the ‘haves 

from have nots’, critics of transhumanism have expressed concern that the rapid 

enhancement of adults could result in in individuals becoming rapidly unrecognisable to 

themselves. One counter-position to transhumanism is that the current state of human 

biology is the best state for human bodies to be in, not because our lives are painless, always 

beautiful, or without difficulty, but because the limitations of biology allow us to be moral, 

rational, and autonomous. Hughes, for example, has responded to variations of 

bioconservativisim critically, referring to its unwavering supporters as BioLuddites.37 

Rather than appealing to arguments from utility, for example transhumanism on the grounds 

that the increased health and core capacities of individuals would create a net benefit despite 

feelings of alienation and division, I suggest enhancement with the right kind of public 

support would be less likely to leave people untethered and alienated.  

The implementation of any such large-scale public health project, aiming to reimagine deeply 

rooted norms about human wellbeing and lifespan, would involve top-down oversight to 

ensure fairness and protect against eugenics, as well as culturally appropriate branches 

developing practice to suit local populations. For transhumanism, as much as for any project 

involving medical research and distribution, cooperative top-down oversight by global 

regulators means treatment can be standardised, procedures can be improved and made 
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more efficient (with practitioners learning from each other) and is likely to reduce overall 

costs by coordinating efforts and sharing evidence. The thesis will approach the challenge of 

balancing top-down oversight and governance during a period of potential global paradigm 

shift, as one of balancing authority and the liberty of individuals. Though a kind of 

authoritarian control is required to bring such an ambitious project to fruition, this does not 

mean transhumanism automatically must involve forced homogenisation at the cost of 

individual autonomy or cultural identity, and answers to these kinds of challenges exist in 

other areas of public health policy.38  

I have so far indicated that the thesis is optimistic about the future of transhumanism in the 

public eye, and that the changes needed are possible. I will argue that transhumanism can 

be ethically implemented only if its goals and their progress are made public, and if the public 

mostly consider transhumanism to be acceptable in the ways it will be implemented. The 

thesis will assume that transhumanist enhancements are inevitable and most likely to be 

medical enhancements, which should be orchestrated by professionals in the medical sphere 

and so should involve regulation by governing bodies.  However, it is not always the case that 

clinically approved medical procedures are acceptable to the public at the point where they 

can be legally distributed (consider birth control, vaccines, abortions). The tendency that 

people have to reject technological improvements on nature, at least initially, is of particular 

concern for human enhancement medicine, in part because of the reasons summarised 

above, that alienation, social division, and feelings of resentment and discomfort can follow. 

Critics describe these consequences as the inevitable result of a system that creates 

technological obsolescence, but where the obsolete product is the human body39.  

Social and political interventions accompanying medical human enhancement should aim to 

accelerate the pace of change in the following: public perceptions of ageing and old age; the 

importance of death as a part of meaningful life; the meaning of shared humanity. Successful 

human enhancement medicine should also actively mediate public reactions that arise 

against emerging enhancement technology in the way global public health organisations 

address global public feeling about birth control, vaccines, blood transfusions, and so on. The 

thesis will conclude that, although the success of transhumanism might not initially seem to 

require interventions on the same scale as those that might be justified by a sudden or 

explosive global public health crisis, its careful management is essential and relies in the 

same way on a stable ethical framework. Nudges are the best current solution to the problem 

of how to bring about global measures of oversight and support that are required during 

global health crises.  
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Ethical transhumanism must be transparent, should rely on informed consent (which can 

also mean tacit consent, given special conditions), and the products of enhancement should 

be available not only for private companies and private individuals but as part of the 

healthcare and health policy structures that are already in place to improve wellbeing, 

longevity, and to reduce the suffering caused by illness, which tends to be the focus of public 

health value frameworks. Correspondingly, activists who favour long-term transhumanist 

goals should first aim to make the public aware of, and happy about, the potential for general 

enhancements like longevity to influence their medical care for the better. 
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2  

Human Enhancement and Health: Transhumanist Primer 

 

In this chapter I describe the key goals shared by transhumanists, though transhumanism is 

a broad and varied approach to human enhancement and includes a wide range of 

technology, medical and non-medical projects. I explain why transhumanist human 

enhancement is not generally considered identical with technology driving advances in 

medical science. I explain why transhumanism is often controversial, is heavily criticised for 

promising panaceas that never materialise, and is sometimes equated with liberal eugenics.  

Transhumanism is ideological. It is optimistic about the improvement of human bodies in 

order to reduce suffering, and draws criticism on the grounds that even its success would 

promote elitism and social division, technological authoritarianism, and homogeneity of 

human traits. I pick out two transhumanist goals, which will be the particular focus of the 

arguments of the thesis, the pursuit of robustness against ageing and disease, and extreme 

longevity. I suggest there is good reason to consider these the two goals that have always 

been at the heart of transhumanism, and that despite being the most lofty, these are also 

the projects of transhumanism which have the most in common with global public health 

endeavours, because of their focus on a general and widespread reduction in disease burden 

by means that can be inherited by the next generation.  

 

What is human enhancement? What is Transhumanism?  

To understand why ethical transhumanism would rely on an emotional response or the 

behaviour of the public, rather than the success of clinical trials and innovative invention, it 

is important first to understand what transhumanism involves and why it depends on more 

than clinical successes with laboratory mice, even if they have the potential to become 

successful human therapies.40  

In this primer chapter, I will define the key transhumanist ideas in one expert branch of 

human enhancement research and will explain how key ideas developed and supported by 

transhumanist and by immortalist activists are connected to gene editing technologies. I will 

introduce some of the more serious concerns about enhancement and critics of 

transhumanism. Having given a brief history of transhumanist ideas in philosophy, medicine, 
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and other disciplines, I will also say a little about recent transhumanist responses to criticism 

in the context of real human enhancement. Transhumanists suggest it is realistic that human 

beings might soon be medically enhanced, routinely, to live very long lives with elevated 

cognition.  

The aim of this primer is to explain the work of the thesis which mostly discusses sociological 

challenges facing the introduction of enhancement into increasingly technological and 

individualised medicine. As, in the main body of the thesis, I will not attempt to argue that 

transhumanism or human enhancement are likely to happen, or that they are objectively the 

best possible direction for medicine, in this primer I will attempt to show why many people 

do not find transhumanist goals unlikely or undesirable. Although the thesis often describes 

enhancement as a kind of transhumanism that now seems inevitable given advances in 

medical research and clinical trials already underway, the Primer aims to establish that 

human enhancement medicine is transhumanism. I outline some key transhumanist 

objectives which, it is predicted, will very likely be met as the result of recent advances in 

medical science.41  

This discussion divides human enhancement and transhumanism between what the ideas 

mean to experts, activists, and the layperson, to a distinction used in the literature on 

reproductive politics.42 Because reproductive politics deals with similar concerns to some of 

the criticisms of transhumanism, for example in the social and religious influence of belief on 

acceptable medical treatment and accessibility, the work of activists to promote and defend 

certain bodily autonomies and preferences, the risk of back street and off-target uses of 

reproductive technology, and the responses and behaviour of the layperson to all of the 

above, it is a useful distinction to help identify ethical approaches to transhumanism. In the 

literature on reproductive politics as in the existing work on transhumanist politics there is 

some overlap between activists and scientific experts, and some grey area also exists 

between activists and laypeople, but the general reference to three groups is useful, as each 

has different aims and different experiences of emerging medical technology in public health 

as in doctor-patient interactions.  

 

Human enhancement: Expert research and expert criticism 

Gene therapy was established in the 1970s. The aims of gene therapy are to identify, target, 

and improve genetic flaws that are the cause of disease in humans. By the mid-1990s, nine 
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research organisations were investigating ‘medically relevant’ human genes43 with the aim 

of eradicating certain genetic causes of illness, and in recent years gene therapy has 

developed more rapidly. The introduction of new genetic material into the body, as one way 

to target genetic problems and change the characteristics of organisms, involves selectively 

‘snipping out’ sequences of DNA and replacing them. The first successful application of 

CRISPR-Cas9 to target, remove, and replace an undesirable DNA sequence in human pre-

implantation embryos was in 2015. In 2018, for the first time, human embryos edited in this 

way were implanted for pregnancy by a laboratory in Shenzhen, under He Jiankui.44 

Somatic cell genetic therapy alters the genetic material of the individual patient, as new DNA 

introduced to the body spreads through the somatic cells. However, introducing new DNA 

to only the somatic cells and not the gametes or sex cells means somatic changes made to 

the individual are not heritable. Early trials in somatic cell gene therapy have found some 

success, targeting single gene disorders like sickle cell anaemia, haemophilia, cystic fibrosis 

and immunodeficiencies, but do not yet have clinical approval for general use in medicine45.   

Germline therapy tends to be more controversial because changes made to the genes of an 

individual patient are heritable, i.e., they may be passed down to any offspring of the 

individual patient. In many countries germline editing remains either explicitly illegal or is 

inaccessible because of more general ethical guidelines in place to reduce risk to patients of 

emerging and untested treatments. Ethical measures to restrict rogue human genetic 

testing, which tend to prevent the use of imprecise therapies with uncertain outcomes, also 

consider uncertainty about risks to the health of future generations. 

CRISPR-Cas9 is one variation on CRISPR technology which uses non-viral means to introduce 

new genetic material to the body and was developed less than a decade ago.46  

In July 2019, faced with a World Health Organisation Report from Geneva which seemed 

hesitant or even alarmed, public enthusiasm about human genetic enhancement would have 

seemed foolhardy. WHO recommendations for laboratories working on CRISPR and possible 

applications of CRISPR-Cas9 technology for human enhancement were expedited, following 

the shock announcement from Shenzhen in the winter of 2018 that two babies were the first 

humans born with germline modifications. The early recommendations of the WHO, 

following the announcement were as follows: 
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1. That there should be established a WHO registry, to ‘provide a more structured 

mechanism for collecting and curating details of planned and ongoing research 

relevant to its work’. 

2. ‘[All] those conducting, or aware of research and development relevant to its 

mandate, in particular genome editing of human germline cells and embryos’ should 

communicate with the Committee immediately. The Committee expressed a wish 

that unpublished existing research should be understood, underscoring the 

importance of WHO awareness of all existing work in the field. 

3. Global health organisations should collect input from as wide a range of 

stakeholders as possible via ‘an enhanced website; and targeted outreach to regional 

and country offices. Specifically, the Committee requested the Director General to 

engage WHO’s regional and country offices and urge them to canvass societal views 

on human genome editing.’ Cartoons and memes were mentioned as one possible 

means of communicating widely and across many languages.  

 

A multidisciplinary WHO panel of professors in bioethics, risk assessment, genetics, 

technology, medicine, and law, addressed concerns that the apparent initial success in 

Shenzhen would lead to further human clinical trials. Recommendations were therefore 

focused on the state of the research at this key moment and intended to contain optimism 

about the research. With the recommendation of a central registry, and oversight of the 

WHO in trials underway, the report highlights the importance of slowing the advent of 

germline genetic modification into general medicine. This was justified in part by recognition 

of severe problems with the Shenzhen trial, both ethical and practical, further details of 

which have continued to come to light since the story initially broke in 2018.  

Even before the birth of the children, He’s trial did not adhere to the controls that are 

normally placed on agreements between clinicians and trial participants according to WHO 

guidelines for ethical human trials. The Shenzhen trial used stringent fines written into the 

experiment as a penalty if either family decided to pull out. 

He intended to create a naturally occurring modification within a gene known as CCR5, which 

naturally reduces vulnerability to HIV. CCR5 is a relatively well understood gene that encodes 

the CCR5 protein. The CCR5 protein is present on white blood cells and acts as a ‘gateway’ 

for HIV entry into the cell; hence allowing for infection. There are naturally occurring 
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variables of the CCR5 gene within the European population, which He attempted to re-

create.  

Sperm-washing treatment was carried out which, along with the HIV-negative status of the 

mothers in the trial, rendered the modifications to the CCR5 gene of the embryos 

unnecessary by the standards of most practitioners. In terms of justification of the 

therapeutic use of germline editing, this has been described as moving the trial further away 

from therapy, and into the field of enhancement, as none of the children was at serious risk 

of being born with HIV, even before the intervention was made.47 

He’s secrecy when acquiring funding to achieve these pregnancies was necessary because, 

although germline editing of pre-implantation embryos is a standard way to begin human 

clinical trials, the implantation of edited embryos for pregnancy is illegal in China and most 

other global jurisdictions. He’s plans to announce the apparent success of the trial, with the 

birth of the children Lulu and Nana were uncovered before his announcement and were 

initially met with incredulity by the scientific community. 

When the WHO met to confer again in 2019, the tone of their recommendations expressed 

severe reticence, and reinforced the norm that the technology, although promising, was not 

yet at the stage where human clinical trials were acceptable. It is still unclear to what extent 

the trial can even be taken as realistically indicative of the possibilities of germline editing 

for meaningful human enhancement. Targeting HIV resistance by other means which are less 

invasive, using non-heritable interventions, had already found success in recent years, in 

reputable trials, makes the true aims of the Shenzhen trial more questionable.  

He’s apparent success is predicted to have medical consequences for the two girls later in 

their lives, not only because germline modification is heritable (and so any children of theirs 

and subsequent generations might be affected) but because other areas of the genome than 

CCR5 are very likely to have been edited as well. These are known as off-target effects. As 

only 1% of the human genome is protein-coding, these off target effects are likely to take 

place in non-protein-coding DNA known as ‘junk DNA’. However, many parts of this non-

coding DNA are involved in the regulation of genes, and changes within these regulatory 

regions could have enormous consequences on cellular function and could ultimately lead 

to disease. Moreover, the ENCODE project has shown that 80% of the genome is used 

(transcribed), and therefore it is impossible to say with certainty that the off-target 

modifications won’t have detrimental, or even enhancing effects on Lulu and Nana. The 

consequences of editing what seems to be ‘junk DNA’, surrounding the precise CCR5 area, 
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are as yet unknown and would likely also be heritable. Moreover, He did not make the 

modifications that he intended to make, and instead, novel changes have been introduced 

to the CCR5 gene – (i.e., not the naturally occurring variables of the CCR5 gene as mentioned 

before). Further, it has been shown that CCR5 is not the only gateway for HIV, so its choice 

in the Shenzhen trial was not fixed simply because HIV was the target. A further ethical 

question was raised regarding the consequence of CCR5 modification in China, as the variant 

is only naturally present in Europeans. Though the suggestion that the two children would 

be prevented, legally or medically, from having children of their own has been rejected as 

inhumane, the reproductive status of edited human beings had not been agreed or protected 

by global health organisations at the time of writing.  

In the face of these events, the early caution of the WHO and public concern about the use 

of CRISPR on human subjects is natural. Nevertheless, the technology applied in these rogue 

trials has shown promise, and a significant improvement in terms of precision, time, and cost, 

on the previous Zinc Finger Proteins (ZFNs) and TALEN editing systems for making similar 

genome modifications. CRISPR is currently considered the easiest of the three systems to 

use, and its rate of off-target effects is considered variable (an improvement on ZFNs high 

rate of off-target effects, though there is a low rate of off-target effects seen in TALEN).  

Improvements in the research into precise and efficient genome editing are likely to bring 

about improvements in general medicine and make truly individual personalized medicine a 

more realistic imminent paradigm shift.  Somatic gene modification has already resulted in 

therapeutic medical interventions. In diagnosed patients, the treatment is normally ex vivo, 

meaning that cells are removed from a patient, modified, and then returned to the patient. 

CRISPR can be used to treat white blood cells extracted from HIV patients, and the CCR5 gene 

can be modified within the white blood cells. The CCR5 modification that occurred at 

Shenzhen could potentially be carried out on bone marrow derived stem cells, which may 

provide a long-term reconstruction of HIV resistant white blood cells. This type of therapy 

has already been found effectively to cure HIV. 

The conduct of the researchers, the methodology of the Shenzhen trial, and the clinical 

treatment of the patients in the trial were criticised, as well as the legality of using CRISPR 

on humans. Concerns were expressed that the parents of the edited infants had signed 

contracts imposing strict financial penalties if they wished to withdraw from the test before 

the birth of the children. Financial penalties for withdrawal from human trials is widely 

unacceptable, given bioethical guidelines for clinical human research which prioritise patient 
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autonomy and self-determination. Particularly in the early stages of human trials, where it is 

generally preferred that participation should be entirely voluntary and should not take 

advantage of vulnerable individuals48, the practice of fining withdrawal violates both patient 

autonomy and the principle of beneficence.  

Controversy over the Shenzhen case only deepened when evidence seemed to suggest that 

the aim of the trial had not been to improve Lulu and Nana’s resistance against HIV, as had 

been suggested. Instead, it was suggested by experts that the gene editing carried out on the 

embryos might also improve cognitive capacity49. Suspicions that the team had concealed 

their true goals was reinforced because many argued that the application of still risky 

techniques to reduce the risk of HIV transmission between parent and child was unnecessary. 

Though HIV is still generally considered a relatively serious heritable disease, there are 

existing medical interventions that can be expected to reduce transmission rates from parent 

to child, particularly when only the male parent is a carrier of HIV.50  

Experts generally agreed of the Shenzhen trial that CRISPR was too imprecise for continued 

human trials in 2018, even if participants had been treated according to bioethical 

frameworks, which participants in the emerging case were not, and even if the aims of the 

study had been transparent. Despite consensus about the other advantages of CRISPR-Cas9 

over previous technology, Zinc Fingers and TALEN, in the wake of the Shenzhen trial there 

were calls to identify and halt any other similar trials that might be underway. The WHO, in 

their early response to the Shenzhen trial, emphasised the need to create a global registry 

of gene editing with CRISPR, to keep track of the global progress of heritable gene editing, 

and to engage with as wide a range of stakeholders as possible51 so that further regulated 

moves toward human trials could happen in time.  

 

Human enhancement: Activist perspective 

Aubrey de Grey52 has responded to concerns about the risk of dehumanisation from making 

radical changes to human core capacities. De Grey identifies nothing intrinsically valuable 

about the ‘natural’ process of ageing and describes the negligible senescence as a clear good 

for health and wellbeing.53  

In Nick Bostrom’s ‘Fable of the Dragon Tyrant’54, the position about reduction of suffering 

and the potential for a better human condition is presented in the most general terms 

possible. Bostrom uses the analogy of the dragon (old age and death) which terrorises a 
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society, and against which they must develop a technological weapon. In the Fable, the use 

of technology to remove a cause of suffering and death seems natural and common-sensible, 

and the critics of the anti-dragon technology seem short-sighted. In practice, the route to 

negligible senescence seems likely to involve so many individual enhancements to the 

bodies, capacities, and tendencies toward illness of individuals that arguments about 

eugenics and inequality cannot be so easily dismissed. Bostrom acknowledges this in his 

work,55 but the simple rhetoric of the transhumanist against the obvious harm caused by 

death remains inescapably appealing.  

Finally, De Grey56 presents an account of normal ageing with predictions that are typical of 

the optimism of the transhumanist movement in general. De Grey explains human ageing in 

terms of seven causes, inter-cellular and intra-cellular, which impair the function of tissues, 

organs, and eventually lead to death of the organism. The account suggests that the list of 

causes of ageing, as it has remained unchanged for decades, despite substantial 

improvements in the understanding of senescence, is likely to be comprehensive. Solving the 

seven causes of ageing in practice would mean medical repair of age-related damage to 

human bodies that is accumulated during the normal activities of life. This level of cellular 

repair would mean the possibility of extreme longevity and negligible senescence: a life 

without ageing, perhaps entirely without death from decrepitude for anyone with access to 

treatment, which is tantamount to immortality.  

But the transhumanist interest in gene therapy is not limited to improvements in healthcare 

(i.e., the eradication of particular diseases like cancers or heart disease). Genetic testing, 

analysis, and editing can make both somatic (individual) and germline (heritable) 

interventions and have the apparent potential to eliminate genetic diseases and weaknesses 

of the human body, and to pre-emptively prevent damage accumulation in current patients 

and future generations. Technology that might be used to improve resistance against disease 

also seems likely to improve function and resilience of human bodies in general, reducing 

the number of possible causes of premature death, as well as reducing damage accumulation 

(i.e., damage caused by cancer treatment, stroke, heart attack) during life. George Church is 

a particularly prominent advocate for genetic human enhancement. Since the early 1980s, 

Church’s Harvard laboratory has carried out research into a wide range of gene editing 

applications for both disease-resistance and bodily enhancement. One popular page on the 

Church Lab. website is dedicated to a list of desirable outcomes of targeting named genetic 

sequences. The list gives examples of some genetic locations of disease as well as 
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interventions that seem more straightforwardly to be human enhancements and is often 

nicknamed the ‘Transhumanist wish-list’.57  

Although many of the enhancements on the wish-list target single cell abnormalities in DNA 

sequences (or less beneficial variations that might occur), aim to treat recognised diseases 

like Alzheimer’s, diabetes, cancer, and HIV, other items on the wish-list are not directly 

related to disease. Improvements on the list often come at some cost, to another capacity 

or characteristic, and are not straightforwardly likely to be useful to every human being, 

particularly in the non-disease cases. Enhancements to improve intellect, reduce 

vulnerability, and give greater insensitivity to pain, might be more universally appealing than 

increased bone density at the cost of buoyancy, but there are consequences of each, and no 

single intervention seems likely to bestow perfection or invulnerability. Instead, individual 

genetic enhancements improve the everyday capacities of individuals beyond the normal 

range, and for particular kinds of activities.  

Definitions of enhancement do vary in the philosophical literature, with three main 

approaches finding different grey areas between treatment and enhancement, each arriving 

at different conclusions about what counts as treatment. Under Professional Domain 

accounts58, medical treatments are any interventions that the professional standards of care 

endorse, while enhancements are any interventions that the professional medics declare to 

be beyond their purview. In the case of birth control in the 1960s and 70s, for example, 

general practice medics were initially uneasy about oral contraceptive pills becoming part of 

their domain, instead of remaining in the domain of family planning clinics.59 Normal 

Function accounts60 argue that to be healthy is to be able to do all that appropriately 

matched members of one’s own species can do, for instance, what others of a similar age 

and the same gender can do. Health problems, diseases, or illnesses in need of treatment 

are characterized by a fall from the normal level of functional capacity expected for an 

individual in comparable range. For Disease Based accounts61, treatments are interventions 

that address the health problems created by diagnosable diseases and disabilities. 

Enhancements, on the other hand, are interventions aimed at healthy systems and traits. 

Each approach has its shortcomings, but disease-based and normal function accounts are 

more often used to discuss the divide between transhumanist enhancements and 

enhancement-like general medicine, because of the normal meaning of the word 

enhancement, which is suggestive of augmentation rather than cure of the human condition. 

However, as in the case of the transhuman wish-list, some interventions target recognised 
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disease states while others do not. Critics of the disease-based approach argue that there is 

a strong a historical precedent for pathologizing and de-pathologizing certain conditions like 

gender dysphoria with significant consequences for the treatment of individuals.62 This 

leaves disease-based accounts open to criticism for being still too ad-hoc to form the basis 

for making sure medicine does not slide into enhancement.63 This is important because, 

whichever account is taken to give the best explanation, enhancements tend to be more 

controversial than treatments.64  

Longstanding concerns about the pursuit of enhancements like those on the wish-list include 

the fear of eugenics, concerns about increasing homogeneity of the species, and forced 

enhancement. Concerns about enhancement leading to eugenics include both typical 

eugenics and what is known as ‘liberal eugenics’, where certain individuals are encouraged 

to have more children than others, on the basis of characteristics, social status, or their 

beliefs and affiliations.  Concerns about homogeneity, about losing diversity, come from 

concern about eugenics. However instead of removing certain individual human beings from 

the population able to pass on their genes, it is possible that genetic enhancements might 

mean altering the heritable characteristics of a generation to some desirable standard.  

Losing trait diversity, e.g., all children born to an edited generation will now have blonde 

hair, or stand over 6 feet tall in adulthood, seems inherently undesirable. Concerns over 

forced enhancement predict that as certain traits and capacities become valued over others, 

individuals would be under more pressure to undergo treatment or enhance their offspring, 

or else risk social disadvantage, discrimination, and dehumanisation. Subsequently, the 

concern is that sufficient pressure would be tantamount to forced medical treatment, and 

incompatible with ethical good practice in the case of most kinds of medical interventions.  

Church has responded to concerns about the sudden and widespread effects of facilitating 

genetic changes to the species, risking homogeneity across generations, about 

characteristics that may later be de-pathologized.65 Church has suggested that some 

technology already in circulation seem to count as transhumanism, if taken out of context, 

as they make substantial changes to the activities and quality of human life with similar 

impact on diversity of behaviour and capabilities. The change in capabilities that became 

available to most human beings when, for example, fire and compound sentences became 

commonly used, were significant and entirely transformative, and constituted kinds of 

technological change to the human condition from which there seems to be no return. One 

problem with reference to examples like fire and language is that they are too distant and 

abstract to be useful or meaningful, though we might fancifully imagine the effect of such 
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changes on human lives. It is easier to comment, however and the products of commentary 

are more rigorous about the impact of more recent technological advances. The increasingly 

efficient and inexpensive combination of mobile technology with a wireless internet 

connection allows for such widespread incorporation of ‘Smart Phones’ into all parts of home 

and professional life. The use of mobile phones has changed in the last three decades, almost 

beyond recognition in comparison with the first instances of the technology in the 1980s, 

and ever-changing applications have also changed behaviour and cognition in normal life.66 

Changes in normal behaviour and normal understanding of the behaviour of human beings, 

results from the widespread use of emerging technology, and this change can happen 

suddenly. In some cases, fast technology-driven changes to human life and understanding of 

human bodies have led to some scholars re-formulating and reconsidering philosophical 

thought experiments about the conditions needed to create extended minds.67 The sudden 

availability of technology like smart phones is a kind of enhancement which became available 

to generations of people at once, with widespread effects on behaviour and capacities. These 

widespread effects happened quickly and have been left almost unchecked, without the 

gradual acclimatisation of norms and behaviour that would be more likely with a genetic 

enhancement which would take decades to move through generations of people.68 

A more limited Transhumanism focuses on permanent body modification which is carried 

out for enhancement of the human core capacities. This limited definition is more useful for 

philosophical discussion because it creates a focus on the next likely transhumanist 

enhancements that will become available to human beings, without overlooking how close 

to transhumanism some accepted medical technologies might seem. Emerging medical 

technologies are more deserving of the transhumanist label than emerging technologies 

outside the medical sphere, because of their power to target core capacities like lifespan and 

cognition directly. Whether there is good enough reason to differentiate sharply between 

social and medical enhancements that improve human life, such that one is more obviously 

transhumanism, is not always clear simply because they can each make life easier, longer, 

and healthier for human users.  

David Eagleman has shown great public optimism for the (near) future of human brain 

enhancement, rooted in technological augmentation to allow better and more sensation of 

the immediate environment. Eagleman himself is enhanced69 and has predicted more 

widespread use of enhancement technology to improve human interactions with 

environments (heat sensors, data stream trackers which could be used to ‘feel’ the stock 
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market or company productivity, electromagnetism, and echolocation, as a few examples) in 

the next five years.  

 

Transhumanist Human Enhancement Summary 

In this chapter, I have limited the definition of transhumanism in this thesis to the 

enhancement of human bodies such that the core capacities either of individuals, or of 

individuals and their potential offspring, are improved outside the normal range. This 

definition excludes organ donation, birth control, vaccines, and other medical interventions 

which return the core capacities of individuals to the normal range, even though they may 

improve the health of some individuals beyond a range they had experienced before.   

As a further example of how transhumanism highlights difficulties for existing morality, 

consider ethical arguments about the ‘non-medical’ or off-prescription use of cognitive 

enhancement drugs for study purposes. It is unclear whether certain drug-taking behaviour 

by individuals that physically affects only their own bodies is acceptable or should be legal. 

One longstanding position from the philosophy of medicine aims to prioritise the autonomy 

of the patient, whereas public health ethics take a more critical view of individual bodily 

autonomy, where individuals must be considered part of a society: Their health is part of a 

shared public health. Unease about enhancements becoming part of healthcare focus on 

concerns that artificial motivation, energy, capacity for concentration might lead to society 

denying or undermining the accomplishments of naturally endowed students, or athletes.  In 

favour of enhancement, transhumanists might counter the prima facie intuition that study 

drugs are not acceptable by presenting a comparison with existing standards that are applied 

to caffeine use in the workplace, for example. Comparison with the use of an already socially 

acceptable stimulant shows how unreasonable is the perception that the drug alone is 

responsible for the work of those who, for example, drink coffee. Comparisons like this, with 

apparently everyday substances that change behaviour and capacity for behaviour can also 

help make sense of the argument that there should be no meaningful social division between 

those who use study-drugs and those who do not. This is to oversimplify controversies arising 

from off-prescription cognitive enhancement and ethical questions about performance 

enhancement in sport but does demonstrate the importance of appropriate framing for 

enhancements. Referring to off-prescription drug use both as a kind of enhancement of core 

capacities and akin to everyday coffee-drinking behaviour, might shed new light on the role 

of core capacities in meaningful activity. Transhumanism tends to be in favour of human 
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enhancement, surmising that it is “morally permissible (and sometimes obligatory) to use 

biomedical means to modulate or select certain biological traits in order to increase people’s 

welfare, even when there is no pathology to be treated or prevented.”  Further than this, 

many transhumanists maintain that ageing is pathological and can be cured. This difference 

in opinion is important to understand to make sense of the challenges for certain pro-

enhancement arguments entering medical practice. In the second dialogue, I will defend the 

idea that transhumanism could become a successful medical paradigm despite significant 

differences of opinion about death and ageing in the field of general medicine, because of 

the salience of ageing as a shared human experience to public health goals.  

This approach to defining transhumanist enhancement relies on accepting a normal range of 

human core capacities. The benefit of accepting a normal range of core capacities, rather 

than a fixed set of essential characteristics of human beings is that it is appropriately flexible 

to the real experience of variation in human health. Theoretically, this approach still allows 

for the possibility that some human beings might themselves fall naturally outside of the 

normal range because of genetics or nurture. For example, it is not within the normal range 

of cognitive capacities to be able to recall every waking moment since birth with clarity and 

without deterioration, and any person with the ability would not be cognitively within the 

normal range. Although encountering one person who is able to recall memories in this 

unusual way does not make the ability normal, it does suggest the capacity is in some way a 

human capacity or could become a normal part of the human range if more individuals had 

the capacity. Likewise, the normal range of human lifespans currently extends to around 120 

years maximum, but a person found alive at 140 years of age would not immediately be 

inhuman simply because of their age. After a human lifetime within the existing normal 

human range, with the experience of ageing that their 140 years would cause, there would 

be no reason to suspect the individual was a different kind of organism altogether. These 

cases, because they are extremely unlikely, need not undermine the idea or use of a normal 

range, and need not lead to declassification of certain individuals as human beings. It makes 

the most sense, when discussing medical human enhancement, to argue that the deliberate 

enhancement of an individual, resulting in significant increases to one individual’s memory 

or lifespan also would not change the normal range of human core capacities. Until the 

effects could be reliably achieved, could reasonably be described as normal, or were 

accessible to populations at large, the fringe enhancement of individuals beyond the normal 

range would not be a successful transhumanism.  
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3  

Three Key Dialogues from the Philosophical Literature 

 

Introduction 

There are many reasons philosophers should find transhumanism interesting. In this chapter, 

I draw out connections between transhumanist issues and existing philosophical problems. I 

frame transhumanism as neither an answer to any of these problems in totality, nor as simply 

an interesting example of any of these problems, but rather as the next step in an ethical 

project of improving the position of human self-understanding as it affects problems like 

anthropocentrism, the uniqueness of human reason, and moral imperatives that seem to 

affect only our species’ activities and development:  

First, transhumanism challenges fixed ideas of human nature by promoting and predicting 

human self-evolution. 

Second, transhumanism questions whether shared biological characteristics drive social 

cohesion, empathy, cooperation, and morality.  

Third, and particularly because it predicts extreme longevity and advanced cognition, 

transhumanism offers a revised account of what counts as meaningful human activity. 

Transhumanism suggests human lives can be meaningful even when they stray from the 

apparently natural conditions of life, like fierce competition, scarcity, hardship, and death.  

Transhumanists therefore question certain existing accounts of personal autonomy and 

responsibility, challenging notions of personal responsibility, and suggesting stronger ties 

between human activities now and future human endeavours. One potential consequence 

is that individuals should take more responsibility for decisions that affect future 

generations, as transhumanists tend to suggest we can act collectively as a species, and for 

the benefit of the future of the species.   

Transhumanism also appears to challenge a certain kind of anthropocentrism which treats 

the current human perspective and approach to life as fundamentally better and more 

important than any alternative. Transhumanism also tends to promote greater awareness of 

the negative human impact on the long-term condition of the planet, and the damage we do 

to other species. Transhumanists hope to bring about technologies that might forever 

change the scope of our responsibility to do the right thing for future generations, for 
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example through heritable genetic changes, in part by recognising how damaging and flawed 

human activity is.  

Meaningful life, autonomy, and responsibility for change are each the subject of 

longstanding philosophical investigations in the philosophy of medicine and in moral 

philosophy beyond transhumanism, but transhumanism presents an opportunity to consider 

our species and its activities from a different perspective. Sometimes, transhumanism is used 

as an example of unconventional but undeniably human activity, to establish the flexibility 

of a certain approach to defining autonomy, responsibility, humanity, or personal identity.  

Consider, for example, the trend in the philosophical literature on meaningful life toward a 

more piecemeal understanding of what the ‘bearer’ of meaning can be. A gradual shift away 

from conservativism or essentialism about human purpose or function in ethics has also 

weakened the whole-life views of meaningful life, and those based on singular lifelong 

pursuits or ‘higher’ ambitions alone.70 Any approach to meaningful life that acknowledges 

and welcomes the plasticity of the human condition is more likely to result in accounts of 

meaningful activity where the bearer of meaning can be an instance or event instead of the 

completion of one strong narrative arc.71  

In another kind of philosophical argument, transhumanism might be presented as a 

hypothetical, or as a thought experiment that seems to undermine certain metaphysical 

answers to longstanding and troublesome questions like ‘what is personal identity?’ or ‘what 

is life?’. Perhaps the best known contemporary example is Hilary Putnam’s ‘brain in a vat’ 

scenario.72 Even given this use of transhumanism as hypothetical cases to define 

philosophical ‘grey areas’, the increasing likelihood of real transhumanism, for example the 

increasing potential to build a lifelike world-simulation vat, presents problems that existing 

frameworks for practical ethics may not anticipate.  

A more sociological example of the latter kind of contribution made by transhumanist 

philosophy can be found in arguments about the role of boredom in maintaining a strong 

sense of purpose or identity. If meaningful life relies on the whole or complete life, 

immortality seems to pose a problem, and if meaning relies on completing a single narrative 

arc, then immortality decreases the likelihood that anyone could find meaning. A prominent 

argument about the loss of meaning resulting from the inevitability of boredom for immortal 

beings was introduced by Bernard Williams and did not intend to discuss real immortal 

beings, but presented the problems of a fictional immortal as an example to anchor 

arguments about death and meaningful life.73 More recent responses to Williams’ Necessary 
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Boredom Thesis however, work on an updated assumption that some form of immortality is 

an increasingly real possibility, and contemporary counterarguments about the role of 

boredom for immortals are correspondingly different from Williams’ proposed case from 

fiction. I will revisit arguments about the role of boredom in the life of an enhanced person 

in chapter 6.  

The second dialogue must explain how scientific shifts in understanding should come about, 

and how corresponding shifts in the public comprehension of best available explanations 

arise from science. Medicine, as an evolving scientific discipline, also relies on a trusting 

relationship with the public, and on a level of public health education. Changing the basic 

assumptions underlying progress in a discipline, and the finer-grained elements of good 

practice within that discipline, also depend in part on interpretation and implementation of 

accumulated convention and practice. Conventions often change gradually as the result of 

innate resistance biases; limitations resulting from practical contingencies of funding, 

location, workforce; and the need for rigorous evidence accumulation, review, and 

dissemination. The idea of paradigmatic shifts tends to be informally understood in terms of 

long periods of stability broken by sudden leaps. This is a simplification, and paradigmatic 

science involves constant movement during the periods of comparative stability as well. A 

finer point of disagreement about what constitutes a paradigm shift within medicine 

concerns what would constitute the collapse of general medicine into enhancement 

medicine. This has bearing on ethical judgements about practice, governed by accumulated 

convention under one paradigm, before it becomes appropriate to shift to the next. The 

contributing role played by bias (particularly internal bias and the status quo bias) in 

approaches to public health and medical paradigm shift will be identified. Depending on the 

significance or value placed on maintaining gradually occurring paradigmatic changes (as 

opposed to the preference for an expedited progress, perhaps by nudging) in the medical 

sciences, ethical transhumanism would be a different phenomenon.74  

The third dialogue will address a difference in theories about the role of emotion in reason. 

While it is increasingly common that accounts of reason do not deny the involvement of 

emotion, the implications for behavioural policy vary. For rationalists, emotions cloud reason 

and should not inform theories about rational normativity, for subjectivists the emotions, 

although they do not aid reason, should be included in proposed explanations of rational 

normativity. Most promising, though, is the cognitive position, asserting that emotions are 

necessary for reason, and should be considered in any evaluation of rationality. Whether the 

emotions are considered as reduced to beliefs or desires, driving intentional action; whether 
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they only seem to behave like beliefs or desires; or else carry beliefs or desires with them, 

which means a dual explanation of behaviour caused also by desires, emotions guide 

decisions and should be considered important for evaluation (like judging risk).  

 

First Dialogue: Autonomy and Behavioural Insights into Free Action 

The first dialogue will address a disagreement in the philosophy of autonomous action, 

concerning the extent to which external pressure undermines agent autonomy. Autonomy 

is central to ethical general medicine as one of its pillars of good practice. Patient autonomy 

is important for patient consent, which is a legal necessity in modern medicine in much of 

the world. I will first summarise the disagreement about acceptable external pressure on 

behaviour, before applying a practical account of patient autonomy to difficult medical cases, 

to test the limits of informed consent. Toward the end of the dialogue, I will describe the 

account of autonomy that is most fit for use in emerging transhumanist ethics. 

Behavioural insights or ‘nudge’ theory is an approach to behaviour management which aims 

to intervene on the behaviour of individuals without recourse to overtly paternalist or 

authoritarian control or restriction of choice.  

“Nudge. A nudges B when A makes it more likely that B will ϕ, primarily by triggering B’s 

shallow cognitive processes, while A’s influence preserves B’s choice-set and is substantially 

noncontrolling (i.e., preserves B’s freedom of choice).”75 

Nudges make it more likely that an individual will behave a certain way, and a nudge can be 

either overt or covert, sometimes working best when they are not obvious to the nudged 

party. Sometimes, nudges can be fully apparent to the nudged party and still fully effective, 

but this does not always mean the action of the nudge is clear, or that the nudged party fully 

understands how they have been influenced. In some cases, nudges act on or against implicit 

biases, and are most effective when the nudged party is unaware of what their initial bias 

might have been.76  

Definitive examples given by nudge theorists tend to be those where the physical 

environment is subtly reorganised as in two famous examples. First, in the school cafeteria 

example,77 the server must decide where to place healthy and unhealthy snack items, 

knowing that certain placements make it more likely that more children will choose the 

healthier option. The example is archetypical of nudge theory because it influences 
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behaviour without removing any option from the children, or making any option harder to 

reach, and is interesting for three reasons 

i. The children are not prevented from choosing freely, even if their choice is the less 

healthy snack option. They have not been redirected to choose between healthy 

options, nor given fewer choices.  

ii. The children are not aware of the nudge. There need be no signs in the café 

suggesting healthy eating, and no information about the options available for the 

environmental change to be effective.  

iii. The server has no choice but to position the snacks in some arrangement in the 

cafeteria. If both healthy and unhealthy options are to be left available, they must 

both be somewhere, and truly neutral environmental design is unlikely by chance.  

 

In the first case, it is important that a nudge should not be able to, nor aim to prevent 

undesirable behaviour by force, nor to restrict individuals by limiting their available choices. 

The choice of a chocolate bar could be, in the relevant sense, prevented if there was no 

chocolate in the cafeteria, or in any cafeteria, but this would not be a nudge. The choice of a 

chocolate bar could be restricted if the price of chocolate were increased to make it too 

expensive for many or most children. This would be a kind of social engineering with more 

nudge qualities than an outright ban, but still without the characteristic openness of a nudge, 

because certain people would be prohibited from enjoying chocolate, more than other 

people. In this simple café example, identifying interventions that restrict and limit freedom 

of choice is relatively straightforward.  

However, in the wider social use of nudges, the impact of interventions is harder to predict, 

and less simple, and some legitimate nudges do also include financial incentives or targeted 

schemes that have disproportionate impact on marginalised groups. It is generally less 

controversial to nudge without using financial incentives, or example, in the UK 

Government’s early Behavioural Insights Report, MINDSPACE78, incentives in general were a 

key part of the framework for behavioural insights work, with financial incentives as one 

possible instrument for making behavioural changes. One example would be taxes on the 

sale of tobacco or the import of certain products to make them less attractive but still legal. 

However, in Thaler and Sunstein’s introduction to the concept of a nudge, financial 

incentives and penalties are disallowed as they ‘place too great a limit on freedom of choice 

because of the price increase and cost burden’.79 
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Since financial nudges place financial barriers in front of some behaviour for certain groups 

(and, in particular for more vulnerable, less privileged groups) they do not seem akin to less 

coercive behavioural insights measures, though they also give an insight into reasons the 

public might act or fail to act.80 In the later UK Government Behavioural Insights Report, 

EAST,81 financial incentives were no longer a suggested part of the nudge framework. 

Second, the children do not know about how or why their cafeteria space has been 

engineered, or how the nudge effect works on them. They may know, however, about the 

nudge salient concerns of healthy eating, even if they would knowingly choose unhealthily 

for themselves. It is assumed that the nudge does not act in a way that is alien from what 

the children would understand about their own best interest, and that it promotes the values 

that are expected of them by the adults in charge. In this case, health is the key concern, 

rather than fruit eating, and the nudge encourages the children to behave in the way most 

likely to result in their improved health.  

Third, the server cannot fully avoid the responsibility of organising the environment, once 

they are aware of the effect of snacks on health. If the school, the server, or the adults in 

charge of caring for the children during their time at school want to make a positive impact 

on health without authoritarian control of their behaviour, awareness of the impact of snack 

placement on choice is useful. If the school refused to take an active interest in healthy 

choices at all, the environment would still impact behaviour, but in untold ways, so some 

level of responsibility cannot be avoided by those with authority.  

So, all the children must make a choice, and they may have different levels of awareness 

about the fact that there is a choice, or that it is a choice relevant to their health. The 

children, as they are children, may not yet feel strongly about their own health, and because 

they are children it seems more appropriate for their environments to be organised to 

promote valuable goods like healthy eating. The nudge benefits the health of the group, 

regardless of individual variations in knowledge about healthy eating, feelings of personal 

resistance against the healthy eating values coming from their school, or willingness to act 

on what is known to be healthy in their own interest.  

In the second example the aims of the nudge are similar, but the target audience is broader, 

and the setting is more public. Where a staircase is next to a lift or escalator, painting the 

staircase in bright and appealing colours, or adding a pattern or a game to the stairs, means 

more people are likely to use the stairs than to ascend using the less labour-intensive option. 

In Stockholm, a viral marketing campaign by the car manufacturer Volkswagen led to a 
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reported 66% increase in stair-use, in the Metro system next to an escalator,82 demonstrating 

that an appeal to a sense of game-playing can be a powerful behavioural tool. In both the 

school cafeteria and the painted staircase examples, changes are made to what Thaler and 

Sunstein call ‘choice architecture’. The differences between this nudge and the school 

cafeteria are important to note, however: 

iv. The target audience of the staircase is adults of all ages, and the children 

accompanying them on the Metro. The audience is broad, and the setting is public. 

The staircase is not in an overtly educational environment, and does not target only 

children, who are not yet considered fully competent choosers. 

 

v. The strangeness of the painted staircase nudge, particularly in the viral marketing 

musical stairs instance, makes it more visible than fruit placed at the counter in a 

cafeteria. The nudge might be even more overt than just eye-catching bright colours, 

involving a stair-climbing game or reward of some kind, suggesting immediate 

incentives for taking the healthier option (i.e. musical notes sound when the action 

is completed, ‘calories burned’ painted on the stairs up,83 or perhaps a patterned 

walkway to follow, offering a feeling of ‘completing the challenge’84). Like the school 

cafeteria, though, the nudge does not need to explain itself or present its reasons in 

order to have an impact on behaviour.  

 

vi. Like the school cafeteria, those responsible for designing the environment cannot 

help but nudge the environment users one way or another. However, those nudged 

by the painted staircase may have more options to avoid the particular nudge 

environment than do school children seeking their lunch. The location of a nudge 

does change its reach and its significance, and some nudges could change the choice 

architecture in environments that adults could not avoid, or that some marginalised 

groups in particular would find it hard to avoid.85 This would make the nudge more 

like the school cafeteria, and would require strong justification, given the difference 

between organising and controlling the behaviour of schoolchildren in a learning 

environment, and treating adults the same way. The autonomy of the target group 

and the freedom of adult groups to avoid certain nudges completely are factors to 

consider in evaluating each nudge case.  
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Both examples were intended to improve the health of groups by encouraging behaviour 

that would generally be considered healthy (valuable) in our society. The restriction to 

freedom, and the potential negative impact of the nudges were minimal in each case, and 

the values involved were commonly held. Nudging has been the focus of a policy group 

advising the government of the United Kingdom since 2009, and their first report on nudges 

identified many more approaches to behaviour management than changes in salience, which 

best describe both examples above.  

The report also discussed the impact of the messenger, incentives, defaults, and more factors 

that change the presentation of choice: the choice architecture. Within this framework, 

behavioural insights techniques varied, and some nudges were more effective or easier to 

justify in certain situations over others. Not all nudges are effective in all situations, and 

nudges can be overused and misused to the detriment of public responsibility or beneficial 

behaviour. A nudge that is acceptable in one setting might be too invasive or out of touch in 

another. In some settings, the ‘gamification’ of positive behaviour might seem inappropriate 

given the seriousness of the content of decisions, but sometimes introducing fun even into 

serious activities like breaking addiction is appropriate, harmless, and effective. There are 

often good reasons not to incentivise desirable behaviour with financial rewards. Beyond the 

difficulty that financial incentives can work with less force on the wealthy, and with more 

force on people without financial security, financial incentives are often less effective than 

other kinds of nudge. A time-limited programme to incentivise desirable behaviour with 

financial rewards might risk reducing the likelihood that anyone would continue the good 

behaviour in the absence of the nudge, once the expectation of compensation is created. 

When nudges are time-limited and do not change the choice architecture in a sustainable 

way, for example by creating habits or commitments that last, financial incentives risk 

temporarily increasing the cost of existing good behaviour to governing bodies, without 

creating lasting change.86  

Nudge appropriateness depends on various different ways people judge the choices they 

make. In some settings, it is more important that individuals feel they are ‘seen’ while 

choosing. In other settings, it is important that governing bodies intervene covertly to see 

results, whilst being fully transparent about their policy in general. Given sufficient 

justification for pursuing the underlying value behind the policy, (i.e., healthy eating or the 

need for organs for transplant), it is not always necessary that attention should be drawn to 

the significance of individual choices, or the fact that nudges are taking place. In the case of 

healthier diets for school children, and more frequent staircase use by the general public, 
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the relevance of the particular behaviour to the core value, public health, is relatively 

uncontroversial and relatively well supported by medical evidence, so this clear causal 

explanation between the behaviour (healthy eating/ exercise) and valued state (health) 

makes the intervention easier to defend. It is less important to explain, as in the cafeteria 

and staircase examples, what is happening or why certain behaviours are valued, whereas in 

other examples it might be important to draw attention to the choice and the benefit of a 

particular choice, as part of the transparency of the intervention. More will be said about the 

justification of nudges and their relationship with tacit consent in Section Two.87 

 

What does it take to undermine autonomy?   

In this section, I will outline an account of personal autonomy, explaining why it is difficult to 

find satisfactory necessary and sufficient conditions to define autonomy clearly. Assuming 

that there is personal autonomy, despite these challenges of finding a comprehensive 

definition, and assuming people act autonomously in their everyday lives, as it seems like 

they do, I will first discuss the challenges that seem to undermine everyday autonomy. In the 

second section, I will turn to disagreements about when a restriction of that personal 

autonomy can be justified in matters of public health and medical practice. Whether nudged 

behaviour can be called autonomous, and whether strategies of government involving 

nudging would unjustifiably interrupt personal autonomy will be important to settle in 

defence of transhumanism. Transhumanism seems to involve individuals taking more 

responsibility for their own core capacities as human beings, as well as necessitating a level 

of authoritarian control to help change species-wide wellbeing. So, transhumanism is 

personal, social, and political, and the ethics of transhumanism require a tailored approach 

to this political problem of autonomy.   

The political difficulty of protecting individual liberty under democratic government is a 

longstanding matter of philosophical discussion. Philosophical descendants of J.S. Mill take 

seriously his concern about the need for self-protection against the ‘moral coercion of public 

opinion,’88 which was initially a reaction to increasingly democratic, and utilitarian, systems 

of government. In a system where the good of the public is a concern for the individual and 

given a certain scepticism about any a priori insight into objective truths, Mill recommended 

general openness of thought and freedom of action. Openness to the truth of empirical 

claims was intended to promote liberty and progress, supposing it more harmful to redact 

or suppress some true assertions than to accept and consider some false assertions. Mill’s 
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preference for openness, meaning greater freedom of thought and discussion, he believed 

would lead to faster empirical progress, where communication and examination of 

information would happen more widely, also meaning truth would proliferate more quickly. 

Openness and freedom of thought would also allow what Mill described as the ‘experiments 

of living’89 to go on, mostly unrestricted by law. This openness and freedom of thought would 

lead to greater individual variation and greater diversity of lifestyles, not to be restricted 

unless to stop harm coming to others. The competent adult, with the capacity to rationally 

reflect on their desires and beliefs, Mill supposed, was far better able to self-govern and to 

form their own life than any paternalist government. The political should therefore refrain 

from action to restrict liberty, and the only just use of political power90 “over any member of 

a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others.”91 

The influence of Freudian commentary on the psyche later saw philosophical accounts of 

human behaviour shaped by the recognition of latent, primal, and subconscious desires and 

motivations.92 The suggestion that human beings were not fully self-aware and critically 

reflective appeared to undermine the rational, competent self-governing individual in Mill’s 

open marketplace of empirical progress. In the wake of psychoanalytical theory and later 

neurological experiments on the causes of human reason, modern accounts of personal 

autonomy still retain the libertarian preference for diversity and freedom of life. However, 

these accounts are more critical of the capacity of individuals to choose the best for 

themselves following rational deliberation. The exercise of authority over individuals, to 

ensure better outcomes for public health, education, and scientific progress, seems a natural 

consequence of the judgement that individuals are part-driven by biological and 

deterministic subconscious processes, and may not always freely choose what is best.  

In the absence of direct coercion or compulsion, an agent living within social conventions 

and the law might feel they are free. The experience of feeling motivated by personal 

reasons, of assessing situations, and of knowingly consulting one’s own beliefs and desires 

before making a choice might seem to support this. However, this feeling of having freedom 

might be insufficient in light of evidence from psychological and neurological studies 

suggesting subconscious factors govern behaviour to a greater extent than agents feel, and 

that external forces determine action. It is increasingly common for the literature on 

personal autonomy to refer to studies that demonstrate the prevalence of unconscious 

factors seemingly hidden to the agent, which cause action. An agent might explain the 

reasons for their behaviour but be prone to bias and confirmation effects they do not 

recognise. Additionally, the kind of moral coercion from society described by Mill need not 
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be overt or consciously recognised by the agent for it to influence their behaviour. It 

therefore seems possible that an agent might report choosing A instead of B for reasons of 

personal preference, that they might be correct about their preferences, and that they might 

be wrong about the direct causes of their behaviour. In misjudging their freedom to have 

acted otherwise, the agent’s feeling of freedom might not mean they are free. The disparity 

between agent self-report about the feeling of freedom, and the scientific suggestion that 

behaviour is guided by determined causes seems to suggest that there is more to autonomy 

than the mere feeling of self-control or freedom from compulsion.   

If it were a necessary condition for autonomous action that it should occur without or despite 

all outside influences and biases, we would need to accept that no action is autonomous. 

This conclusion is counterintuitive, particularly in situations where agents seem responsible 

or blameworthy for their behaviour. An account of autonomy as action without subconscious 

bias or outside influence therefore seems too demanding to apply to everyday notions of 

acting autonomously, regardless of whether arguments about determination follow. 

Evidence suggests that action, even when it feels autonomous to the agent and undertaken 

for reasons of desire, motivation by reasons, or to pursue preferences, is very often the result 

of social causes, including those operating beneath self-awareness or beyond conscious 

control. It is unlikely that such causes of action would be reported in the explanation given 

by agents of the reasons for their own behaviour, even if agents were aware of the theory. 

In the face of strong evidence that mitigating circumstances, environment, conditioning, and 

subconscious biases play a part in human reason, some philosophical accounts of autonomy 

suggest behaving truly autonomously is compatible with the influence of determinism. 

However, within compatibilist accounts a further disagreement remains, about the 

acceptable limit of external influences on autonomous, self-controlled, actions.  

According to a compatibilist account of personal autonomy, autonomous action and 

determinants beyond agent control are not mutually exclusive. Compatibilism still requires 

that desires and beliefs, as well as the ability to reflect critically on desires and beliefs are 

necessary conditions for autonomy. Autonomy is possible, even in the presence of 

determinants that seem to cause action, and which could be used to give a full explanation. 

However, even assuming everyday notions are sufficient, and even defining autonomy 

loosely, autonomy suffers if the agent can express no beliefs or desires relevant to their 

action.  
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In situations where new information is presented, or where persuasive discussion influences 

the individual, autonomy could remain.  Even if the explanation were that external factors 

had completely reshaped desires and beliefs, disrupting reasons, an agent seems 

autonomous. Persuasive influences might motivate an agent to choose differently than they 

otherwise would, leading to different reflection on existing beliefs or desires, and this seems 

to match the everyday phenomenon of autonomously changing one’s mind. Another 

important feature of autonomous agents, then, appears to be the capacity for critical 

reflection, which is common to most human agents, and allows the synthesis of beliefs and 

desires in the face of new information and experiences. This capacity for reflection helps 

makes sense of the apparently high incidence of personal autonomy in adults, even in those 

who are easily persuaded or change their minds often. Autonomy remains in such cases, 

despite strong evidence for the ever-present influence of external factors which would 

explain the acquisition of beliefs and desires, and the causes of action. This also suggests that 

individual liberty to self-govern, conditional on causing no harm to others, and given a 

capacity for self-reflection might still produce the best overall outcomes, as in Mill.  

Given an account of autonomy incorporating the problem of apparent determinism, even if 

an agent reports preferences, desires, and rational deliberation as causes, actions that can 

also be explained solely by the effect of external determinants might appear not to be 

properly autonomous. To return to the conditions of liberty in democracy imagined by Mill, 

the autonomous person would not be necessary in order to explain progress or diversity 

present in the ‘experiments of life’. It is important, therefore, to be able to distinguish 

between determination and coercion. Habermas’, arguing against human genetic 

engineering rests on two premises; 1) that protection of anthropological identity is important 

if we wish to retain moral dignity as a species, and 2) that genetic engineering modifies the 

biology of future humans against their will.93 Implicit to premise 1 is the suggestion that the 

moral dignity of individuals rests on understanding oneself to be a member of the species. 

Further, the sincerity and authenticity of action and communication about action are 

fundamental to Habermas’ account of autonomy, which would be undermined by any 

distortion of biology imposed on the agent. The experiments of life, their diverse value as 

autonomous acts, Habermas seeks to defend against erosion through engineering, and he 

argues “since we are inexchangeable, we act and judge in propria persona - that is our own 

voice speaking and no other."94  

In a case where agents could choose A or B, being presented with risks and benefits to their 

bodily wellbeing, it is not enough to predict accurately what individuals will choose, because 
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the communication of autonomy involves the sincerity that must be articulated only by the 

agent. Predictive ability, its use to make beneficial paternalist decisions on behalf of agents, 

might seem more justifiable when the agent’s preference for A or B can be explained solely 

by reference to external factors, but this still is insufficient. Unpredictable autonomous 

persons, although the sincerity and authenticity of their acts may be obvious to a lesser 

extent in some of the activities of life,95 are nonetheless those with moral dignity. If an agent 

should be entirely free to reflect on the same choice and make either of the different and 

‘inexchangeable’, decisions available, then we must reject even the most beneficent 

paternalism that might seek to intervene.96   

In one variation of the compatibilist view, according to which autonomy is compatible with 

influence and should also be reasons-responsive, an agent is autonomous even if they desire 

A but are prompted to choose B by external forces. If an external factor led to a change in 

the beliefs and desires that would otherwise have led to A, the agent would have a revised 

preference for B. When there are good enough reasons for an agent to change their beliefs 

and desires, an external factor could therefore result in a different action, and an irresistible 

external factor (a reason) might still be compatible with making an autonomous choice. To 

continue the example above, the agent could autonomously choose B, when presented with 

a reason to do so, even if A would have been the more coherent choice given their beliefs 

and desires, following self-reflection. On this account of autonomy, a change in behaviour, 

even if the change was motivated by irresistible external forces presenting reasons, does not 

mean the agent acted under duress. The implications of allowing irresistible external factors 

to be part of the process contributing to autonomy vary in their significance, and some seem 

more easily justifiable than others. This variation depends in part on how important it is that 

beliefs and desires contributing to a particular action should be flexible. In some cases, 

irresistible external forces might simply lead to individuals acting out of character, 

incoherently, or in ways they could not easily explain. It might be that in some circumstances 

it is more normal for preferences to be less susceptible to external influences or 

contingencies, but this does not mean quickly changed behaviour must be insincere or 

inauthentic, or that it is not freely changed.  

Given an understanding of autonomy which allows the influence of external reasons and 

direction by irresistible internal forces, it is difficult to identify necessary and sufficient 

conditions for autonomous behaviour. Even given a capacity for self-reflection on beliefs and 

desires, practiced in a socially normal way by someone who sincerely and authentically acts 

on relevant beliefs and desires, there still seem to be grey areas. One difficulty are cases 
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where the agent appears to act autonomously, given socially normal awareness of their 

sincere and relevant beliefs and desires, but nonetheless fails to behave appropriately. 

Consider the socially motivated belief ‘daily exercise is good for my health’, and the relevant 

(also socially supported and contextualised) desire ‘I want to be healthy’; an agent might 

sincerely, authentically, and self-reflectively hold these beliefs and desires, supported by 

self-reflective understanding of the right course of action for oneself, and contextualised by 

society. This individual might still fail to act, and this is far from an unusual case for 

autonomous individuals.97 Behaviour demonstrating weakness of will seems to characterise 

some kind of failure of self-control or self-reflection on beliefs or desires, though the capacity 

for reflection and the sincerity and authenticity of the beliefs and desires remain. Weakness 

of will, if weak-willed behaviour can be called autonomous, suggests that the matter is more 

complex than identifying and discounting cases where individuals act consistently or exert 

self-control based on their beliefs and desires.98 Nonetheless, the capacity for self-

government seems central to autonomous action, even though self-government might also 

allow momentarily renouncing self-control. It seems likely that there can be autonomy even 

when an agent chooses to act against their own best interests, because autonomous agents 

might lack focused motivation to follow through on certain beliefs or desires in particular 

instances and might fail to reflect without losing the capacity to reflect.   

As well as a capacity for self-reflection, and the ability to put the capacity to use at will to 

guide preferences and take appropriate action, being able to self-identify as the author of an 

action seems important for the meaningful exercise of everyday autonomy. The judgement 

that freedom to act according to one’s own beliefs and desires is integral to maintaining 

one’s personal identity might be one motivation for maintaining some concern about 

paternalism and moral coercion, even having accepted compatibility of autonomy with 

persuasion, circumstance, and causal contingencies beyond agent control. If an agent’s 

behaviour consistently contradicts their stated beliefs or desires, it might suggest they are 

either incapable of rational self-reflection, or else indicate that factors other than the agent’s 

beliefs or desires were more relevant causes of their action than their deliberation. In some 

cases, apparently incoherent behaviour might not be too troublesome for an everyday 

account of autonomy. In case a decision was likely to be personally transformative, it might 

be necessary that autonomy should have the requirement of greater sensitivity to reasons 

and the risks involved. This increased requirement would separate the demands of 

autonomy in personally transformative cases from autonomy in more trivial cases. It is true 

that certain behaviour is more usually understood as a reflection of individuality and 
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freedom of thought than other behaviour. So, the tolerance for incoherence should be 

correspondingly low in some cases, but this does not mean the actual autonomy at stake 

changes. Comparatively meaningless or impersonal patterns of behaviour might justifiably 

be influenced and vary to a greater degree, without causing injustice, even if the influence is 

an imposition on autonomy. In medicine, the different epistemological status of patient and 

clinician, and the vulnerability of patients means stricter legislative oversight is important to 

safeguard against harm, even though the bodily autonomy at stake is more significant and 

personal than in other cases of autonomous choice. It seems likely in some medical cases 

that autonomy is compromised slightly by medical care, but that this is justifiable.   

For a defence of transhumanism and the nudges that might be required to promote it in the 

public eye, a focus on views that describe autonomy as compatible with determination by 

internal causes and some irresistible external influences will be most fruitful. Similarly, given 

the requirement for informed patient consent in medicine, which is intended to protect a 

level of patient autonomy, certain views of autonomy will suppose that autonomy depends 

predominantly on the capacity to reflect on beliefs and desires, with the influence of some 

external factors acting on that capacity in variously useful and justifiable degrees. In the next 

section I will aim to show the difference between examples of influenced but autonomous 

medical choice, and influenced and non-autonomous medical coercion, with a view to 

broadening this discussion in a later chapter, to consider the justification for some medical 

nudges. 

 

Is there any hope of a global framework for public healthcare responsibility?  

Policy is guided by social values, in medicine as in other national matters. As a result of 

variation in beliefs and values, as well as differences in wealth, there is variation between 

the medical standards of best practice of nations. Medical advances, the result of new 

possible kinds of medical care given emerging technology, or new applications of existing 

technology, are accepted and incorporated at different speeds in different places. The 

relatively recent field of global health aims to take the values shared by most and oversee 

their inclusion in the policy made by all cooperative nations. Healthcare is widely considered 

a human right and so policies to protect and promote health are increasingly considered a 

human matter. Because the values of national public health do vary, and because the policy 

makers in individual nations are guided by different parent (global) organisations, or by none 

at all, it is hard to discuss public health policy, norms of consent, or the hierarchy of authority 
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and responsibility on a global scale. For clarity and brevity in the thesis, I will discuss policy 

making and public health responsibility in the United Kingdom and the United States as two 

interestingly different examples of democratic societies that are guided by global health 

organisations in their policy, and who also participate as global health authorities to protect 

the rights of people beyond their borders. For example, the UK Department for International 

Development (DFID) engages in agenda-setting activities and provides technical and financial 

support in nations outside the UK, and its counterpart, the US Agency for International 

Development (USAID) has recently engaged in relief work internationally to support vaccine 

delivery, citing ‘cooperation’ as one of its core values, and to support women’s rights in 

Ethiopia.99 There are other interesting and useful examples of global health organisations 

whose work guides policy and protects the health of many, such as the work of Médecins 

Sans Frontiers, UNICEF, and The Wellcome Trust, whose work I mean to include whenever I 

discuss the increasing success, prominence, or authority of widely recognised global health 

organisations in general. The most prominent, because of its breadth and inclusivity, is the 

World Health Organisation (WHO), who are responsible for widespread agenda-setting, 

standard-setting, guidance on policy making, and advocacy, with near universal national 

membership.100  

The organisation of the WHO is such that many stakeholders collaborate, and act 

cooperatively to carry out global goals and to strengthen the hand of national policy makers. 

The organisation is not arbiter of global regulations and does not have unilateral authority 

to enforce standards of health in any nation. However, given its reach and expertise,101 and 

the established network of local offices and authorities from the WHO globally, the 

coordination of activities by the WHO is the best example of global health policy, or global 

standards for healthcare practice, which does not take a narrow or privileged view of 

healthcare norms, and cannot afford to do so.  

Medical care in the United Kingdom is predominantly free at the point of use, and the 

existence of subsidised care as the National Health Service (NHS) has notably been a matter 

of public pride (rather than simply of public acceptance or agreement, for example) since its 

inception in 1946. In the United States, health insurance has traditionally been the 

responsibility of individuals in cooperation with their employer, and public health policies 

tend to have different authority to restrict and manage the behaviour as individuals. 

Attitudes to national or socialised healthcare vary but may become less diverse as global 

health becomes more prominent.   
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I will establish a chiefly descriptive groundwork to support the arguments that follow in 

Section Two. The disagreements that follow are intended to present a view of some key 

concepts in the philosophical literature on autonomous consent, medical paradigm shifts, 

and emotions as part of reason, to help shape the problem for transhumanism that is 

addressed in the second half of the thesis.  

Whether personal autonomy can stand the influence of external forces or not, the practical 

application of reasons-responsive autonomy is central to existing frameworks of medical 

ethics. Given the need for non-expert patients to decide on serious matters of expert care, 

guidelines for the ethical practice of medicine are guided by the minimum requirement of 

patient autonomy, exemplified by patients’ freely given informed consent. 

Informed consent protects bodily autonomy, meaning procedures cannot be carried out 

without patient permission, but it does not mean the patient is more able to participate in 

carrying out procedures themselves. The autonomy in medicine is preventative rather than 

active, to some extent, as the right to say no to bodily interventions, or permissive, allowing 

others to act. The autonomous ability to give informed consent to the actions of specialists 

also relies heavily on a patient understanding the risks and benefits of available treatments. 

As a full understanding of the medical risks and benefits involved in treatment plans require 

years of medical training, the necessary information must be carefully delivered by experts, 

and its delivery is constrained by legislation to protect patients against undue influence.  

Patient autonomy is one of many key constraints for bioethical and medical practice. In this 

section, the limits of patient autonomy will be explored in terms of its conflict with the other 

key considerations, here described as the four key considerations of bioethics,102 and as a 

practically grounded example of a diverse philosophical literature. Autonomy will be 

considered as an attempt to describe a conceptual ideal, before reintroducing the limits 

arising from practice in real cases. In modern medicine, informed consent must be given by 

patient or their proxy for the autonomy condition to be met and will be considered here with 

a view to its potential as an enduring guiding consideration for ethical enhancement.  

Professional involvement in how individuals make personal medical decisions should aim to 

protect rather than override patient autonomy. To return to a difficulty raised in the previous 

section, informed consent in medicine has a lower threshold for persuasion by experts than 

in other areas of important activity like voting. The aim of professional involvement in 

securing patient consent is to inform; to present all available treatment options clearly and 

fairly with the patient’s wellbeing and understanding as guiding principles. The consent of 
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the patient, or their next of kin as consenting proxy, is necessary before most medical 

procedure or investigation can be carried out. The legal requirement is also that consent is 

given before procedures or investigations, and that this consent should be free and 

informed. This requirement applies to participation in clinical trials, treatment options during 

life, some blood and tissue removal and use, and some post-mortem interventions, as well 

as to matters of privacy, and patients must understand and appreciate what will happen to 

information about their treatment.103 Laws enforcing informed consent are intended to 

protect the autonomy of living patients, and to protect dignity and privacy after death.104 The 

health status of an individual usually cannot be disclosed against their will, even after their 

death, without positive consent. In some cases, patient privacy can be breached if immediate 

and direct harm would be caused by withholding information from another patient or 

patient’s close relative, but the use of information is restricted, and such cases are usually 

controversial. In some cases, the requirement that patients are fully informed about all 

alternatives or consequences attending a treatment option are less stringent than in others. 

For example, registration as an organ donor (post-mortem retrieval of tissue) involves less 

stringent oversight of patient understanding about organ use than do decisions affecting 

radiotherapy or chemotherapy, or tissue donation during the life of the patient. Though 

having or acquiring consent (from patient or proxy) remains a necessity after death, the need 

for discussion of physical risks to the patient from post-mortem procedures are replaced with 

the consequences for others.105 Controls to standardise and monitor consent are in place in 

most countries, as well as communication guidelines for how consent can be legally acquired 

across medical practices, clinical trials, and for some post-mortem interventions. These 

recommendations and guidelines are overseen by national health bodies, governments, and 

by the World Health Organisation, and breaches are treated seriously, even where they are 

not directly regulated by law. Regulations and recommendations governing how clinicians 

should communicate with patients to procure informed consent are not always prescriptive 

and more broadly represent the goals of good practice.106 Interactions between medical 

professionals seeking to acquire consent from patients are the subject of careful training and 

oversight because professionals are not permitted to make decisions on behalf of a patient, 

even though they provide the information needed for the patient to decide. In some cases, 

professionals are not permitted even to recommend a particular medical decision over 

others, although they are the primary source of medical expertise.107  

Given the difficulty of communicating complex information about risk without undue bias, 

such that it is comprehensible to a non-specialist, some limits on the patient’s capacity to 
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give truly informed consent seem all but inevitable. Nonetheless, some influences are legally 

seen to undermine informed consent where others do not, and this can be better understood 

by first returning to definitions of autonomy in the philosophical literature.  

Autonomy as a first-person concept is the feeling of control and perceived capacity for self-

determination. In medical consent, this corresponds to the patient feeling able to refuse 

treatment and feeling able to understand the consequences of their choices, to determine 

what happens to their body. As a second-person concept, autonomy in the context of 

medical consent means clinicians must respect patients as capable agents with the final say 

over their own bodies. Clinicians treating capable adults must recognise their patients are 

able to understand and decide for themselves, despite clear epistemological disparities 

between clinician and patient, and with sensitivity for the vulnerability of the patient. 

Autonomy is an imperfect concept in both cases. First-person autonomy is affected by 

unconscious bias, unreflective preferences, and engrained habits, meaning a feeling of 

control is not the same as control, and even self-reflection can be fallible. Second-person 

autonomy is imperfect because patients, as patients, are vulnerable and probably less well-

informed than the specialists guiding their decisions. Specialists, knowing this, might be liable 

to think of their patients as less than fully informed or capable, though the condition of 

informed consent requires it. These limits on autonomy in practice can be compensated in 

part by other principles governing patient-clinician interactions; that the clinician should 

promote beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice. These further conditions for good 

practice help separate the cases where consent and respect for autonomy are respectably 

imperfect from those where autonomy falls short, and infringements are made on patient 

rights and dignity.108 This distinction could not be usefully described if only the presence of 

patient autonomy could determine what was good medical practice. Also, although it might 

be clear that perfect informed consent and patient autonomy are unrealistic in many real 

cases, this does not remove the legitimacy of informed consent as a goal of good medical 

practice. Respect for patient autonomy in clinical and medical settings can be pursued only 

if a sincere attempt to uphold the principle of informed consent is made. However, clinical 

beneficence and justice are not always straightforwardly able to make up ethical ground 

where, despite an absence of bad-intentions, autonomy falls short. Sometimes, these other 

key concerns of the clinician are in active conflict with informed consent or prevent the ideal 

of informed consent from supporting true autonomy.  

In case a patient does not fully understand their options, clinicians have a duty of explanation 

and clarification. Clinicians should have some understanding of the need for their 
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explanation to help patients avoid being misled by unspoken framing effects and biases like 

the status quo bias in the face of hard decisions. The clinician must try to communicate 

enough information, on the consent form or in conversation, so that the patient can grasp 

the implications of each of their options even if their understanding of anatomy, healthy 

lifestyle, self-care, or medicine is limited. Information about a variety of options and risks 

must be given without privileging any option beyond its expected clinical benefits and risks 

to the individual. For example, it would not be good practice for a clinician to encourage a 

patient to choose one procedure over another for reasons of cost, personal preference of 

the clinician, or to make it easier for the clinic (i.e., because certain equipment was cheaper 

or easier to maintain). In case it remains clear that the patient does not understand the 

treatment options or risks after explanation, clinicians might have a duty to simplify their 

communication. In practice, to avoid discrepancies in communication in general, clinicians or 

with greater technical understanding than the patient will tend to follow the standard 

approach of their clinical body (hospital, organisation), to keep patient advice consistent. 

Consistency across clinicians in presenting the simplified ‘minimum’ information necessary 

for patient comprehension, though it does not completely ensure patient understanding of 

medical procedures, means discrepancies in communication or clinical preference are less 

likely to direct patient choices. Where full technical understanding of options and risks is too 

hard, therefore, understanding the personal implications109 of choosing any option might 

suffice, if all patients have access to a standardised minimum of information. 

Particularly in a case where possible negative side-effects are extensive and complicated, 

and where some of those side-effects are unlikely but extremely severe, there is a greater 

risk of presentation effects or bias creeping in. Particularly in cases where patient 

comprehension of key terms might differ from the contextual understanding available to 

medical professionals, the result could undermine autonomous choice, as informed consent. 

Medical good practice might involve more careful tailoring of the treatment plan, to suit 

individual patients (rather than blanket and unilateral imposition of one treatment) and this 

becomes easier the greater the resources available. Though more personalised and tailored 

medical treatment and presentation of choices might result in better patient outcomes in 

terms of care, or feelings of patient satisfaction,110 it also presents more opportunity for bias 

and inequity.  

When a patient must choose between treatment options, the patient should expect to need 

to pay attention to the clinician and accept their assessment of risks and benefits of the 

available options. It is normal for the clinician to present information about even moderately 
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uncommon risks carried by treatment, as deliberately overlooking side-effects of treatment 

would seem not to allow the patient truly informed consideration of their choice   

If one of the very unlikely risks of treatment necessitates the use of very loaded terms (e.g., 

cancer, herpes, morbid, radiation), the patient might respond more strongly to loaded 

language, or to perceive as less risky options with obscure or neutral-seeming terminology. 

Where patients misapprehend risk based on familiarity or apparent seriousness of certain 

words, their information about the risk seems to fall short, but not in the same way as where 

a risk is deliberately undisclosed. Misapprehension of high risk might result in patients 

choosing against their best interests. 

If patients avoid treatment because of the emotive language used in explaining the 

undesirable outcome, this does not necessarily undermine their competence to decide for 

themselves, or to give consent, because their emotional responses are their own. 

Competence to decide might be understood to result from both understanding and 

appreciation – understanding of the facts and appreciation of the significance of choice.111 

In this case, the effect on competence of a decision based on a response to loaded language 

would need to be further examined. If the effect of loaded language on the reasons for a 

decision is the result of a complete misunderstanding of the information presented, this 

would undermine competence to decide. If the effect of loaded language on the reasons for 

a decision is the result of a misapprehension of the relevance of the facts presented to the 

patient, this also seems to undermine competence to decide. However, Patient B does 

understand the facts presented, and appreciates the relevance of each risk to their case, if 

they have paid attention to the clinician. It is not clear that their competence to decide is 

eroded, if they understand and appreciate, even if they also have an emotional reaction to 

particular facts or language. The way information is presented to patients is not sufficient for 

informed consent, therefore, even if the intention has been to minimise the risk of bias.  

In a 1960s Chronic Disease Hospital case,112 clinicians removed loaded language (mention of 

‘live cancer cells’) from the information given to patients. In this case, the aims of the clinical 

test were also miscommunicated deliberately, to offset an expected bias against certain 

ideas. Patients involved in the trial were already vulnerable, and the double 

miscommunication of information about the reasons and method for the procedure meant 

they were not able to understand or appreciate what was done to their bodies. 

To offset the effect without undermining patient competence, a clinician might continue to 

use the loaded language, rather than removing it from the patient information, but attempt 
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to offset its perceived riskiness in other ways. Framing effects are understood as a common 

bias affecting risk assessment.113 Patients presented with a positively framed option are 

more likely to be risk-averse, where those presented with a negatively framed option are 

more likely to be risk-seeking.  

In Tversky and Kahneman’s classic study of framing effects, participants were asked to 

imagine that a disease was predicted to kill 600 people. If Programme A were adopted, 200 

people would be saved, but if Programme B were adopted, there would be a 1/3 probability 

that 600 people would be saved and 2/3 probability that no people would be saved.  

A second group of participants were given the same choice, framed differently. If Programme 

C were adopted, 400 people would die. However, if Programme D were adopted, there would 

be a 1/3 probability that no people would die and a 2/3 possibility that 600 people would die.   

The positive framing in the first pair of choices, ‘200 would be saved’ appeals more often 

than the same result presented in the second pair, ‘400 would die’. This framing effect has 

been found to make Programme A more appealing than Programme B, despite the same 

numerical loss of life.114 Knowing this, clinicians attempting to offset the loaded language in 

one option by use of deliberate positive framing would not be interfering with competence. 

Such minimisation of unlikely but alarming consequences seems a more realistic and 

appropriate as part of a clinician guiding patients than withholding information, because it 

does not undermine understanding and appreciation.  

Given the well-documented effects of framing and status quo biases, anchoring and other 

effects on behaviour, an impartial patient response might seem very unlikely. Presenting 

risks as fairly and transparently as possible, to secure consent for procedures they judge 

beneficial, is a duty of the just clinician. Carrying out this duty responsibly requires some 

awareness of common bias and presentation effects in the way minimum information and 

simple communication strategies for medical practice are standardised and regulated. As 

clinicians are fallible too, truly neutral presentation is unlikely, and attempting to navigate 

serious personal decisions with flat affect does not seem likely to improve either patient or 

clinician autonomy.115 Given these known communication difficulties, if clinicians anticipate 

common patient reactions to certain procedures or language and aim to offset apparently 

irrational effects, this seems to uphold justice. Offsetting bias in doctor-patient interactions 

means an intention to improve parity between rational agents with autonomy to choose but 

does not necessarily mean giving the patient any more or less information than seems 
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conversationally appropriate to the doctor at the time, because clinical interactions are 

private and because the best judgement of the clinician is trusted. 

In patient-physician interactions, the patient has ‘the right to be involved in decisions about 

their treatment and care and be supported to make informed decisions if they are able.'116 In 

communicating information to patients, to allow their involvement in a decision-making 

process that often involves a level of medical expertise unavailable to the layperson, it is the 

duty of the physician ‘to try to find out what matters to patients so they can share relevant 

information about the benefits and harms of proposed options and reasonable alternatives, 

including the option to take no action.’117 The assumption made by the Guidance is that the 

expertise of the physician must not override but rather must consider the values held by the 

patient when laying out options for the patient to consider.118  

The GMC Guidance suggests that the information physicians should provide to patients who 

must decide what to do, will usually include the following: 

a. diagnosis and prognosis 

b. uncertainties about the diagnosis or prognosis, including options for further 

investigation 

c. options for treating or managing the condition, including the option to take no action 

d. the nature of each option, what would be involved, and the desired outcome 

e. the potential benefits, risks of harm, uncertainties about and likelihood of success for 

each option, including the option to take no action.119 

This Guidance helps identify a challenge involved in applying the seven principles that are 

well defined and accepted in bioethics for general medicine to the behaviour of policymakers 

in public health settings. Individuals have the right to be involved where diagnosis and 

prognosis suggest that action must be taken, with different consequences, and where there 

are potential risks of harm and uncertainties about the likelihood of success, which would 

change the preferences of the individual, even if the ultimate and unchanging goal of 

individual health and wellbeing remains in place for both patient and physician.  

When the bias effect is toward loaded language, an additional question might be how to 

offset bias in a comparable way to positive/negative framing, without changing content. In a 

conversational context, other cues might be available to clinicians to approach sensitive 

words without omitting or changing content, and it is easy enough to imagine that this would 
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constitute something like a clinician’s duty to compassionate treatment (their bedside 

manner), which is also generally understood to be beneficial to patients.120   

Separate to the difficulties faced by clinicians who need to provide face to face 

communication, consider the comparative simplicity of the information communicated via 

standard written consent forms. WHO consent forms given to participants ahead of their 

participation in clinical studies aim to give a clear explanation of the reason for the study, 

some relevant elements of its design, and for the method of participant selection. Clarity in 

these areas is in part intended to assuage fears about why particular participants were 

selected to take part.121 Some details of methodology and design might mean participants 

learn they might not receive the test drug (i.e., that some participants will be given a placebo 

or an alternative treatment, and that this will happen at random, perhaps under double-

blind conditions). The consent form does not attempt to offset the risk that participants are 

likely to feel they are more likely to be given the test drug than the placebo. This is a known 

bias, with participants in general more likely to believe they will be luckier than average, 

despite factual understanding that placebos are also being randomly assigned to participants 

with identical odds.122 In written communication to procure informed consent information 

must still be presented clearly and without emotive or persuasive language. Unlike a face-

to-face conversation, when information is primarily given in writing, bias and emotional 

responses cannot be addressed without changing content across all participants.  

Finally, significant limitation of patient autonomy can happen beyond presentation effects, 

problems with understanding, and emotional effects, because of the patient’s situation. 

Expectations about health, standards of medical care, and patient freedom to refuse 

treatment or disagree with clinicians are affected by wealth and social status in many cases, 

even in countries where healthcare is free at the point of use 

Even in systems with more comprehensive social and medical care nets in place, more 

indirect financial pressures continue to affect patients and clinicians. Where certain 

procedures are limited by location, by the number of specialists, long waiting lists for 

particular procedures, or other structural pressures, even if healthcare is free for all at the 

point of use, demands on the health service provider mean restrictions.123 The principle of 

justice could protect patient autonomy from restriction of this kind. For example, 

transparency about the associated risks of joining a waiting list that is too long given the 

urgency of a patient’s situation seems like information that should be part of the consulting 

process, though this is a social and political rather than strictly medical factor. Informed 
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consent, given on the basis of a procedure being available immediately is different from 

consenting to be placed on a waiting list for an indeterminate time, during which the 

patient’s condition could change or deteriorate. Information provided should concern 

assessment of true risk of the procedure to the particular individual, including social and 

political obstacles to health.   

In clinical settings, when a medical decision is presented to a patient, the need for the 

decision and its risks and implications should be clear, and clinical priorities should be made 

explicit. In everyday action, self-transformative and momentous instances of autonomous 

choice can be less obvious, and are not necessarily ‘presented’ at all, let alone presented in 

terms of their relevance to particular social values. Public health matters like healthy eating 

and lifestyle changes also tend to involve the latter, less overt, choice architecture rather 

than transparent and carefully managed clinical decisions. Common examples like snack 

choices, financial planning, and stair use, as demonstrated in typical nudge cases, can be 

manipulated in ways that do not rely on clear communication with individuals, in a way that 

would not be acceptable in a clinical setting. Although public health matters do share some 

values with the values of medicine, it is not clear that the demands of communication and 

autonomy in the clinical setting should also be required in the public setting. 

 

Questions for transhumanism 

Democratic libertarian societies prioritise the informed free action of individuals in matters 

concerning their own bodies, where action does not intervene on the bodily autonomy of, 

or cause unjust harm to, others. However, a libertarian society can nonetheless have 

governing health bodies, detailed laws governing appropriate clinical and medical 

procedures, defining malpractice, and train medical professionals who are entitled to act on 

their beneficent judgement for patient wellbeing, to promote justice, in some cases. 

One tension for philosophers interested in influencing public health is that certain accounts 

of personal autonomy allow more intervention and more robust use of government and 

social pressure to influence personal decisions than others. True autonomy might appear to 

be free from influence, but in reality, socialisation makes this unlikely and impractical. Key 

questions for transhumanism arise given an account of autonomy as informed consent, as 

practiced for medical ethics, which seems to be an autonomy open to intervention from 

external pressures by necessity of the situation. In medicine, patient autonomy must be left 
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intact in the form of informed patient consent with proper engagement at the appropriate 

time so that individuals can apprehend the significance of their choices, the interactions of 

their choices with those of other people, and the effect of their choices on others 

(particularly in cases where genetic information and heritable illness is concerned).  

It is important that patients are consulted in clinical settings at the right time, in the right 

way, with careful management of inevitable clinical pressure and social pressure to allow 

patients to avoid coercion and choose well. Although I will suggest that the spirit of inclusion, 

dialogue, and management of clinical discussions forms the foundation for ideal public 

health engagement, the regulation around seeking informed consent, which depends on the 

input of beneficent experts, though reasonable in medical and clinical settings, would be very 

demanding in other settings like public health. As transhumanist interventions on the body 

will tend to involve personal medical decisions taken by individuals, but the influences 

guiding personal choices are inherently social and political public health matters, then the 

following questions arise for transhumanism in clinical settings and as the subject for public 

debate: 

 

1. Is it necessary for non-experts to give informed consent to participation in a project 

of species-wide enhancement? Given the likelihood of as-yet-unknown future 

implications of enhancement, is it even possible for the layperson to consent?  

 

2. Can patients choose transhuman enhancement or receive expert guidance in the 

same way patient choices receive guidance in general medical settings? To what 

extent do behavioural insights and nudges offer valuable support to general 

medicine in the public health realm, and could this act as a template for the approach 

needed by transhumanism?  

 

It seems coercion is a threat to autonomy, and the concern shown by the WHO for patients 

and participants in clinical trials, who are already vulnerable during their interactions with 

clinicians who must inform, means they approach consent carefully. However, critics of 

nudges argue124 that autonomy can be similarly vulnerable in a social and political setting 

where the liberties of free thought and action are guided by norms and biases that might 

pass unnoticed, given their familiarity. The vulnerabilities of patients and citizens also 

overlap, given norms of collective responsibility to contribute to public health, which are 
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influenced by political decisions and social pressures. Collective responsibility to others, and 

the unconscious effect of implicit and cultural cognitive habits limits and guides autonomy 

and often frames what can be considered respectable decisions.  These influences, conscious 

and unconscious do constitute a kind of beneficent external pressure to behave a certain 

way, about which Mill was mindful. The need to move beyond custom, and to be guided by 

a shared responsibility to do well by others is expressed in the harm principle, that “the only 

purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilised 

community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others.”125 

However, as becomes clear in medical examples of good and bad practice, particular kinds 

of external pressure on the autonomous individual do not mean awareness of shared social 

expectations, or reminders about group responsibility always damage individual autonomy. 

In terms of both promoting and implementing species-wide enhancements, it is from 

political and social influence that the worry about an unjust external pressure on human 

beings to become homogenous in body, thought, or action, or to live in bodies augmented 

by the will of others, becomes most challenging.126 In chapter 6 these pressures will be 

considered only in terms of their impact on autonomous choice, applying the established 

behavioural insights paradigm to practical transhumanist cases. Broader concerns about how 

promoting transhumanist ideals might create unjust pressure on people to become 

homogenous will be addressed in chapter 5.   

In the second dialogue of this chapter, I will discuss the ethical implications of changes in 

medical knowledge, given the influence of technology on policy and social norms. In the 

existing paradigm, there is a distinction between treatment and enhancement, which is 

pertinent to understanding transhumanism as a new public health paradigm with clinical 

implications for the individual. Consensus is absent, about how the distinction between 

treatment and enhancement should be drawn, which is both an influence on norms and 

policy and is influenced by norms and policy about existing technologies.   

 

Second Dialogue: On How Medical Knowledge Should Change 

“Authority-based medicine, which has always been a foundation for medical knowledge, is 

ancestor of the medical consensus conference, which also aims to produce knowledge based 

on trust of authorities. The difference is that authority-based medicine rested on single 
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authorities (say, Hippocrates or Galen), while consensus conference-based medicine makes 

use of the rhetorical power of the consensus of a group of experts.”127  

Consensus conferences do not always reach a consensus. When this is the case, perhaps 

because the matter under discussion is controversial, or where there is ‘insufficient reason 

to diverge from current practices’ even if there is evidence that another practice might be 

an objective improvement, the results are still reported to the press, in a spirit of openness. 

Solomon notes, however, that consensus conferences must try to balance interesting 

controversy with uncontroversial ideas, openness of discussion with some privacy for 

executive discussion, specificity of outcomes but not to the extent of prescribing processes 

to medical practitioners entirely, and while taking time to consider issues in depth but 

without running overlong (for either expert participants or for the press who must hear and 

report on results to the community).128  

Critics of consensus conferences suggest that their methods are unlikely to produce unbiased 

results, given pressures of time and publicity, and because participants tend to be experts 

whose views tend toward the conventional opinion on matters under review. The consensus 

conference approach of weighing evidence from scientific trials against the predicted 

outcomes of changes in policy and practice may be practically realistic but, critics suggest, is 

not a rigorous way to arrive at truths, nor to disseminate best understanding to the press 

(and so to the public).129  

Though consensus conferences may be inefficient, unlikely to arrive at rigorous evidence-

based objective results, they do highlight a need that exists even among experts to discuss 

reasons and the value of likely outcomes, and to engage in rhetoric about best practice and 

convention while so doing, rather than instigating policy change from quantitative results 

alone.130  Evidence alone does not tend to form the basis for policy decisions in part because 

it requires the opinion of experts who are familiar with the existing landscape of practice and 

policy. The problem with the opinion of experts in convention, even in the context of 

deliberating over what to do based on new quantitative results, is that opinion is bias-prone. 

Supporters of consensus conference suggest that, though the events may not produce pure 

unbiased results directly from meta-analyses of data, the rhetorical component is obvious, 

and disagreements about interpreting best practice based on practical considerations from 

the status quo can be more obvious. The interface consensus, where expert opinion meets 

society, is also important though it does not seem to occur at the right moment for academic 

consensus to be at stake in the discussion.131 The accountability and openness of a publicly 
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presented expert opinion resulting from the consensus, as though from science to society, 

also seems valuable for the layperson who would not have time to consider evidence, and 

has limited freedom to avoid the consequences of such consensus as it affects practice.  

Different approaches are appropriate during earlier stages of clinical trials than later, where 

later clinical trials rely more heavily on meta-analyses from evidence. ‘Medical institutions 

can be designed to minimize potential conflict between the methods (for example, by 

holding consensus conferences after formal evidence review).’132 Though the academic 

consensus may already exist at the point of the discussion, the report from the conference 

to the media has its place in shaping narratives that may be meaningful in patient-clinical 

interactions and can shape public debate.133 

Democratic debate on ethical issues resulting from medical science seems to rely on the 

public being able to engage with the implications of medical knowledge, at least the extent 

that policy decisions can be contextualised, the use of authority or legislation legitimised by 

the spirit of an open discussion about why measures are necessary. Further, the results of 

consensus conferences, though they may not avoid individual biases (Solomon gives the 

example, whether the panel of experts slept well the night before discussion) they can at 

least aim to avoid the bias of commercialisation of results, or government pressure to 

produce results that align with policy.134  

In the introduction, I presented as an assumption of the thesis the idea that transhumanism 

is now inevitable. In genetic modification, genome editing, age-reversing biotechnology, 

prosthetics, artificial intelligence, brain-computer interfacing, and in medical cognitive 

enhancement, the recent rate of progressive change suggests transhumanist goals are more 

closely aligned with social goals than ever. However, inactivity in medical ethics is not an 

adequate response to a distribution problem, given the possibility of making interventions 

to reduce harm. Inactivity would not reduce the number of possible problems resulting from 

enhancement but only mean that the kinds of problems experienced were not predicted, 

controlled, or the obvious responsibility of anyone in particular.  

Inactivity may reduce the risk of guilt for those who would aim to make a difference and 

could fail, but it seems unlikely to result in an overall better outcome than deliberate forward 

planning. Existing defences of intervention have suggested that the higher cost of faster 

success is justifiable when the investment means more lives are saved through faster 

implementation of lifesaving innovations.135 In practice it is hard to determine with accuracy 

the cost of delaying lifesaving research, even against the acceptable number of global deaths 
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from a given cause. Particularly when the goal of the research is to change the average life 

expectancy and normal range of health outcomes in a target population, measuring 

acceptable success or determining what would count as failure poses a problem. Because 

the success of transhumanist enhancements should mean the average life expectancy 

(perhaps also cognitive capacity) of the population increases, successful research and 

development might at first create an innovation that means more lives end before they must.  

For example, early dialysis machines were costly, large, and could only be operated in 

hospitals by trained medical staff. Patients were, at first, chosen selectively by a committee 

of citizens who assessed the suitability of individuals to receive a chance at life-extending 

treatment. The existence of the machinery presented a choosing problem, and the initial 

committee process would later be revised, and considered hugely flawed, in part because 

the deliberations were carried out without transparency and on the basis of value 

judgements relating to social and economic class. The committee process was advantageous 

over alternatives such as ignoring the potential of the limited number of dialysis machines to 

treat a limited number of patients, because of the unfairness of distribution, or else ignoring 

the need to select patients carefully and selecting randomly on the grounds that choice 

would be bias-prone. 

Instead of measuring the success of an enhancement intervention in terms of lives that 

would be lost or saved from premature death, where the definition of premature or 

unnecessary death is changed by the same technological innovation, the high cost of carrying 

out research into new medical technology should be very carefully balanced against the need 

to fund existing medical therapies but should be considered a part of the process. It would 

be hard for medical research bodies to justify redirecting funding from established and 

successful cancer treatments entirely into funding for genetic engineering, even if the 

enhancement would reduce cancer rates overall because the immediate demand for 

treatment cannot be paused, and because current patient outcomes are time sensitive.  

In part because of the predictable short-term loss of life that would result from reducing the 

support for established therapies like cancer care in order to fund research into novel 

treatments, such a redistribution would be understandably unpopular and would cause 

unnecessary suffering. Though in practice it is highly unlikely that resources would be taken 

directly from therapeutic medicine for enhancement in this way, the need to distribute 

resources appropriately remains, and expediting transhumanist enhancements may not be 

justifiable in these terms. The deliberation of experts for example, might result in a practical 
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consensus that areas of medical research were promising, but that the costs to existing care 

could not justify a change in priority. In jurisdictions where there are already concerns about 

the nationalised financial support for the practice of general medicine, and where 

practitioners do not necessarily have access to the most up to date training in conventional 

medicine, it seems more likely that any plan to direct resources towards human 

enhancement should be rejected on utilitarian grounds.   

Because of these concerns, and the consequences that enhancement is more likely to 

become available in richer nations and only to privileged citizens first, it is important to ask 

whether and when it is ethically acceptable for governing bodies to intervene to expedite 

transhumanism. Reports on the ethical status of heritable gene editing have begun to 

suggest that it is reasonable for existing medical practice to introduce more interventions 

like genetic screening as a part of routine early life care because this would reduce disease 

burden relatively quickly. I suggest that ethical egalitarian distribution relies on the action of 

governing bodies, to address any public perception of enhancement as separate from 

treatment or less valuable. 

 

On paradigm shifts more generally 

When enough of a discipline’s initial assumptions and practices no longer match the 

prevailing understanding of the world, it is time for a change. This seems to be true in 

practice, even if it is not possible to talk about achieving accuracy in terms of true explanation 

of natural phenomena.136 Certainly, in terms of medical science, the prevailing idea of health 

is important and discrepancies between medical science and general accounts of health 

cause friction.  

Kuhn’s account of change in the sciences offers an explanation of where paradigm 

revolutions should happen, and why they would mean progress, as well as why a new 

exemplar is needed if the best available explanation is to make sense of the world.  

In the study of the natural world, evidence is gathered, theories adapted, and new 

assumptions replace old, furthering scientific progress. Having introduced Kuhnian paradigm 

shifts, which are still the basis for accounts of change in science, in the second piece of the 

dialogue I will explain why recent criticisms of the way change comes about in terms of 

paradigm shifts can helps us make better sense of modern medical science and ethics. In the 

third part of the dialogue, I will give an account of paradigm shift as it is likely to affect an 
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understanding of ethical transhumanism and raise questions for transhumanism to answer 

about good ethical practice.  

The Kuhnian account established that periods of different activity make up science, and that 

there should be different expectations of method and practice in each. Scientific 

understanding during the period of ‘normal science’137 generally should be consistent with 

established assumptions and new evidence should be incorporated to refine normal 

scientific practice. The extent to which individual people are expected to accept new 

evidence varies with their level of expertise, as experts usually change their beliefs long 

before the effects of progress reach the layperson. Within normal science it is usually 

understood that new evidence should change scientific understanding, but this does not 

mean established assumptions should be forever in doubt in conditions of normal science. 

Doubt brings an end to normal science, when the model of established assumptions is 

thrown into doubt, bringing on model crisis and model revolution. Eventually, accumulated 

changes in understanding mean the underlying assumptions of normal science should 

change, in the final phase which Kuhn calls paradigm shift. Before the paradigm shift, normal 

science still improves as technology and measurement improve, and this tends to be 

followed by conceptual changes, which finally mean assumptions are thrown into doubt. It 

is the changes to theory and assumptions which are most likely to affect what is understood 

by non-experts, and how normal science reaches the general population. A paradigm shift is 

required when new facts and new concepts mean common understanding no longer 

matches the best available explanation of the world. Though this is a very summary account 

of how normal science can improve over time, it offers an ideal for progressive change in the 

natural sciences, where evidence-gathering allows better understanding of particular 

mechanisms, which in turn means better theoretical approaches, and then more effective 

evidence-gathering.  

Before Kuhn’s account of the incommensurability of scientific paradigms, one generally 

accepted model of cumulative progress explained that progress was the result of new 

discoveries adding to previous knowledge. Aiming to sharpen assumptions and arrive at a 

truer approximation, the ideal for science was that it should operate with openness about 

core assumptions, even within a period of ‘normal science’ and so build on knowledge. The 

critical reaction to Kuhn’s account of paradigm shift, and incommensurability of the old with 

the new paradigm has been concern about the implications for scientific method. In short, 

the concern is that science behaves somewhat unscientifically if it operates without doubting 

its assumptions. Greater awareness and more continuous doubt about the base of 
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assumptions underlying practice might seem to be a better ideal for scientific enquiry and 

more likely to promote progress138 but this seems much too demanding. Far from suggesting 

that the ideal science involves blind adherence to the assumptions underlying practice, 

Kuhnian paradigms instead give a more realistic account of how normal science is possible. 

The cognitive capacities of the scientist rely on certain unconscious and intuitive skill 

development, rather than on adherence to a set of formal rules. These quasi-intuitive 

cognitive capacities are acquired through practice and so are developed over time and field 

specific.139 Reliance on quasi-intuitive cognitive capacities like reference to an exemplar or 

use of analogy to interpret the problems within a field, rather than being a barrier to 

openness and rigour in normal science, allows it to take place.  

 

Transhumanism as paradigm 

Appropriate and timely model revolution and paradigm shift is not only important for 

accuracy of measurement or better acquisition of facts about the external world but is 

prerequisite to perceiving the world. Understanding the world, and conducting normal 

science according to a paradigm, means not only can we acquire information but are able to 

make sense of it. With this kind of perception of the world comes the ability to make 

predictions and judgements, but there is also “a sense in which, even in science, we see what 

we expect to see.”140 Kuhn identified that normal science can be prone to self-confirmation 

bias, where predictions and judgements will tend to bring about discoveries supporting, 

rather than undermining the paradigm. Transhumanism suggests that human beings need 

not age and die, and that core capacities need not remain fixed.141 In general medicine, 

therapy relies on core assumptions that are not obviously compatible with these 

transhumanist arguments about human wellbeing, though medicine also aims at human 

health, longevity, and wellbeing, just as transhumanism does.  

Kuhn’s incommensurability, in which different views of the same mechanisms and 

phenomena can be differently described given ‘a transformation of vision’142 helps make 

sense of the overlapping values but different conclusions drawn, between medicine and 

transhumanism. Innovations and changes that make up practical transhumanism often seem 

to be improvements in medicine, and transhumanism might be described as having a large 

stake in general medical progress despite different assumptions. The driving ‘vision’, 

transformed because it relies on reference to different exemplars and analogies, is central 

to understanding paradigmatic progress. Projects aiming to find out about the world are not 
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haphazard general fact-finding missions building on overall approximations of truth, but are 

ordered disciplines, like molecular biology, astronomy, and quantum physics, which come 

with their own terminology and methods for dealing with the same natural world. It might 

be tempting to describe transhumanism as a concurrent discipline to medicine, because it 

sees and deals with the same illnesses, human bodies, and physical limitations, though 

approaching them with different aims. However, it is more accurate to describe 

transhumanist efforts as the start of a paradigm shift in medicine. Transhumanism as a 

paradigm shift in medicine involves a transformed vision of the human body and certain core 

human capacities,143 and is not a cumulative point in the separate field of general lifestyle-

enhancing technologies (encompassing almost everything from fire and the printing press to 

pourable concrete and the personal computer).  

Modern biological human bodies at birth would likely be instantly recognisable as human to 

our very early ancestors. We remain relatively unchanged in this respect in a way that is not 

mirrored in society, in clothing, technology, norms tastes or preferences, or even the 

appearance of our homes.144 This might indicate that such a biologically transformative 

medical paradigm shift has not occurred for some time, or perhaps never on the scale 

proposed by transhumanism, and might indicate why the general reaction to transhumanist 

change might be one of trepidation. However, in the face of increasing evidence that it will 

soon be possible to make radical improvement to human core capacities, a refusal to 

acknowledge the need for corresponding changes to concepts of health and illness across 

medical science seems short-sighted. In Kuhn’s terms, the old paradigm which accepted 

gradual ageing resulting in a shorter health-span no longer accurately represents how the 

world seems to be, and so is bound to break down to be replaced by a new paradigm. The 

increasingly well supported transhumanism paradigm, of healthcare and wellbeing, assumes 

instead that human bodies can be repaired, and that human ageing is not inevitable. The 

broad paradigm, containing assumptions about death and damage, would need to rest on a 

narrower ‘exemplar’ to guide practice. Particularly in the period of model doubt and model 

crisis, identifying exemplars and good analogies to inform skill development and intuitive 

practice is more difficult, by Kuhn’s account. A particular achievement, demonstrating the 

truth of a core assumption, which would drive progress and motivate the pursuit of the new 

(broad) paradigm, might mean the beginning of the paradigm shift, and the end of crisis. In 

the case of transhumanism, for example, it seems likely that an exemplar could be the first 

instance of a successful age-repair trial in human beings, to replicate the success seen in 

some rodent trials.145 It also seems likely that the transhumanist movement is an instance of 
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model doubt, approaching model crisis, but that it is also a paradigm which encourages faster 

movement through the cycle of doubt, crisis and revolution as well.146 

Historically, the development of new technology has tended to prompt concern about 

escalation of risks. Whether about the risks of conflict, following the atom bomb; about loss 

of social cohesion or the nuclear family, following the birth control pill; or fear of stagnation 

of social values in favour of superficial improvements in the lifestyle of the already 

comfortable, following the increasing availability of personal computers since the 1970s. 

Technological improvements of any kind tend to raise questions about whether human 

nature means we will simply repeat mistakes but with more firepower or greater mining 

capacity, and that some underlying tendencies will mean no paradigmatic human change 

should be expected. Having identified that this concern might be driven by perception of a 

lack, that “It is not enough to 'use technology with a deeper understanding of human issues', 

or to 'dedicate technology to man's spiritual needs', or to 'encourage technologists to look at 

human problems'”, BF Skinner proposed a solution: “What we need is a technology of 

behaviour.”147 The particular weak-point in human understanding identified by Skinner is one 

he calls the result of retaining concepts of freedom and free will in our understanding of our 

own behaviour, for evaluating punishment, responsibility and good behaviour. The 

stagnation comes from holding on to comfortable ideas of why we act, long past the point 

where neuroscience appears to support their existence, he suggests. This claim about 

retaining an idea of free will remains particularly controversial, because it seems so 

reductive.148 However, Skinner’s general concern about how recognisable our current 

understanding of human nature would be to ancient philosophers might remain compelling 

to the transhumanist interested in changing deeper human understanding as well as physical 

attributes of individuals.149 An apparent stagnation in human self-understanding would 

certainly make sense of apparently sluggish global responses to existential risks, and deeply 

entrenched reluctance to respond appropriately as a species. This concern was also at the 

heart of Enlightenment philosophies, in the form of corrective leaps to modernise some 

commonly held beliefs about human nature at the time. The shape of the problem, then, is 

that there is less motivation to adjust parts of our understanding of the world than others, 

and that this rests in part on comfortable and familiar feelings about human nature that 

should long since have been considered out of date.  

Kuhn identified that normal science ‘proceeds on the basis of perceived similarity to 

exemplars’, and for medicine the exemplar of long and healthy life has become the general 

standard for Europe and the West. Transhumanism conceives of the same puzzle-solution 
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situation facing medicine but conceives of it differently. For Kuhn, assessment of scientific 

theory involves comparing the theory against the paradigm, instead of applying rules and 

method to the theory.150 Scientifically minded ideologies can be seen to rely on ‘relations to 

the paradigm’ as guides, and this model of assessing vision and progress, in terms of shifts 

that could be likened to a Gestalt switch, seems apt for an assessment of transhumanist 

concepts of i.e. health, ageing, wellbeing. This allows for recognising problems with the 

current transhumanist approach, and room to allow that its idealised modes of being are 

imperfect, perhaps even prone to some of the same failures and subjectivity previous 

approaches. Insofar as transhumanism does involve interpretation of human nature from a 

particular time and place, it is bound to be coloured by myth, history, and belief as well as 

by empirical consideration of the raw problem. An idea of transhumanism as paradigmatic, 

as a way of thinking about certain theories underlying medical progress, accepts and builds 

on this weakness of perspectival subjectivity, and resists more brittle claims about what is 

absolutely the best for all human beings.  

Though transhumanism relies on making predictions and guiding efforts toward the next 

improvement in the human condition, its approach is paradigmatically a more flexible one, 

which values change. The Transhuman Declaration itself, first drafted by Max More et al. in 

1998, has been edited many times since its conception, and should be expected to change 

again. Although in almost every instance the phrasing tends to avoid specificity about 

individual technologies of bodily change, changeable current problems, or current causes of 

disease burden, there are changes in nuance. Higher priority enhancements, and the reasons 

for wanting change vary. The most specific parts of the declaration appear in item one, which 

mentions the transhumanist stance on ageing, interplanetary travel, and artificial 

intelligence: 

 

(1) Humanity will be radically changed by technology in the future. We foresee the feasibility 

of redesigning the human condition, including such parameters as the inevitability of ageing, 

limitations on human and artificial intellects, unchosen psychology, suffering, and our 

confinement to the planet earth. (From July 1998 version 2.4)  

 

And the same item, from the slightly earlier unpublished version, ‘Transhumanist Principles’ 

which also mentions inter-planetary travel and habitation: 
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(1) Humanity will be radically changed by technology in the future. We foresee the feasibility 

of redesigning the human condition, including such parameters as the inevitability of ageing, 

limitations on human and artificial intellects, unchosen psychology, suffering, and our 

confinement to the planet earth. (From March 1998 version 2.1) 

 

Inter-planetary habitation and travel, still described as ‘overcoming our confinement to 

planet Earth’ remain in the contemporary 2002 and 2009 versions of the document, along 

with continual mention of overcoming the inevitability of ageing. New to the more recent 

versions are the mention of ‘existential risks’ in place of the threat of technological wars, and 

of ‘autonomy’ in the place of control over one’s own life. Although the most recent online 

version of the document is now over a decade old, its restraint from mentioning particular 

current technologies means it remains perfectly applicable. As regards the proposal that 

ageing will eventually be removed from normal human life, for example, the document 

would become out of date, and this kind of revision might mark the end of the usefulness of 

the transhumanist paradigm as it stands.  

One other reason for thinking of transhumanism in terms of a paradigm is that it hints at 

how, although development and evidence behind theory are the realm of experts and 

specialists, nonetheless success relies on the results of any shift being accessible to the public 

in some recognisable form. The form of the paradigm in the public mind’s eye need not be 

accurate or detailed in every respect but should capture the spirit and implications of the 

new vision intelligibly. With transhumanism, the effects of gradual proliferation of a new way 

of thinking about human life can be seen in the integration of ideas like a species-wide 

success or failure, only conceivable given the advent of a fully connected online globalism 

and the increasingly prominent idea of existential risk, which trickles down into public 

consciousness.  

Another effect of transhumanist approaches to human bodies can be seen in do-it-yourself 

biohacking and of genetic information being acquired and stored as a commodity, as the 

result of wide genetic testing for fun and curiosity instead of out of medical necessity151. The 

former is generally shunned as unnecessary, dangerous, and irresponsible, while the latter 

evokes a more complicated public response. The apprehension of and acceptance of 

particular technologies and modes of being, although they are not mentioned by name in 
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the Transhumanist Declaration, form a large part of the way we can best understand a 

gradual paradigm shift. If transhumanism offers new ways for individuals to think about their 

responsibilities in public health concerns and gives new power to individuals to control their 

own bodies and lifestyles than in generations before, then its influence is likely to be more 

ethical in general. That the public come to understand the impact of certain technologies 

and their implications for future human wellbeing is important for the implementation of, 

still niche, technologies to become more widely normal. Accepting the new paradigm, for 

the layperson, means referring to new exemplars for human life which are not necessarily 

found in the values of general medicine. Although these exemplars could also be described 

in terms of beneficence, justice, cure of disease, return to health, longevity, their 

apprehension as transhumanist is the Gestalt switch that changes the phenomenal world, 

though gradually.  

 

What are the parameters for ethical transhumanist success?  

As the thesis asks whether governments or governing health bodies can be justified in 

intervening to expedite the process, leading to successfully realised transhumanism, it is also 

important to be clear about what such an intervention would involve. Policy work carried out 

by the Behavioural Insights Team (BIT)152 produced several frameworks for making large-

scale changes to public behaviour with minimal intervention. Given conclusions drawn from 

the autonomy dialogue that the best approach is one where minimal paternalist 

interventions are made, even if public health is at stake, an approach that needs only minimal 

action to bring about large changes is attractive. If an option is Easy, Attractive, Social, and 

Timely (EAST), it is generally more likely to happen than an option that is more complex, 

unattractive, that goes against social norms, and seems alien to current values. The 

behavioural insights work carried out by the BIT aimed to make certain behaviour (e.g., 

donate organs, quit smoking, eat healthily, invest in a pension scheme) more easy, attractive, 

social, and timely, and were successful. 

However, this does not mean that all social progress can be explained in terms of what is 

easiest, most attractive, most socially supported, and most timely. Medical and scientific 

advances sometimes challenge values and norms, and significant social change can happen 

against the tide of public opinion: revolution is hardly the easiest way to behave but clearly 

yields results.  
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An explanation for variations in the rate of social change comes from Cass Sunstein. Sunstein 

identifies a behavioural scale, on which individuals operate comfortably with varying degrees 

of norm or peer support. “The zeros go first...”, Sunstein explains.153 In this example, 

Sunstein’s ‘zeros’ who act first are those people who need little or no encouragement from 

society or their peers to take action they desire or value. This willingness to act does not 

guarantee their independence will produce particularly constructive kinds of behaviour, only 

that they will be quickest to act without the support of others. Sometimes, the action taken 

by the zero will be progressive and constructive, for example in challenging misuse of 

authority or fomenting revolution about injustice, but there is no deeper reason to suggest 

that this should always be the case. Ones begin to follow enough zeros given the right 

conditions: once there is enough action to suggest they would have support, people who 

need a little backup from others will act on ideas they reflectively do believe to be right or 

valuable. Sunstein’s twos might follow enough other people acting around them, but some 

will never act. Sunstein explains that those people who will never follow the cues of other 

people acting around them might be stayed by loyalty to tradition, by fear, or by motivation 

to keep the status quo in place (for example personal benefit). An individual’s place on the 

scale between first-movers and never-movers is not necessarily a reflection of particular 

values, though quick movement is more likely to correlate with being comfortable with 

progressive action than conservativism. Various internal biases, including a general 

preference for the status quo, regardless of whether it is the best or most rational choice, 

are well documented motivations for behaviour. Most people can very often be relied upon 

to act according to the default, and Sunstein suggests that comparatively few people are 

typically first-movers.  

This raises another set of questions for transhumanism: 

 

3. What are the social norms and expectations of health that make bodily 

enhancement and longevity unappealing, despite improvements in medical science?  

 

4. Are there good reasons for maintaining any of these norms and expectations about 

health, even if they made the transition to a better public health paradigm less likely?   

 

Another general explanation for slow progress in human self-understanding can be found in 

a common difficulty for medical ethics; if there is individual responsibility for public health, 
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vaccination must be a moral responsibility, for which consent must be mandatory. Herd 

immunity relies on positive action from 95% of the population which means herd immunity 

relies on 95% of people consenting to vaccinations for their children. Herd immunity from 

measles is generally successful as a strategy in countries with an adequate supply of the 

vaccine, and with administrative structures in place to organise vaccination of children at the 

appropriate ages. Vaccines have been established as successful for decades, and their risks 

are known to be low. In recent years, countries France and the United Kingdom have 

experienced drops in the numbers of parents willing to consent to vaccination for their 

children, which has resulted in the UK falling below the immunisation levels required for herd 

immunity against measles, with a recent poll in France indicating that around 1/3 of adults 

believe vaccines are either ineffective or dangerous (though the rates of vaccination have 

not yet dropped by the same rate). Explanations for these failures in public health vary from 

place to place, and the WHO has explored the possible influence of religious views,154 the 

rise of individual responsibility over social responsibility,155 and of educational failures in the 

countries involved.156 The 2019 Wellcome Gallup poll analysed worrying anti-vaccination 

views held increasingly widely in France and suggested that localised mistrust in the 

government might be one factor to help explain the results.157  

 

Third Dialogue: Emotions and Medical Advice 

Localised reactions of mistrust following notable public mistakes by governments partially 

explain a more general trend that has seen the rise of anti-vaccination beliefs expressed in 

jurisdictions which have had vaccine strategies for decades, but do not entirely explain the 

change. Competent adults who refuse consent for established and well-evidenced 

procedures on behalf of their children are at liberty to do so in many global jurisdictions, 

particularly liberal democracies where social convention and interpersonal responsibility is 

the main reason most people comply with vaccine programmes.  

In clinical settings, parents are offered vaccines for their children at appropriate age markers, 

with an explanation of the risks of not vaccinating for the health of the child and the herd 

protection vaccines afford the children of others. The ethics of vaccine mandates, i.e., to 

enforce vaccination against patient autonomy, where the success of procedures like 

vaccination are well established, does vary with national politics, but remains controversial 

in most democracies. Proponents of legal enforcement of social responsibilities including 

vaccines suggest that it is justifiable for governments to impose fines and other severe 
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penalties on adults who refuse vaccination for themselves or their children158 classing 

vaccination as a responsibility alike to adherence to tax regulation. Similar arguments when 

used in relation to organ donation are also extremely controversial, even though the donor 

body can no longer make biological use of the tissues as in life.159  

Legal intervention to intervene on bodies without consent can be justified in cases where it 

has been established that individuals do not have the right or capacity to decide for 

themselves. Where the effect of a choice is not only, or not primarily, likely to damage their 

own health but would potentially damage the health of others, enforcement can be within 

the mandate of a governing body. However, where the effect of the action of individuals 

would only damage their own health, there seems to be little justification for enforcement, 

for example to compel an adult who refuses to consent to life-saving treatment for 

themselves or others. Proponents of enforcement and paternalism in matters of public 

health have argued that certain unconscious biases lead to bad reasoning about vaccines, 

particularly in assessing risk, and so lead to patients irrationally refusing consent which they 

ought to give, as rational consequences of their values. Irrational choices are still not 

generally accepted as reason enough for authorities to overrule the consent of capable 

adults, and it is generally accepted that people can be capable of irrational and poor 

decisions while still being entirely competent to decide for themselves.  

So, it becomes important to ask of transhumanist interventions whether harm would be 

done only to individuals who choose for themselves, or whether any harm associated with 

enhancement could be called a public health issue.  

 

5. When emotions guide public health decisions are their reasons less valuable than 

other kinds of reasons? For example, disgust about face and eye transplants might 

lead to fewer donations of corneas.  

 

6. Are governments more justified in intervening to offset emotional biases which 

could reduce public health responsibility, if such reasons are less valuable?  

 

To answer these questions satisfactorily, it is important first to know whether allowing bias 

that might prevent public health successes is ethically problematic for public health 

authorities. If it is negligent or irresponsible to allow oneself to be guided by bias or irrational 
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feeling, it seems more acceptable that certain decisions should be addressed, if libertarian 

intervention were possible. Unconscious bias can be overcome by deliberate effort and 

reflective self-inspection of motives and desires in many cases, particularly when the need 

to reflect is made apparent by an external force. Correspondingly, in cases where nudges 

seem most effective, they act by relying on known biases, or by identifying and so diminishing 

bias. Common biases that can be used by nudge theory include the tendency to favour the 

status quo, or to judge situations in terms of their neatness and balance. A change in 

procedure or legislation, which would make decisions fit the opt-out (not opt-in) choice 

architecture, would make use of a general rational bias that favours of the status quo.  

Responses to transhumanism are not static but should also be understood in terms of their 

shifting suitability within cultural frameworks. It is central to modern medical ideals that 

patients should be competent to make autonomous judgements about their own treatment. 

Bodily autonomy in medicine, if it is to promote beneficial outcomes and justice, relies on 

individuals taking personal responsibility for living well and making appropriate use of 

healthcare services, where they have influence to do so. The basic availability of healthcare, 

as well as education, providing a threshold for healthy lifestyle for all citizens, reinforces the 

general expectation that autonomous individuals with means and a basic understanding of 

healthy living should tend to value their own longer health-spans. A public responsibility to 

promote longer health-spans is only conceivable as a real group project because of important 

technological and scientific shifts in normal science, which might allow core assumptions 

about healthy lifespans to change. 

Emotion heightens awareness and changes the epistemological landscape as it appears to 

the individual. It seems improbable that the influence of fear, hope, or even anger could be 

kept away from medical decisions or consent-giving altogether and consent is improved 

when the experience of emotion allows for full apprehension of risk.  

As emotions can improve rational decision-making, and often motivate behaviour more 

effectively than factual knowledge or understanding, attempts to change behaviour are 

more likely to succeed where they do not ignore emotions.  

Regarding many personal decisions, deliberate interventions to change the emotional 

response of individuals to stimuli seem, at best, patronising, at worst, manipulative. The use 

of emotions in any intervention made by governing bodies tends to create unease, and the 

unease that individuals feel about emotional persuasion by governments may help draw a 

distinction between persuasion and propaganda. 
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Implicit in the aims of the transhumanist movement is the premise that human self-control 

and progressive change of human capacity is for the best. In the existing literature, and in 

practice, this premise raises questions about when the relevant biomedical or existential 

control is best for the individual, for society, for subsequent generations of human beings, 

and for long-lasting norms of judgement and behaviour. One significant consideration 

underlying discussion of the ethical good of the transhumanist project, then, is the positive 

role of emotion in self-control, beliefs, desires, behaviour, and meaningful life.  

 

Which emotions are relevant to transhumanism as human enhancement medicine? Why?  

Some painful emotions, like boredom or fear, can be indicators that a situation is not good 

for us.  We act on judgements that a situation either not good for us, or not good as 

construed by our normative judgements. These judgements might also be fast, automatic, 

heuristic, or biased. They do not interfere with our rational judgements, rather we might 

wish to explain that such emotions contribute to the creation and maintenance of reason by 

focusing our awareness and motivating behaviour. In this final dialogue, I explore the 

legitimate role of emotion in reason, as another element of the internal processes 

contributing to autonomous choice. Alongside bias, emotional involvement, for example 

about medical judgments, might not seem to lead to ‘cool’ rational decision making and 

cannot very often be avoided.  

“Our angers, envies, and fears have been accused of interfering with proper reasoning, to 

favour irrational behaviour, and to elicit immoral actions.” But many modern theorists 

suggest that “emotions are both necessary to the proper functioning of theoretical and 

practical rationality, and essential to moral action. In brief, emotions would allow us to think 

and act more appropriately, both from the point of view of prudence and ethics”.   

Importantly for the thesis, it seems possible that certain emotional responses should be 

beyond the reach of ethical nudges if these nudges should not interfere with reasoned 

preferences. Interference with reasoned preferences risks interference with autonomy and 

could constitute propaganda if used by governments. 
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Emotions and self-improvement 

In the earlier discussion of medical autonomy, it was clear that all manner of external 

influences can cause us to change our minds, and that not all such influences were a threat 

to autonomy. Primarily, when agents encounter new relevant information or when 

circumstances seem to change, external influences prompt appropriate and useful rational 

reflection and reconsideration. For example, when a clinician presents a patient with the 

likely outcomes of a desired medical procedure, the new information about risk should cause 

reflection and reconsideration and might result in the loss of desire for the procedure. This 

kind of external influence seems much more likely to enhance autonomy than to undermine 

it, making the patient better able to decide, which is the foundation for the medical 

requirement of informed patient consent.  

One problem, given the role of external influences in shaping behaviour and preferences, 

was bias. Biases like framing and presentation effects were not similarly beneficial to 

individual autonomy. For example, the different behaviour of a patient presented with the 

‘risk of death’, to one presented with the same risk as ‘chance of survival’160 suggests not all 

similarly informative prompts to reconsider a decision are similarly beneficial. Indeed, for 

any apparently autonomous behaviour, belief, or desire, no matter how controlled or 

personal it might feel, behavioural science since the 1970s seems to have identified possible 

hidden influences that actually drive behaviour. Heuristic short-cuts and unconscious 

cognitive biases are not preferences, beliefs, or desires however, though they seem to 

change the epistemological landscape of the agent in a similar way. Unconscious bias and 

heuristic short-cuts do change and drive behaviour, but do not present new information to 

the agent such that they can reflect. Implicit bias and heuristic short cuts also seem to be 

useful, though agents are often unaware of their influence, and not in a position to reflect 

on their own biases at the time of action. Behavioural psychology, since the 1970s has 

explained the presence of heuristic ‘quick thinking’ and more recent work (for instance by 

Kahneman) makes more of the usefulness of System 1, as it works alongside the slower and 

controlled, reflective System 2.161   

When psychologists identify the effect of bias, or unconscious quick thinking on behaviour, 

they appear to highlight a lack of accurate introspection available to agents, even when they 

reflect. For example, implicit bias can guide behaviour without appearing in the account 

given by the individual of their own reasons and preferences.162 In such cases, participants 

are shown to deny the involvement of bias, even when presented with evidence.163 When 
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Cass Sunstein explores the role of heuristic and implicit bias in the uptake of progressive 

actions and behaviours, he made the distinction between those individuals who masked their 

true beliefs, behaving as if they behaved how they imagined society would prefer, and those 

individuals who masked nothing, and behaved according to social expectations. The 

distinction is important in terms of what can be expected when deliberate interventions aim 

to change the direction of social influence, as those masking their views will change 

behaviour but need not have changed their minds. If the benefit of a libertarian paternalist 

intervention is that it changes minds, and therefore behaviour, rather than forcing behaviour 

on those who disagree, then such belief masking, as a reaction to strong social norms, is a 

complication.   

In terms of a medical decision, imagine the following scenarios, where a nudge might 

influence behaviour: 

i. An individual has strong beliefs, but masks them, because they feel their beliefs are 

not shared by society and would subject them to condemnation. An intervention 

makes their belief more socially acceptable by changing the social norm. The 

individual changes their behaviour. Their beliefs are unchanged but are unmasked.  

 

ii. An individual has strong beliefs that go against the grain of the social norm and their 

behaviour, which is the result of their beliefs, exposes them to condemnation. An 

intervention makes their belief more socially acceptable by changing the social 

norm. The individual does not change their behaviour or their beliefs, but now is less 

likely to be condemned for acting or expressing their beliefs.  

 

iii. An individual has strong beliefs that are compatible with the social norm. They act 

on these beliefs and receive social approval. An intervention makes their beliefs less 

socially acceptable by changing the social norm. The individual comes to change their 

mind (change their beliefs) and so changes their behaviour, or else their behaviour 

changes and they are led to change their beliefs, on reflection about their 

behavioural change. They continue to receive approval for their behaviour from 

others in the same position.  

 

iv. An individual has strong beliefs that are compatible with the social norm. They act 

on these beliefs and receive approval. An intervention makes their belief less socially 
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acceptable. The individual changes their behaviour but does not change their beliefs, 

which are now masked. They continue to receive approval. 

 

v. An individual has strong beliefs that are compatible with the social norm. They act 

on these beliefs and receive approval. An intervention makes their beliefs less 

socially acceptable. The individual does not change their beliefs or their behaviour, 

which exposes them to condemnation.  

From a public health standpoint, it might not matter whether individuals mask their beliefs 

or not, as long as they engage in the preferred behaviour. For example, whether or not 

individuals believe vaccines work, whether or not they would publicly endorse vaccination, 

if they vaccinate their children then herd immunity will remain. However, as recent research 

from the WHO demonstrates, erosion of trust in even established medical practices like 

vaccination can happen if enough individuals do not believe vaccines work and start to feel 

and behave differently.  The Wellcome Global Monitor discovered that around one third of 

adults did not believe that vaccines were safe or effective, when polled in 2019. Though this 

finding has not yet been matched by a corresponding dip in vaccinations in France, it certainly 

was registered as a cause for concern for global health, signalling a more fundamental lack 

of trust in the health service, and in government public health advice.  

The transformative force of social condemnation and peer approval is not underestimated 

by policymakers who rely on the global investigations carried out by, for example, the 

Wellcome monitor. It is recognised that the dip in trust of vaccines in France might risk 

becoming a dip in desirable behaviour, if familiarity with anti-vaccination arguments 

lessened the social condemnation attached to public association with the belief. In such a 

case, the aim of policy will aim to reinforce the existing social norm, which appears still to be 

supported by two thirds of the adult population. It is still possible, though, that unpopular 

anti-vaccine beliefs will simply be masked. 

It is widely accepted that emotional states like fear or anger can influence desires and beliefs, 

as well as individual susceptibility to apparently more complex and socialised feelings of 

shame or moral disgust. Increasingly prevalent in the literature on emotion is the suggestion 

that emotional involvement in behaviour supports rationality, instead of undermining it. 

The challenge for policymakers, aiming for the ideal third scenario, is to avoid putting too 

many people in a position where they must mask their strong beliefs to avoid condemnation, 
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whilst still making an impact on the social norms such that undesirable behaviour does not 

go unchecked. 

It seems clear that emotions like fear, excitement, anger, guilt, boredom, and others also 

motivate and change behaviour relevant to public health and might do so in ways that are 

not identical with ‘clear headed’ rational deliberation. However, unlike implicit biases or 

heuristic ‘quick thinking’, emotions tend to motivate and influence by increasing awareness 

and focus on certain facts and ideas over others, rather than by bypassing awareness 

altogether.164 

Often, emotional involvement in behaviour might pass below conscious awareness, for 

example as the influence of a certain mood be something about which an individual is 

generally but not specifically aware. For example, we would expect an individual to be aware 

of their anger, or able to identify it in later reflection, but the same might not be possible, to 

anticipate the influence on behaviour of a more habitual or pervasive aggressive mood.  

Distinct from moods, though, emotional involvement in action more usually is the cognitive 

evaluation of stimuli, resulting in different epistemological weighing of beliefs. Emotions are 

consciously available to the agent and are more usually compatible with reported beliefs. 

i.e., I fear proximity to tigers because they might bite me. The emotion is reasons-responsive, 

although it might sometimes ‘get the better of me’. On visiting the zoo, fear of the tiger might 

rationally be tempered by a belief that the enclosure is secure. This does not mean a sudden 

roar will have no effect on my composure, and such a temporary loss of composure does not 

indicate my rational ability is diminished.  

A cognitive account of the emotions suggests that the revised epistemological landscape 

during experience of the emotion can be rational or irrational, depending on the content and 

appropriateness of beliefs and desires involved. Examples like the roar of the caged tiger also 

seem to demonstrate that temporary lapses in strength of belief because of an emotion do 

not automatically mean an irrational individual.  

Problems for the cognitive account include the challenge of describing the fit of beliefs and 

desires into the affective realm. In brief, some accounts suggest that emotions simply are 

beliefs or desires, but this seems much too reductive, missing other parts of the experience 

of an emotion, such as the physiological experience of bodily changes. Alternatively, 

‘umbrella’ accounts suggest emotions are such that they can be treated as a belief or desire, 

when explaining how the emotions figures as part of production and control of behaviour. 
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So, an emotion could be called ‘belief-like' or ‘desire-like'. Finally, the nomological view 

suggests that emotions 'carry beliefs and desires with them'. For example, anger is a bad 

feeling, an evaluative belief that there has been an offense, the belief that someone is to 

blame, and the desire to punish them. This would explain the link between emotion and 

behaviour by reference to truth conditionals about the emotional state, for example 'If I am 

angry at x, I believe x to be responsible for an offense'.  

In the thesis, I will assume a cognitivist account of emotion is correct and suggest that 

emotion is important for individuals to arrive at rational decisions, rather than being an 

inconvenience that detracts from reason. I refer to an argument from Sabine Roeser to 

identify why it is more beneficial and justifiable to engage emotionally than to use 

informatively persuasive interventions but aim to avoid contrasting emotional persuasion 

with rational persuasion.  

Emotions do change the decisions we make, and their effects are well documented in cases 

like judging risk and judging value. However, differences in rational decisions caused by 

different emotions do not mean emotions undermine rational abilities, as rationalists or 

subjectivists about emotion165 suggest. A cognitive view of emotions allows for the idea that 

emotions are perceptions of reality, rather than being arbitrary or socially constructed 

projections.166 Emotions as perceptions, although like any perceptions they are fallible, allow 

us to assess ‘what is really there’. Emotions allow us to judge what seems to be ‘really there’ 

and to perceive moral reality.167 

As far as fallibility is concerned, moral mistakes can be made where situational emotional 

responses are inconsistent with what an individual expects or believes in general. As an 

example, when individuals feel fear or unease about the use of a particular technology or 

innovation, like genetic modification of foods, they will prefer not to eat GMO foods, despite 

recognising that GMO development is likely to be generally beneficial, and unlikely to be 

harmful. The contradiction, of accepting that GM foods are likely to be beneficial in reducing 

food shortages and to reduce harm by controlling crop disease, while refusing to eat GM 

foods because of fear or unease, creates what Roeser calls a NIMBY problem, as a kind of 

free-rider problem168: “it’s ok for everyone else but not for me”. Inconsistencies like these 

should be reduced by deeper reflection on the emotion (revealing the inconsistency) but are 

also likely to diminish with feelings like sympathy or desire for cooperation.169 

Roeser also identifies situations where the role of emotion is not to cause moral mistakes 

(like NIMBY cases), but rather to lead to poor evaluation of empirical evidence, or ‘blindness 
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to descriptive facts.’170 In situations like these, presenting the agent with more information 

should be enough to offset the error. Public health policy aiming to influence emotions 

instead of to engage with people persuasively using facts might appear unwarranted in many 

situations, precisely because presenting information and allowing agents to re-evaluate for 

themselves appears to offer a lighter touch and might be more effective. Roeser suggests 

that the technocratic approach might lead to ‘complexity neglect’ if it aimed to address with 

emotions the feelings of fear or unease toward technology that were not like the NIMBY 

cases.171 However, it is not always possible to present the layperson with descriptive facts 

that will sway their evaluations. In the next section, I will discuss the idea that, even where 

emotion does not cause moral error, like the NIMBY or free-rider cases, emotional 

intervention is sometimes acceptable and beneficial.  

 

On influencing emotional preferences  

Certain matters elicit emotional responses which are not directly the result of evaluating risk 

or benefit of outcomes, but not all these cases are contradictory or irrational, like the NIMBY 

or free-rider problems identified by Roeser. In cases where there is no clear contradiction in 

the emotional influence on choice, but the emotion is not ‘useful’ in directing the chooser 

towards the best outcome, it is not always possible to influence choice only by presenting 

new or better descriptive facts. In these cases, it appears to be beneficial to influence choice 

using emotion but as identified by Roeser, such intervention appears technocratic, and 

further than Roeser’s claim, might risk becoming technocratic propaganda.  

Although the thesis will not adopt his non-cognitivist approach to the bodily experience of 

emotions, William James also develops a useful framework for being able to distinguish 

between the genuine choice of non-empirical beliefs available to agents, and those which 

are beyond persuasion. In his Will to Believe,172 James’ argues that there are situations where 

an individual can decide what to believe, particularly in matters where empirical evidence is 

no help, for example in the matter of religious belief, or belief in God. The ability to choose 

belief in this way relies on the idea of critical self-reflection and deliberate self-

transformation, capacities which will appeal to the transhumanist movement, in its approach 

to public health responsibility. James’ framework does suggest that preferences, emotions, 

and the non-empirical have bearing on how beliefs and desires can be evaluated and formed. 

James intends to identify cases where belief can be governed by the will, and to explain why 

in some cases agents are in control such that they can choose to believe at will, but that this 
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control is not mere ‘wishful thinking’ or self-deception. Choices between hypotheses which 

motivate action and drive behaviour are not always alike and, in involving James’ framework, 

I identify some beliefs and desires which are the result of emotions and intuitions because 

they are culturally alive, exploring the appropriateness of external interventions that target 

them.   

Important choices between hypotheses are those where the relevant ideas are alive to the 

chooser. Similarly, it is more significant to choose if there is no way to avoid making a choice, 

and self-transformation is more likely if the effect of a choice is momentous for the chooser. 

For James, if a choice between hypotheses is the subject of a will to believe, it should be 

alive, unavoidable, and momentous. Those choices that imminently confront the agent will 

therefore occur in a context they understand, about a decision the agent cannot avoid, and 

where opportunities to make the choice are not ten-a-penny everyday occurrences. Such 

choices can be transformative in a way that distant or unfamiliar, avoidable, and trivial 

choices tend not to be. It is these self-transformative choices that should be the subject of 

more careful observation, and perhaps are also more attractive targets for intervention by 

governments, because of their capacity to cause or avoid harms, and to change the 

population for the better. 

Preferring a certain flavour of ice cream over another, holding this preference in mind, and 

using it as a reason to guide behaviour, relies on cultural norms and contingencies to make 

the positive feeling in favour of one option relevant to behaviour. Cultures share particular 

ideas about the reasons to pick snack foods, i.e., choices not based on nutrition, but on 

pleasure. The range of normal flavours varies, such that even in the context of soups, my 

favourite flavour is broccoli, I should know it does not apply to ice cream choices. In some 

places there might be no ice cream at all, or no chocolate, and this changes what it is likely 

that I will prefer, or whether I can be asked if I prefer at all.  

In the ice cream case, given a preference for chocolate over vanilla, any choice between them 

is also entirely avoidable, given the possibility not to have ice cream at all, or perhaps to 

choose strawberry, or to have both chocolate and vanilla. It is highly unlikely that this choice 

will be the last of its kind for me, nor is it likely that choosing one flavour over the other on 

this occasion will directly change the course of my life. For cases like this, therefore, 

preferences and their effect on behaviour seem to be impractical and undesirable as targets 

of intervention by governments. Any paternalist intervention intended to change ice cream 
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flavour preferences and therefore to change behaviour, even if it were carried out with 

beneficent motives, appears entirely excessive and unjustifiable.  

If a hypothesis is alive, it is intelligible to the agent because it “appeals as a real possibility to 

him to whom it is proposed”.173 This means that, given a live choice between hypotheses, 

neither hypothesis should seem alien or entirely outlandish. One example given by James is 

that a person might choose whether or not to have faith in the religious tradition of one’s 

own society, that either choice is plausible in the way that choosing to adopt the religious 

tradition of another society is not, because unfamiliar traditions would not make an “electric 

connection with [one’s] nature”.174 Desires, similarly, are only alive in a society with 

knowledge of the desired item, and given some kind of shared understanding about what it 

is to desire something. One current example of a choice between live hypotheses might be 

whether the everyday reduction of car-use has a significant impact on reducing the human 

contribution to climate change. Because it seems clear that reducing emissions is important, 

the hypothesis is alive in our society in a way it might not have been for previous generations. 

However, because the evidence also suggests that industrial waste and corporate emissions 

area much larger contributor to climate change, it is also a live hypothesis that individual car 

journeys are not importantly contributing to the problem. At the current time, both 

hypotheses seem live, but it is foreseeable that this will change with evidence. In the absence 

of evidence, a prudential approach to making this decision for oneself seems to be an 

emotional one, and is likely to be driven by various preferences and practicalities, a host of 

other commitments and beliefs about appropriate behaviour, and perhaps even self-

identification as, for example, ‘green’ or ‘a cyclist’.  

A forced preference cannot be sidestepped in the way a choice between ice cream flavours 

can be avoided. Forced choices might include whether to drive to work or not, or whether to 

try to buy healthy groceries. An agent in the supermarket must either buy items that are 

nutritious, or not, and there is no way to avoid this choice. This is true even if the agent is 

not aware of the choice their behaviour commits them to, because even an agent who buys 

nothing must act one way or the other, either having bought healthy food, or not.  

Importantly, if on one occasion someone happens to buy healthy food, this does not mean 

they always will. Similarly, if on one occasion they do not buy healthy food this does not 

immediately dissolve health or necessarily undermine their apparent understanding of 

healthy eating. Beliefs and desires that make behaviour more likely to be habitual are more 

important than instances of behaviour, therefore. It is the choice of the hypothesis, about 
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healthy eating, rather than the simple choice of actions that can be momentous and self-

transformative.175 Over time chance actions might lead to a momentous shift, transforming 

the individual from someone healthy to someone unhealthy, but this is not enough to rely 

on for public health policy. Momentous hypotheses are those which, once chosen, are not 

easily reversible, or are transformative for the individual, and these seem the most fruitful 

areas for policy to intervene.  

If every choice between hypotheses is bound to be (i) alive or dead (ii) forced or avoidable 

(iii) trivial or non-trivial, choices can be organised by these differences which would separate 

the forced trivial from the forced non-trivial, for example, and explain why different 

treatment of choices might be justified. Based on James’ framework, it is possible to divide 

choices between eight permutations which allow discussion in terms of general salience and 

urgency to populations, within which emotions as reasons, given a more modern 

understanding, act to change circumstantial salience and urgency at key moments.  

As James’ argument is not about the use of empirical evidence to make decisions (James’ 

original discussion is about belief in God, about which, he takes it there can be no empirical 

evidence to settle the matter in either direction), the role of factual information which might 

otherwise be involved in some of the examples below will briefly become inconsequential. 

Whether hypotheses are alive is in part determined by their fitness according to current 

paradigms familiar to the agent. The agent may be aware of healthy eating but find that 

learning about how to keep healthy does not have an impact on their desire for fatty foods. 

As discussed in the previous section, it seems likely both that the agent’s emotional 

responses are evaluated differently because of evidence presented to them by society, and 

that evidence is weighed differently because of emotion. In the cases below, it will be 

assumed that emotion is the overwhelming motivation for behaviour, though the 

hypotheses are both alive, in the sense of being sensible to the agent in terms of the evidence 

involved. Conversely, dead hypotheses are already, by definition, those which the individual 

is systematically discouraged from taking seriously just because of existing social norms, 

expectations, and the socially normal worldview supported by available science. In the four 

permutations of James’ conditions where both hypotheses are alive, therefore, there seem 

to be good (socially supported) reasons to think there is a real choice between two possible 

hypotheses, neither of which would be entirely alien or inconceivable to the chooser, and I 

will not discuss interventions that would aim to change preferences about dead hypotheses.  
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Alive, forced, trivial choices: The beliefs and desires that inform the choice of various grocery 

items effect public health outcomes. This is a real cultural concern, which might seem to 

justify intervention. Beliefs about the extent to which choices change health, or that an 

individual feels they are in a position to control their health, also involve personal 

preferences that might be socially transformative over time for individuals. Because healthy 

eating is a culturally salient choice, and because agents must choose how they behave as 

regards their own healthy eating, if they choose inaction, outcomes of trivial choices can 

eventually be non-trivial. However, individual instances of buying groceries are not the same 

as the preferences involved in making individual choices within healthy food groups, 

intervention to try to change one is not the same as intervention to change the other.  

Alive, avoidable, trivial choices: As above, a choice might be alive to the agent, and relatively 

trivial (because ice cream preference is hardly likely to redirect the course of a life, or to be 

a once in a lifetime event) and might also be perfectly avoidable. The choice between 

chocolate and vanilla ice cream might never come up for some agents, and even if it does, 

there is always the choice to have no ice cream at all, or to choose a different flavour. The 

impact of this kind of decision is so minimal that any kind of intervention to change behaviour 

also seems extremely unnecessary, but it is not clear that there would be no similar cases 

where impact of the preference caused harm that did justify intervention. If, by the previous 

definition of a trivial choice, ‘alive, avoidable, trivial’ choices would include antisocial actions 

like littering, then something seems amiss. A trivial decision, as well as being one which does 

not alter the course of the life of the one who chooses it should also not cause harm to 

others. To clarify this position, I will describe ‘non-trivial’ instead of ‘momentous’ choices in 

the rest of the examples, because the choice to avoid harming another person may not in 

itself be momentous, though it is non-trivial whether or not antisocial behaviour or harm is 

chosen. The clarification, that trivial choices must not cause harm, would make irresponsible 

or antisocial actions like littering ‘alive, avoidable, and non-trivial’ (about which choices, 

more below).  

Alive, forced, non-trivial choices: For James, this combination was a choice most likely to be 

self-transformative, and the choice where it is most likely that beliefs (and desires) could be 

modifiable at will. For the purpose of a discussion about when and whether governments 

are justified in making interventions to direct preferences, to guide behaviour, minimal 

intervention is preferred. To minimise intervention, it is best for governments only to 

intervene where small interventions would be most likely to have large positive impact, so 
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the best candidates are occasions where individuals must choose, and the effects of their 

choice will be lasting.  

In the case of organ donation, the nudge implemented was to change registration from opt-

in to opt-out. A change in the environment intends to change the way society feels  

Alive, avoidable, non-trivial choices: These choices are much more serious for the agent than 

preferring certain ice creams, or preferring not to litter, but not every non-trivial choice 

between two hypotheses includes the implicit choice resulting from inactivity. Directing 

forced choices, those where only two choices are available, is likely to be less complicated to 

implement with minimal force than attempts to direct multi-faceted avoidable choices. A 

concern for behavioural insights in particular, and policies of intervention in general is the 

risk of unforeseen consequences, so simplicity is important. In the case of organ donation, 

an intervention intended to increase the number of registered donors by changing the 

default is unlikely to have direct behavioural impact wider than the decision to be a donor. 

An intervention to nudge people toward a more generalised belief that medical professionals 

are knowledgeable could have a number of consequences, which are harder to predict.  

 

The relevance to transhumanism 

The argument of the thesis does not rely on asking whether the affective responses people 

experience in response to enhancement are enough to support that we, as a species, should 

pursue transhumanist goals, nor whether they are enough to judge that transhumanism is 

an ethical endeavour. Rather, I assume continued work on a transhumanist project of some 

kind is inevitable and suggest that careful management of important affective responses 

alongside more analytic and deliberative responses will determine how transhuman 

enhancement can become normal and produce flourishing life. Because the demands of 

maintaining autonomy are such that intervention into the beliefs, desires, actions of 

individuals should be minimal, and because the transhumanist paradigm is not yet settled 

enough to make risks and benefits certain, efforts to re-shape emotive debate should be 

cautious, but are necessary.  

The sort of hypotheses transhumanism presents to the average individual now concern 

attitudes to new technology, to responsibility for personal and public health, and ways to 

interpret the value of life and of ageing. The extent to which individual hypotheses are alive 

to individuals varies by social setting, time, and place. For some, particularly those working 
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in the biotechnology industry, transhuman enhancements are currently much more ‘alive’ 

than for those outside the industry, or for those living in societies where biotechnology is not 

yet well established. Initially at least, transhumanism as optional enhancement is likely to 

involve the use of genetic information to guide treatment options. It is likely that there could 

be the expectation of choosing whether to engage with enhancement, in a way comparable 

with the paternalism of patients being free either to take medical advice or not, with all the 

same implications for personal responsibility when bad decisions are made against best 

advice.  

Transhumanism seems to require changed attitudes to the application of enhancement 

technology to the perceived normal degeneration of human bodies. While fear of 

interventions might be natural or predictable given our neurology, it is also important to note 

that normal emotional responses can undermine as well as contributing to autonomy. True 

consent and autonomy sometimes rely on automatic fear responses operating automatically 

but are sometimes undermined by strong emotion. For transhumanism to justify 

interventions that would seek to go beyond familiar medical ground, change should not be 

forced on the unwilling, for ethical reasons that follow from the preliminary discussion of 

autonomy and consent earlier in this chapter, but force might not be effective in such cases 

either.  

For ethical transhumanism, the success of which will rely heavily on certain emotional shifts 

occurring in the general population during public debate and engagement with emerging 

technologies, there seem to be emotions that can make bodily enhancement and personal 

change appealing, or that make alienation or existential undermining from bodily change 

more likely.  

So, there seem to be two significant questions about the emotional impact of enhancement 

as public health, for transhumanism to answer:  

 

7. Can anyone control these emotions? Do individuals decide how they feel about 

enhancement? 

 

8. Should anyone attempt to control these emotions?  
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If emotional responses support individuals giving informed medical consent, should their 

emotions be targeted by government influence intended to improve medical outcomes? 

Even if the result of interference is a population systematically more likely to take up 

beneficial enhancement opportunities, why might this not be acceptable? Are there 

appropriate situations where intervention would change personal preferences in favour of 

transhumanism?    
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SECTION TWO 

 

4  

Is Human Enhancement a Public Health Problem? 

Are established public health strategies available to transhumanists to apply to a new 

transhumanist global health paradigm? 

 

Introduction 

Can advocates of widespread medical human enhancement use existing arguments in support 

of public health interventions? Yes, they can, because human enhancement medicine aims to 

strengthen generally accepted public goods; because not all public health measures are 

limited to those pursuing publicly agreed goods, particularly in cases where intervention does 

not restrict freedom; and because the outcomes of medical human enhancement do not seem 

likely to produce outcomes that fall beyond general understanding or appreciation of bodily 

wellbeing.  

Critics of medical human enhancement, for example those opposed to the use of gene editing 

to produce and expand certain desirable traits, suggest that there is no justification for 

imposing or encouraging enhancement, particularly if people do not value enhancement. 

Because transhuman principles are not generally accepted and propose radical change, any 

attempt to rely on democratic principles of public responsibility fail. Critics of genetic editing 

for enhancement suggest that autonomy is lost when people are enhanced pre-natally by 

their parents, and that deliberately increasing the homogeneity of human traits in this way 

would prove morally damaging for the species, in the absence of a medical need. Critics of 

transhumanism suggest that people are right to be afraid of the implications of medical 

human enhancement, and of enhancement applications of medical treatments not only 

because of the physical changes they produce but because of the leap needed against 

democratically agreed existing practices. A further problem is that attempting to reduce fear 

by persuasion in the absence of generally established public feeling in favour of 

transhumanism seems inherently coercive, and amount to unjustifiable propaganda. 

Unjustifiable propaganda, loss of autonomy, and forced homogeneity would be ethically 

damaging to societies that used such tactics.  

In this chapter, I will outline three ethical strategies that are commonly used to evaluate the 

use of authority in medicine, and to assess the justifications for authoritative interventions in 
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public health, which might also seem to aim at homogeneity, using control, or persuasion, for 

example by aiming for consistent results across diverse populations with social measures. I 

explain how each strategy of identification and justification of public health measures is 

applicable to the criticisms set against the prospect of ethical medical human enhancement. 

About each existing strategy, as they also set about to evaluate public health risks, I consider 

whether critics of preventative public health would find even more reason to resist human 

enhancement, and whether these criticisms can be overcome in genetic enhancement cases 

relating to negligible senescence and medicine geared towards life-extension. In response to 

each criticism of transhumanism and medical human enhancement, I argue that concerns 

about the use of persuasive measures in public health need not be heightened when the 

medical technology involved is emerging, rather than established. This is because the 

methodology of applied medical knowledge admits of ethical judgements that focus on 

narratives of social wellbeing, and the value of certain outcomes can be ‘live’ before individual 

clinical applications are supported by practice. 

 

Background: 

This thesis argues in support of nudges to bring about transhumanism as public health. This 

chapter will aim to assemble and defend a framework based on existing ethical strategies 

which marry general medicine and public health methods, to find what is acceptable in 

transhumanist public health nudging and what is not, particularly given the uncertainty of 

future enhancement applications of medical technologies.176 

I address the concern that public health oversteps its justifiable bounds if it restricts 

freedoms other than in times of acute emergency. Unlike outbreaks of disease, 

enhancement medicine often tackles expected causes of death in old age and the causes of 

ageing, and it does not seem realistic to describe the steady rate of deaths in old age as an 

emergency in the same way that the outbreak of infectious disease or the lack of clean 

drinking water might be described as an emergency justifying interventions and restrictions. 

I refer to public health strategies for planning and ethical justification of interventions, 

though there are differences between illnesses like heart disease or cancer and the processes 

of gradual slow ageing, as the cause of human suffering and lost life. It seems increasingly 

likely that both can be addressed by appropriate medical care given timely intervention, and 

that the suffering and increased risk of illness in ageing is an appropriate target for global 

public health work. 
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Public health strategies make appeals to the authority of the values and preferences 

generally held by people in a society, both by experts and the public (laypeople). In public 

health, it seems right to pursue public goods using resources that have been set aside for the 

maintenance of national wellbeing, and public health theorists have sometimes preferred to 

limit the definition of public health only to those interventions relevant to generally agreed 

public goods.177 A typical example of a generally agreed public good is access to clean drinking 

water, where there is little or no disagreement about the value of the resource or the danger 

of its absence. A more culturally variable but similarly globally relevant example of a 

generally agreed public good is the prevention of the spread of harmful infectious diseases. 

There may be different infectious and dangerous diseases at different times in different parts 

of the world, and so there are likely to be different cultural norms guiding policy, but group 

action, prevention and vaccination are generally agreed good uses of resources when 

harmful infectious diseases seem likely to spread. Accounts of public health as generally 

agreed public goods would not include all risks and challenges that can shorten life, however, 

and they would not tend to include efforts to reduce rates of obesity or to curb gun violence. 

As a result, a public goods account of public health might seem even less likely to include 

heritable enhancements among public health measures.178 Public health measures that 

improve the health of the general population, such as infant vaccination, are not identical to 

and do not usually share an ethical framework for reasonable interventions with more 

straightforwardly social measures, for example attempts to tackle gun violence. Further, 

even between apparently comparable social measures like gun violence and dangerous 

driving, or between apparently comparable public health measures like infant vaccination 

and organ donation, it is not always the case that the interventions accepted for one problem 

will be accepted for the other, nor that interventions will generate the same public response. 

The familiarity of the goals of interventions, and compatibility of the interventions with more 

general social and behavioural norms can be a deciding factor in the success of interventions, 

which might seem to predict the failure of transhumanism. Unfamiliar goals, for example the 

transhumanist goal of negligible senescence, particularly those that appear to be 

incompatible with social norms might seem to make the transhumanist project unlike widely 

accepted public health or even social policy measures. If public goods and general agreement 

on public goods can be construed as many public health theorists prefer, then 

transhumanism can be said to have more in common with vaccination programmes than it 

does with gun control.179 The ethical framework supporting public health interventions 

increasingly already includes efforts to increase health-spans by encouraging bodily 
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interventions, though their targets are not strictly public goods in the same vein as is access 

to clean drinking water. 

Transhumanism, insofar as it embodies longstanding goals and principles of human ethical 

activity in medicine, seeks to ascertain whether and why death in old age should be treated 

any differently than deaths characterised as preventable.180  

In this chapter I will discuss the way models of death risk have changed, and how this is likely 

to affect the proposed approach to transhumanist medicine. Health Adjusted Life Years 

(HALY), then Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALY) and Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY) 

were developed to bring evaluative assumptions and processes more into the discussion 

about preventable and reasonable death, with the more general aim of modelling deaths in 

more and more systematic ways to allow just policymaking and just public health outcomes. 

At first, models aimed to increase detail181 and then to reduce the influence of hidden 

assumptions on reported morbidity.182 The final goal of modelling adjusted health span and 

life span of human populations is to understand with greater nuance why people die 

prematurely, without burdening the figures with prejudices that might prevent progress. The 

philosophical problem in the QALY literature is whether it is better to try to remove 

assumptions and evaluations from measures of morbidity and mortality that ultimately 

decide what we consider to be urgent or premature, or whether to acknowledge 

assumptions and evaluations as a transparent and systematic part of the measurement and 

use them as a guide to distributing public health resources. In the latter case, transhumanist 

negligible senescence would need to be better defensible as a generally agreed public good, 

and even in the former case, evaluations seem unlikely to vanish from the distribution of 

public health resources altogether. 

Marrying public health efforts to improve the core capacities of human lives with 

coordinated campaigns to address the behaviour of individuals, behavioural insights is an 

increasingly used vehicle for governance in democratic societies. Nudges can be used by 

authorities to help public health and other kinds of public campaigns engage with people’s 

emotions, and with their unreflective evaluative processes to achieve better outcomes 

without the need for restriction or coercion. Nudges in public health, used carefully, can lead 

to changes in decision-making that can lead to changes in habit, reflection, and in preference 

which are more likely to last. As a method of guiding people toward more beneficial rational 

choices, nudges should aim to promote goals and behaviour most people already value but 

have trouble committing to or thinking about in appropriate ways, for example whether to 
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start saving for retirement or committing to regular exercise with long-term goals in mind. 

In response to arguments that valid consent, privacy, and distributive justice are challenged 

by nudges in some settings (for example in workplaces)183, I agree to some extent. For 

example, nudges can be used to destructive ends and can be turned to uses similar to 

propaganda, or for example that people are already mostly rational and able to commit to 

the things they value without intervention.184 However, though nudges are imperfect, public 

health engagement to prepare for human enhancement remains urgent and important, and 

choice architecture always exists whether it is deliberate or accidental.185 Choice architecture 

can be improved, so that it does less harm than accidental structures of pressure, and this is 

important in preparation for the spread of uncertain, novel, or existentially provocative 

innovations, like enhancement medicine. 

In the introduction to the thesis, considering the literature underlying current ethical 

concerns about enforced enhancement, I accepted the assumption from general medicine 

that neither entirely libertarian nor paternalist treatment of patients is universally 

appropriate, that patients need the support of experts about some decisions, and that 

bioethics precludes unjust use of force or coercion by medical professionals. It is important 

to explain the relation of the ethical framework that maintains this balance, and its 

limitations, to counterpoints in public health and social work measures, where good practice 

affects larger numbers of people in a broader way. I refer to three strategies to establish a 

relationship between principles in clinical (bio)ethics, broader public policy, and global 

governance of healthcare. This relationship, I apply to the challenge of ethically 

implementing transhumanism, as transhumanism seems most likely to succeed as individual 

clinical decisions contributing to species-wide self-evolution as public health.  

The first strategy explains how the definition of public health can include broad and uncertain 

projects like transhumanism via human medical enhancement, even if there is not yet 

consensus that medical enhancement is a necessary or universally desirable public good.  

The second strategy explains how measures of reasonable and preventable death, for 

example what counts as death from old age, have shifted considerably in the last twenty 

years. In this section, I describe a general trend that has been observed in the literature on 

QALY, DALY, and HALY, wherein measures of preventable death in old age have not simply 

shifted to greater and greater life expectancies as technology has improved, rather have 

changed the paradigm that evaluates how death prevention is treated. I explain why this 

shift is significant for transhumanists who wish to consider the approach needed to bring 
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medical human enhancement into the range of normal medical options, rather than simply 

wishing to continue the trend of normalizing old age for some individuals. 

The third strategy explains how nudges are particularly good public health interventions for 

cases where there is general but not well-established consensus about what is good. Nudges 

are useful in the face of uncertainty and can allow trends of behaviour and preference to 

flourish: they can help ideas become beneficial habits. As widespread measures that take 

account of emotion and individual difference, nudge do not attempt to create discrete 

uniformity of action, belief, or lifestyle. The attempt to change general trends mirrors the 

approach of most public health, but not the regulations governing individual patient-clinician 

interactions, where uniformity and procedure are important safeguarding measures against 

unjust treatment of patients or unjust influence of individual clinicians. I briefly describe how 

nudges are useful in a public health setting and explain why this approach will also be useful 

to transhumanists who wish to reduce the effect of fear on public health decisions relating 

to human enhancement medicine, in the near future.  

 

Public health as more than the provision of generally agreed public goods. 

The account of public health as provision of universally agreed public goods, like clean 

drinking water, is too limited, given the increasingly social and technological means by which 

medical care is provided in much of the world. The principle of general agreement about 

what public health should aim to do, and which are the most urgent problems in need of 

intervention is sound, but it is insufficient to describe public health. In this section I agree 

that generally agreed public goods are one useful way to talk about the limits and 

justifications of public health intervention by governments but argue transhumanist projects 

should not be excluded on this basis, even though it can be useful to limit public health in 

this way.   

Public health can and should involve more than the provision of clean water and preventative 

measures against infection, without using coercion or paternalism against individuals. A good 

example can be found in the recent case of organ donation policy in the United Kingdom, 

where social and legislative measures have made marked improvements in public health for 

transplant recipients through the NHS, in the last decade. The justifications required for 

making public health interventions of any kind should not lose their strength when public 

health responsibility is broad enough to address some social injustices. When social injustices 
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lead to widely varying health-spans within a population of citizens, they are also public health 

injustices. Projects aiming at generational and intergenerational self-evolution of species, 

like Transhumanism as human enhancement medicine, cannot be matters of individually 

motivated choice and must be public, as fair as possible, and global if they are to succeed.   

Following a more recent trend in the literature that aims to widen the definition of health 

beyond the provision of generally agreed public goods, I resist some consequences of the 

more conservative premise that public health interventions ought to be those, and only 

those, concerned with the provision of generally agreed public goods.186 In part, this is a more 

popular position in reference to therapeutic medicine, given the contemporary modern 

context of discussion about public health measures, which increasingly has included 

understanding of and proactivity about social injustice as a source of poor health.  

Definitions that would limit public health to generally agreed upon public goods are cautious 

out of a reasonable concern that too broad a definition might weaken public health as a 

category of interventions, undermining the unique and privileged justifiable avenues of 

action available to public health policies. Public health policy sometimes relies on restriction 

of freedom and in democratic societies it is generally agreed that restriction of freedom 

should be minimized, except where freedom to act would cause unjust harm to others. In 

the context of government interventions to restrict freedom in medical decisions, 

paternalism is not generally considered desirable, as it has the potential to undermine the 

ethical principle of free and informed consent, which capable patients must be able to 

exercise in clinical settings. A more conservative view of public health, the limits of public 

health as a justification for interventions made by authorities (i.e., by governments), argues 

that the inclusion of too many policies under the umbrella of public health would lead to 

paternalism which could fall short of the ethical principles required of just healthcare. 

Opposition, for example from Dworkin187, includes the problem that some progress is not 

available to consenting individuals, and must be achieved by coordinated group action when 

there is group consensus.  

Anomaly positions Dworkin’s counterargument as a contribution to the public goods account 

of public health, as a reason to allow some apparently paternalist interventions to pursue 

public goods. Dworkin argues that there are some kinds of collective coordinated action 

which cannot be achieved by individuals choosing individually. This kind of group action 

might also require action taken voluntarily by cooperative individuals, but also relies on 

coordination by an authority so the efforts of individuals are not wasted. The most prominent 
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modern example of this kind is action on climate change. As in Dworkin’s description of these 

special cases, individuals might benefit individually from ignoring the problem though the 

group would benefit most from general adherence to green initiatives. Occasionally in 

general discourse, there arises a disagreement about whether the contributions of 

individuals are significant enough, compared to the contributions of multi-national 

corporations, to be bound by such stringent demands to act against climate change. 

Individuals might benefit from ignoring green initiatives, for example: using cheap air travel; 

avoiding the job of separating their recycling from landfill waste at home; purchasing 

unsustainable, cheap and disposable goods like ‘fast fashion’ or plastic drinking straws, 

products containing palm oil, and so on. It is currently thought that, to help reduce climate 

change, all the above should be avoided by individuals, though the contribution of multi-

national corporations would be noticeably greater.  

Motivating individuals to take their own behaviour seriously, in global terms, is one problem 

for action against climate change, therefore, and the free-rider problem is another. If, as 

Dworkin suggests, the “immediate interest of each individual is furthered by his violating the 

rule when others adhere to it” and the case for intervention is that individuals nonetheless 

agree that the rule is beneficial, then there is sufficient reason for a law that restricts some 

freedom, and which need not be called paternalism.188  

Even proponents of much wider definitions of public health, those which would allow for the 

wider justification of interventions on the grounds of public health benefits,189 acknowledge 

the importance of a defensibly clear and discrete realm of public health which should not be 

expanded indefinitely. The reason for this concern about a slippery slope of public health 

spreading is that public health might then include policy decisions about war, terrorism, and 

the penal system, which seem too far outside the intended purpose and privilege of 

healthcare interventions. Whether public health should include vulnerability in terms of 

predisposition to disease or untimely death does not seem challenging, in the same way as 

the inclusion of war, terrorism, and the penal system. Even the goal of extreme longevity 

does not appear to fall beyond the scope of existing policy and seems at least to have 

relevance to the just distribution of public health resources in the same way. Medical science 

allows greater understanding of the reasons for disease, the reasons for disparities of 

vulnerability, to morbidity and mortality, within populations, and it is accepted that changing 

best scientific theory should also guide policy, once there is sufficient consensus, however 

consensus about extended lifespans and about the meaning of an untimely death is missing.  
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Consensus is appealing when communicating scientific findings to the larger academic 

community, to the press and to the public, particularly when the findings have implications 

for applications in medicine, climate change, or social care. If, as Miriam Solomon suggests, 

scientists who ‘want to be heard in a public context’ would do better to ‘advertise their 

agreements rather than their disagreements’190 then consensus at the point where the 

findings of medical science are communicated to the public appears to be the ideal. 

Consensus is not always possible, however, and Solomon describes an example of a case 

where consensus cannot be forged, or disagreement ‘managed’ to present a stronger public 

front for the science behind medical practice. In the example discussed by Solomon, a 

longstanding disagreement about the use of routine mammograms in women aged 40-49 is 

described as follows: 

‘As of July 2014 in the US, the American Cancer Society, the National Cancer Institute, the 

Society for Breast Imaging, and the American College of Radiologists all recommend annual 

screening starting at age 40, while the USPSTF and the American College of Physicians 

recommend against routine mammography for women aged 40–49.’191 

A longstanding lack of consensus about the use of mammography for women aged 40-49 is 

the result of a disagreement in theory and conflicting, insufficient, and inconclusive results 

of studies. The results of some studies suggest that screening and biopsy of suspicious lesions 

in breast tissue contribute to the growth and spread of breast cancers, increasing the 

incidence of cancer in women who undergo regular screenings.192 Other studies have 

dismissed these results as a ‘statistical fluke’, supporting instead the prior hypothesis that 

earlier detection of cancers results in better patient outcomes.193  Further risks involved in 

controversy over the disagreement is the psychological risk to patients from the stress of 

screenings and the many false positives that are recorded every year, as well as the bodily 

harm caused by the treatment of cancers which might never otherwise never have been 

noticed. In this disagreement, and other rare occasions when consensus has not been 

reached at NIH Consensus Development Conferences for a period of decades, there is a 

divide between those practitioners interested in populations and those interested in treating 

individuals (indicated for example by Ferguson, 1999). Solomon describes the methods of 

clinicians interested in the treatment of individuals (GPs, patients themselves) as more likely 

to follow narratives prioritising early detection, which are more deeply engrained and have 

been widely believed for longer than the view that mammograms might cause more harm 

than good. Clinicians interested in the health of populations, by contrast, might point to 

evidence-based methods and to the results of some more recent studies, suggesting the 
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statistical benefit of regular screenings is such that the absolute risk reduction in early 

detection of cancers is 0.05 per cent.  

Similar discussion about weighing the risks and benefits of interventions exists in the recent 

literature on behavioural insights, raising questions about the justification of carrying out 

interventions in terms of their risks to individuals (undermining patient autonomy, damaging 

psychological wellbeing) and benefits to the public (better patient outcomes in terms of 

group morbidity and mortality). In the case of regular mammography screenings, the 

absolute mortality risk reduction of 0.05 per cent is described as insufficient reason to 

influence people to attend screenings that are likely to have negative effects on their 

psychological wellbeing. Particularly when individuals were not independently motivated to 

attend (i.e., they were motivated to attend by a nudge which suggested they might be at risk 

of death), the absolute risk reduction does not seem sufficient to justify persuasion that 

could increase individual psychological stress, for example about the fear of comparatively 

unlikely undetected cancers.194  

The concern about disproportionate risk of interventions, as in the mammography case 

where there appears to be the risk that screening might identify and cause the treatment of 

cancers which might never be otherwise noticed, exists also in arguments against the 

inclusion of enhancement in medicine. Identifying and (sometimes painfully) treating an 

illness which might never otherwise cause harm to the patient is a concern for increasingly 

accurate and predictive medicine, where treatment risks causing more harm and worry than 

patients would experience if undiagnosed conditions were never discovered. The narrative 

that early detection saves lives might be out of date, given the increasing accuracy and 

sensitivity of methods of detection, which have changed significantly since the 1960s and 

70s when the narrative became well-established in the treatment of cancers, among other 

illnesses.195 Narrative medicine is usually the most accessible to patients in a public health 

setting, where the context of habits, responsibilities, and group preferences do not easily 

allow for individual laypeople to scrutinise the data and arrive at their own scientific best 

analysis of risk. For this reason, primarily, it is in the interests of public health authorities to 

maintain clear narratives about the best course of action for people in general while allowing 

for exceptions based on individual differences in circumstance and preference.  

Enhancement medicine, as the subject of ongoing discussion within the professional domain 

seems better addressed in terms common to public health engagement, to avoid erosion of 

the authority of the professional domain, while technological interventions towards 
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recognisable goals are still in earlier stages of development. As Hughes reasons,196 it is 

important that transhumanism should engage with democratic processes: ‘only believable 

and effective state-based policies to prevent catastrophic consequences from new 

technologies will reassure skittish publics that they do not have to be banned’. It is not a 

contradiction for transhumanism as a libertarian project to rely on established political and 

social cohesion to cultivate better versions of its narratives. Transhumanist narratives about 

health and wellbeing should aim to match the progress of technological innovations, though 

sometimes public opinion does develop independent of the firm consensus or support of 

medical professionals about the uses of innovative technologies. In the absence of consensus 

about a line between public health and social interventions which might tend to improve 

public health over time, there appears to be a grey area. More conservative accounts of 

public health express concern that this grey area could be easily exploited by ill-intentioned 

governing bodies to enforce social change, for example with the implication that divergence 

from desirable behaviour constitutes a social ill which can be treated for the general good. 

Though the habits and lifestyles of individuals, their health-span, and average lifespan may 

be strongly correlated, individuals with certain habits are not distributing a public good 

among others. Neither do campaigns to encourage good habits seem as invasive or 

inescapable as measures that mandate treatment (e.g., compulsory vaccination) or preclude 

activities (e.g., legislation that makes certain classes of drug illegal to possess). Intervening 

on societal causes of behaviour, which appear to fall into the grey area present cases it may 

be best to judge individually rather than against a rigid justification framework. Between, for 

example, the provision of clean drinking water or vaccine mandates, and measures intended 

to encourage people to drink more water or to engage with vaccine programmes voluntarily, 

there are norms and defaults guiding lifestyle and engagement with structures of healthcare 

which can be addressed less directly. The way individuals engage with medical knowledge 

and with changing best advice from experts also appears to affect trust in medical authority 

and engagement with public health. Solomon’s analysis of the ‘developing, untidy, pluralist 

methods’ involved in ever-changing medical knowledge guiding best advice suggests that the 

authority of public health judgements comes when the evaluation of risks and benefits are 

supported by narrative consensus, if not by formal consensus of all professional bodies, and 

are liable to change. 

Additionally, public health interventions, even those concerning the protection and 

distribution of agreed public goods can often limit individual freedoms. Dworkin’s defense 

of what might otherwise be straightforwardly paternalistic interventions, that their benefits 
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can only come by group action and justify that action, also serves arguments in favour of 

human enhancement medicine as public health. Technological avenues for human 

enhancement medicine with the most global reach and likelihood of equitable distribution, 

those which aim at the most widely agreed upon improvements to the human condition, 

tend to aim at increased robustness in old age, and disease-resistance (increased health-

span). There is no global consensus about these interventions, nor about their goals, 

however. Both the provision of clean drinking water and maintenance of healthy everyday 

habits (diet and exercise, smoking, or alcohol intake, for example) are predictors of lifespan 

and health-span, but there is less controversy about the need to standardise and protect the 

provision of clean drinking water. The WHO and other global health bodies agree that people 

ought to have clean drinking water and that this should be protected by law. The 

consequences for governing bodies of failing to supply clean drinking water to citizens are 

reinforced by law in many places, for example the Safe Drinking Water Act (USA, Public Law 

93-523 since 1974), Water Act (UK, 1989, placing the provision of clean drinking water as a 

responsibility of the Secretary of State for the Environment). While certain habits may be 

shown to predict bodily conditions associated with high morbidity and mortality, associated 

morbidity from poor lifestyle choices tends to be more controversial in terms of legislation. 

Lifestyle as the cause of ill health tends to involve narratives about individual responsibility, 

guilt, and shame, in a way lack of access to generally agreed upon public goods does not.  

For example, although higher levels of visceral and sub-dermal body-fat are often identified 

as increasing the risk of comorbidities and mortality, body weight is a controversial focus of 

public health interventions, and narratives defining a higher body fat percentage as a state 

of ill health independent of comorbidities remains controversial. Normative judgements 

about the responsibility of individuals with a higher body fat percentage for consequent 

illness vary culturally, involving different ideas about, i.e., responsibility and 

blameworthiness for illness, personal health and wellbeing, and privacy. Because habits tend 

to be considered private rather than, for example, the direct result of policy failures or lack 

of access to generally agreed public goods, a more stringent account of public health as only 

the provision public goods might allow the exclusion of more difficult and grey areas whose 

controversies might risk undermining some of the justifications of public health authority.  

However, given evidence from clinical studies in support of the effect of lifestyle and habit 

on health and lifespan, it is increasingly possible to predict and weigh the risks of reasonable 

public health concerns before their ill effects. The health of individuals does not exist in 

isolation from the health of others, as parents with bad habits seem more likely to have a 
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negative influence of the habits of their offspring, and the narratives of one generation seem 

likely to influence those of the next. In healthcare as in climate change and social care, 

apparently private matters contribute to the social norms that admit inter-personal 

responsibility, and do not concern only individuals. Some of the grey areas, no matter 

whether they are likely to be controversial, share other important characteristics of public 

health issues.  

This section has addressed a difficulty in identifying transhumanism among public health 

problems open to special ethical justification for intervention: stronger definitions of public 

health which allow and justify social intervention also seem to exclude transhumanism from 

public health. Many problems requiring complex behavioural and social interventions are 

also public health problems, given causal relationships between lifestyle and health-span, 

social situation and lifespan. Social aspects of individuals’ health and wellbeing are more 

often sensitive and controversial, particularly when governments intervene, and this adds 

complexity but does not change the status of the interventions as interventions for public 

health. For transhumanism, just practice of enhancement medicine relies even more than 

therapeutic medicine on authorities distributing resources evenly and protecting the 

autonomy of patients engaging with the unfamiliar. 

 

Moving towards descriptive models and away from evaluative models of global disease 

burden. 

Measuring the burden of disease morbidity and mortality is complicated by social and 

evaluative factors, particularly for the illness and death of individuals who are close to the 

population’s life expectancy. Ageing populations in better living conditions tend to die from 

some causes at a higher rate than from others for complicated social as well as purely 

medical reasons. The rate of cancer, for example, tends to rise in ageing populations with 

better living conditions and better healthcare, and seem likely to include the deaths of 

individuals who might otherwise have died years earlier from other causes (for example in 

preventable industrial accidents or from treatable infections). If people live long enough, 

they become more likely to die as the result of age-related decline, which tends not to be 

treated as preventable in the same way. Causes of death are often divided and weighted by 

age groups197 to produce a standardised weighting, to allow causes of death to be compared 

meaningfully between populations with different age distributions.  
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When a death is considered preventable, it follows that those years of healthy life which 

might have been lived are in some way lost as its result. Measures to prevent the loss of 

healthy life years or to add healthy life years justify some authoritarian intervention to 

identify the causes of loss and to disrupt and prevent predictable harm coming to individuals. 

A public health issue can be identified statistically, in terms of the burden of disease placed 

on a population, when all the years of healthy life lost to a certain cause are combined. QALY 

(Quality Adjusted Life Years), HALY (Health Adjusted Life Years), and DALY (Disability 

Adjusted Life Years) are evaluative models which have been used by epidemiologists and 

public health authorities for several decades, to identify areas of concern for public health, 

tracking the burden of disease and the risk of death from various causes. Models like QALY, 

HALY, and DALY have been used to support global disease control and prevention since the 

1970s, and have been standard practice since the 1990s, replacing Crude Death Rates 

(CDRs198), and age-specific CDRs which also tracked age-group risk, for example infant 

mortality rates. Although medical science is advancing the available treatment for cancer 

patients, and cancer is recognised as one of the largest global causes of death, older patients 

are more likely to have receive worse prognoses and more likely to receive palliative care 

than aggressive treatment. 

QALY and DALY models aim to identify rates of preventable death, against demographic 

measures like life expectancy, to assess the burden of illness on populations. There has been 

a philosophical shift in epidemiology in recent years, with many seeking to move from 

evaluative models of death rates and health loss like QALY, toward more descriptive models. 

The calculation of lost life years involved in the DALY model is less evaluative and more 

descriptive than its predecessors but has also been criticised on the grounds that it 

perpetuates hidden assumptions about the value of the life years of certain individuals.  

Though they give a more detailed view of the burden of disease, evaluative measures like 

QALY and DALY have been criticized for leaving resulting policy decisions open to the 

influence of bias about whose health is most important in a society. Because of underlying 

assumptions which are not necessarily explicit in the calculation of life years lost, models of 

disease burden in general risk valuing some individuals’ health more than others (favouring 

young adults over young children or the elderly, for example) or ignoring the social and 

psychological dimensions of health life years (like meaningful work, mental health, social 

belonging). There is also the risk that models of health in terms of burden value a benefit felt 

immediately over a benefit that will be felt at a future time (including benefit to future 

generations) because of the cost involved. Finally, there is concern that the way burden is 
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weighed in statistical models might risk perpetuating generalisations about the contributions 

of those with disabilities, marking some conditions of health as less acceptable than others, 

and perhaps perpetuating hidden assumptions and misconceptions about living with 

disability.199 

Models of disease burden do not only record the relative health of populations and the most 

common causes of death in demographic groups, but also help determine which deaths 

should be tackled with the most urgency by public health measures. Organisations working 

with the results of global disease burden studies operate with constraints of time and 

funding, and it is necessary to assign priorities to the focus of public health interventions, 

when dealing responsibly with causes of preventable death.200 As discussed in the previous 

section of this chapter, there is a limit to the interventions by authority that democratic 

societies will tolerate, and not every cause of sickness or suffering can be called a public 

health issue and tackled accordingly, without other problems arising.201  

Priorities, in terms of public health, should202 change and can change to address certain 

behaviour given new findings from medical science. This change can even happen quickly, 

given the urgency or immediacy of a risk. For example, from the mid-1950s when cigarette 

smoking was identified as a cause of avoidable deaths from lung cancer, cigarette smoking 

started to become the focus of public health efforts which aimed to stop heavy smoking and 

to prevent an epidemic of deaths that are preventable according to global disease burden 

studies. The risk from cigarette smoking is not only that individuals are more likely to die at 

a younger age than their expected lifespan, but also that their health is likely to decline more 

quickly from a younger age than non-smokers, likely culminating in an earlier death. The 

health-span of individuals who die from lung cancer is likely to be shorter than the health-

span of the same individuals if they had not smoked, and the years of illness and suffering 

that could be predicted for smokers helped policymakers weigh the burden of cigarette 

smoking on public health. The weight of the burden helps determine how much time and 

money should be spent on prevention and social care. This is important when considering 

the value of enhancement and preventative interventions to change the health-spans of 

human beings, in part because the Adjusted Life Year models still consider age at the time of 

illness or death and evaluate the burden of suffering from disease accordingly. Public health 

interventions are those aiming to remove or reduce globally significant causes of lost life 

years and lost adjusted life years in poor health. Due to the scale of their impact on global 

public health, the most significant causes of global death and disease burden also tend to be 

problems that are immediately recognisable and unanimously undesirable, for example 
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cancer, heart disease, or malaria. Efforts towards the eradication of these burdens do not 

tend to cause controversy, regardless of variations in social norms.   

In general, models of morbidity and mortality from different causes have weighed the 

number of deaths from certain causes against mitigating factors, such as the age of the 

individual at the time of their death. Eight core domains of health were adopted in the Global 

Disease Burden (2000) study, measures of health: mobility, self-care, pain and discomfort, 

cognition, interpersonal activities, vision, sleep and energy, and affect. It is more likely that 

elderly individuals will experience losses that constitute health loss in these domains, and 

this is widely accepted and expected by individuals as an inevitable feature of old age. Some 

argue that the age-weighting involved in Adjusted Life Year models of disease burden are 

unfair, because years of life are just as valuable when they are years lived by the elderly as 

by the young. Others suggest that the models are right to maintain age weighting on the 

grounds that it better reflects social expectations and priorities.203  

The disagreement about whether ageing should change the evaluation of disease burden is 

part of a wider philosophical disagreement about how evaluative models of morbidity and 

mortality should aim to be, and to what extent evaluative assumptions (from social 

expectations and priorities, whether explicit or hidden), should drive public health priorities 

and justifications. Evaluations guide policy because people must decide what they value and 

prefer, and people have ideas about what they value in the behaviour of others. In public 

health, as in other policy decisions, the preferences and values of a society are usually 

involved, whether deliberately and explicitly or implicitly as bias. Arguments in favour of 

evaluative elements of disease burden and morbidity modelling state that factors like age do 

make a difference to how losses in the core domains of health are experienced by individuals. 

It is more distressing in some respect, this argument would suggest, to lose mobility as a 

young adult than it is to lose mobility in old age precisely because social expectations of 

mobility are reduced in old age where bodily decline is expected and normal. Older 

individuals are less likely to miss expected normal life experiences because of losses in the 

core domains of health, for example in work or reproduction. This argument considers the 

mental and emotional health of individuals, beyond the physical effects of losses in the core 

domains of health.  

Further, arguments in favour of evaluations in models of disease burden and death rates 

suggest that biases exist regardless of whether they are ‘built in’ to the way the models 

produce weighted data, explicitly. Bias and hidden evaluations would simply continue to 
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effect policy directions, whether they were involved in the calculation of i.e., DALYs, or not. 

Policymakers would be no less likely to continue to discount the experiences and diminish 

the suffering of certain demographic groups like the elderly based on common assumptions, 

or to continue to value future benefits much less than current ones. At least, supporters of a 

moderately evaluative approach to weighing burden suggest, in the case where the model 

involves making explicit assumptions underlying evaluations that guide policy, biases are 

transparent and acknowledged.  

However, when weighing disease burden differently in old age and about burdens and 

benefits in the future, the explanation that society tends to agree with these judgements 

seems insufficient. Though it may be true that there is a socially normal expectation of losses 

in the core domains of health in old age, social agreement does not seem sufficiently good 

as a reason to weigh losses less heavily when they happen to older people. Although it is true 

that losses in the core domains of health are statistically expected in old age more than in 

youth, it is not the case that losses are expected or welcomed by individuals about their own 

ageing bodies in the same way, nor that every individual has the same threshold for 

describing old age where losses are to be expected.  

Further, social norms about what individuals should expect to experience and enjoy in old 

age (work, travel, relationships, creativity, sport) are likely guided by the losses that were 

common among recent previous generations. Keeping ill-defined assumptions about what is 

normal at any age, as a part of the weighting of disease burden, risks becoming circular if the 

justification for weighing losses as less distressing or inconvenient is that older people do not 

wish or expect to partake in as many activities or experiences in old age. Social norms might 

make it more likely that individuals become stoic enough to expect and accept the losses of 

old age and to adapt their expectations about activities and potential quality of life 

accordingly. Life expectancy is a relatively accessible, ‘everyday’ metric which tends to be 

familiar to individuals with no expertise in global disease burden studies.204 Nevertheless, 

beyond individuals employed in actuarial sciences or pension planning, a small change in the 

expected lifespan of certain demographics, from bi-annually updated global data does not 

seem likely to elicit a change in general attitudes about what constitutes old age. There is a 

delay, almost by definition, for social norms to catch up with new data, and they should not 

be expected to determine when certain losses in the core domains of health should be 

accepted more or weighed as less burdensome.  
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There are concerns about the lack of sensitivity in QALY. Though DALY risks inaccuracies by 

inaccurately describing some losses as indifferent which should be considered burdensome, 

QALY risks generalising the experience of conditions which might affect individuals very 

differently. Losses in some of the core domains of health are evaluated as more sensitive, 

damaging, and burdensome, according to the public (layperson’s) view. Assumed differences 

are likely also to vary according to other demographic differences like age, sex, and location. 

Burdens are difficult to assess in objective or abstract measures and weighing burdens by 

demographic risks generalising people’s diverse lived experiences of disabilities. Evaluations 

and comparisons of disabilities which do not accurately represent the lived experience of 

individual people may inaccurately identify certain differences in ability as more or less 

burdensome in terms of public health than they realistically are.  

Although many of the primary causes of global disease burden and death, such as cancers, 

heart disease, or malaria, are commonly recognised by laypeople, tend to be unanimously 

considered burdensome and non-valuable states which should be eradicated, if possible, 

others are more controversial. In the transhumanist primer, I described a grey area that 

exists for attempts to divide medical interventions between enhancement and treatment 

when the division is based on the treatment of disease or the normal function of the body.205 

Genetic predisposition to illness and measures taken to reduce the likelihood of illness from 

genetic variations might appear to fit more closely the model of general medicine than do 

the accumulated causes of ageing and age-related decline on disease-based and normal 

function accounts of medicine, but the professional domain also guides attitudes to 

treatment. Public health initiatives dealing with behavioural and emotionally charged causes 

of disease burden should be more careful not to exacerbate guilt or shame associated with 

being unwell. Public health burdens are more ethically framed as group responsibilities than 

as individual failures or vices, therefore. For human enhancement, the concern is that if, as 

described above, genetic predisposition to illness were seen to share the characteristics of 

other kinds of public health problem (with similar kinds of generally agreed public narratives 

about health), it might result in guilt, shame, pressure to conform genetically (as is 

experienced with disease burden associated with body fat, smoking, alcohol intake, 

sedentary lifestyles, etc.).  

Theories of libertarian paternalism often aim to redirect people to behave in ways that better 

match their preferences and values, to overcome implicit biases and hidden assumptions 

that would otherwise be confounding factors. The approach has been criticised for the 

hypocrisy involved in supposing that experts in human behaviour have authority to redirect 
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people away from harmful and unproductive biases in their unconscious decisions, despite 

being vulnerable to the same biases. This criticism of nudges206 addresses a concern about 

paternalist interventions more broadly, that those in authority are not free of the biases they 

aim to prevent in others when they decide on policies and interventions.  

The discussion above, between evaluative and descriptive models of disease burden 

demonstrates a promising way forward for this challenge to nudges in public health. The 

move to avoid some of the more forceful biases, against older people and far off future times, 

that have been driving the distribution of public health resources involves a more holistic 

narrative account of life which rejects the atomism of QALY. This approach from Dworkin 

defends the seriousness of a good death, as one with dignity which is fitting given the value 

and quality of a life.207 The narrative approach from Dworkin emphasises that suffering does 

not become any less worth avoiding after more years of life have passed, as the narrative of 

the individual life becomes fuller in old age.  

Dworkin’s holistic narrative account, in opposition to models like QALY which do not 

prioritise palliative care for terminal patients, for example, also values autonomy and 

freedom. Palliative care prioritises dignity and freedom from pain towards the end of life for 

individuals who also rely on the care of other people. QALY and DALY models are less 

sensitive to the lives and experiences of individuals, but offer a clearer framework for 

allocating the financial resources needed to address public health issues. Miriam Solomon’s 

developing untidy methodological pluralism of medical knowledge208 would better maintain 

the balance between liberty and protection from harm that is involved in treating diverse 

groups equally, given the need for both atomistic and holistic measures of value and burden 

at different points of delivery of public health.  

Modelling deaths within a population, by cause, age at death, and by the potential for 

prevention, as more than crude numbers (crude death rates or CDR209), contributes to the 

direction of public health. Identifying areas of public health that are most in need of attention 

via their social and environmental causes, as well as by identifying the bacterium or virus at 

fault, models of morbidity and mortality help policymakers decide how urgent a problem is, 

whether public engagement would likely aid in its reduction, and how many resources should 

be set aside to improve the average risk of death. The evaluative aspect of disease prevention 

has been important because they allow greater insight into the need for action if some 

deaths are ‘postponed’ rather than prevented, or some deaths might be considered worse 

than others, which rely on assumptions that are not easily reducible to even age-adjusted 
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data. For example, morbidity from an illness in children under five years of age might be 

measured in a simple and transparent way and compared with morbidity from the same 

illness of people in older age-brackets. This comparison of rates of morbidity in older and 

younger age-brackets might help identify a discrepancy of risk, so that public health 

interventions could be used to target and assist those most at risk, however the data do not 

consider the years of life lost to children who die before the age of five. The introduction of 

evaluative measures to modelling aimed to harness assumptions that also inform policy 

decisions, for example that the death and loss of years of life of children under five is worse 

than the death of older individuals with fewer remaining years to lose.210 

Transhumanism appears to cause a problem for this method of identifying public health 

problems as death in old age (sometimes discussed as death because of old age), is not 

currently considered preventable death. Many individual causes of death in old age, 

including those resulting from the process of ageing, are already considered preventable, 

however. For example, several cancers become more likely to develop in old age as cells 

become less able to replicate without problems, and mutations become more likely. The rate 

of cancer morbidity tends to increase with age, regardless of other factors like lifestyle, and 

risk of cancer mortality also increases in older patients.211  

Because of the prevalence and effectiveness of medical interventions, the accepted 

definition of a death in old age, synonymous with a death that was not preventable, has 

changed over time. So, the integration of transhumanist assumptions into frameworks for 

identifying important public health interventions does not represent a radical change in a 

fixed attitude to dying but a part of a continual shift, appropriate given changing medical 

technology. 

In this section, I have discussed a challenge that exists for public health epidemiologists 

whose work guides the weight and direction of public-facing campaigns and projects. 

Evaluations and assumptions about death and suffering are involved in judgements about 

quality of life and medical best practice, given current models of disease burden. 

Assumptions about morbidity and mortality are not always fair or just, and rest on more 

general social biases about the quality of life available to individuals in different 

demographics. The professional domain has not always agreed about what counts as a 

disease or which are the most serious social burdens caused by disease, and it is not clear 

that scientific knowledge avoids the influence of cultural bias, even if evaluative measures 

are removed from epidemiological records of death. In the next section, I discuss a further 

and relevant challenge for cases when social norms do not agree with the direction of public 
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health campaigns: it can be difficult to determine how much pressure authorities should 

exert on citizens who disagree about what is best.  

 

Maintaining libertarian paternalist balance with nudges: why not educate the public about 

their enhancement options?  

Nudges are a good tool for public health policies, because they promise cost-effectiveness 

through their ‘light-touch’ interventions into the lifestyle choices made by individuals.212 

Nudges are also useful for difficult public health cases where lifestyle choices are determined 

in part by narratives about what is valuable because of the way nudges can engage people’s 

emotions to re-evaluate behaviour which had been the status quo. These uses of emotion 

and narratives, for example about commitments and the expectations of others in public 

health nudging, are not a clumsy or heavy-handed consequence of attempting to inform 

people, rather it is essential for ethical public health measures to remain effective that 

emotion and narrative are involved. In chapter A3, nudges were defined as follows 

“A nudges B when A makes it more likely that B will ϕ, primarily by triggering B’s shallow 

cognitive processes, while A’s influence preserves B’s choice-set and is substantially 

noncontrolling (i.e., preserves B’s freedom of choice).”213 

Nudges occur as one method used in behavioural economics (also called behavioural insights 

theory) to influence the behaviour of people. Nudges in policy tend to aim to help people to 

do things they feel they ought to do, with as little restriction (for example legislation) as 

possible. Behavioural insights work can engage people’s decision-making processes, 

conscious and subconscious in several ways, targeting several kinds of bias that occur in 

decision-making processes: messenger, incentives, norms, defaults, salience, priming, affect, 

commitments, and ego.214  

Behavioural insights policy work accepts the premise that acting neutrally is not possible, 

and so it is often unethical for policy to ignore the influence of small individual choices and 

stated values on other people and on progress in general. Behavioural insights work is not 

just about governments influencing individuals, therefore, rather it is about individuals 

influencing other individuals, with snowballing effects. It is sometimes more beneficial for 

authorities to allow these effects to continue unimpeded, for example where social values 

change independent of legislation (perhaps even culminating in petitions and protests to 

change legislation, once it no longer matches social norms). However, in more complicated 
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and less predictable cases, for example in the face of emerging human enhancement 

medicine, there can be no neutral position taken by authorities, and inertia seems worse 

than proactivity for health outcomes.  

An example from the first report from the Behavioural Insights Team under the UK Institute 

for Government suggested that although automatic processes of planning and decision 

making serve adequately, most of the time, for making the daily commute to work, the same 

approach would fail to serve when making an unfamiliar journey.215 When people make 

decisions or plan for futures that are not routine or familiar, behavioural insights 

interventions can choose either to prompt people to think in more reflective ways, 216 or else 

can re-arrange the choice architecture (analogously, the landscape in which automatic 

journeys take place) so that people are more likely to safely arrive at their destination using 

automatic processes alone. 

A tradition of political philosophy217 highlights the need for broad emotional consensus 

between people in a society about what is valuable and worth doing, for there to be justice. 

Establishing principles, writing them into law and upholding them with fairness by law is one 

part of the political project of maintaining just societies. The other part, defended most 

recently by Nussbaum,218 concerns the maintenance of society through a culture of 

sentiment in support of the core principles of justice. In short, Nussbaum argues, it is 

important for people to care about things and want things to happen, in order for things to 

keep happening, and to avoid tension between the rule of law and the freedom of individuals 

to act according to their values.  

Bridging the narrower emotional experiences of individuals and broader sentiments about 

public goods and public projects of cooperation, for example public health, and a continual 

critical dialogue between political emotions and political principles is necessary to maintain 

the balance, says Nussbaum219 and in the absence of these measures, the balance between 

the demands of authority and the will of the people will not last. To relate Nussbaum’s ideas 

to the problem for transhumanist public health in terms of a previous challenge for society 

in the face of technological revolution, I consider the case of documented widespread 

computer anxiety in the 1970s. I suggest the case demonstrates what can happen quickly 

and with lasting effect when people’s emotions do not align with what is required of them 

by society, or their preferences do not seem to align with the demands made on their 

capabilities by authority, given fast-changing technology.   
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In the mid-1990s, meta-analysis of global studies into the causes and consequences of 

computer anxiety and technophobia undertaken by Weil and Rosen suggested a 

correlation220 between the ‘comprehensive and well-integrated early computer education’ 

and the proficiency and confidence of educators in computing, with the competence of 

students at university level, and a negative correlation of education and confidence of 

educators with the incidence of technophobia and computer anxiety.221 Earlier, around the 

mid-1980s, years after computer anxiety, technostress and technophobia had been 

identified following the introduction of personal computers into office workplaces, The 

Council of Europe’s Standing Conference of European Ministers of Education met to discuss 

the challenges of the technological revolution in computing and the internet. The 1989 

Council were:  

‘DETERMINED that education should fully prepare young people to meet the challenges 

inherent in this emerging information society and to play their essential democratic role in 

helping to shape it;  

CONCERNED in particular to help all members of society to have better access, through 

education, to the knowledge and skills they need in order to participate in the information 

society, and so overcome the effects of differences due to poverty, class, physical disability, 

age, gender, national, cultural or ethnic background or geography;  

CONVINCED of the continuing great importance of the historic role of education in building 

active independence of judgement and humane values.’222 

There are many parallels between the position of the education councillors, academic 

researchers, and the lay public in the 1908s in Europe and globally, whose quick response 

was essential to the successful and ethical distribution of computing and internet technology 

in the years to follow. The period, which was described contemporaneously as ‘a 

technological revolution’223 consisted of the previous 30 years, with an acknowledgement 

that the pace of change was likely to continue its acceleration. The meta-analysis of global 

reactions to the fast pace of change between the 1960s and 1990s considered the effect of 

computer anxiety and technophobia, as the emotional consequences of a feeling of 

unpreparedness for emerging technology at the point of use, for individual laypeople. 

Present use of computers created ‘self-critical internal dialogues’ in university level students, 

globally. Contemplation of future use of computers were also found to effect individuals 

negatively in those experiencing computer anxiety. Technophobia or ‘computerphobia’224 

could even result in individuals feeling uncomfortable speaking about computers, and 
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individuals reported feeling unwilling to even think about computers or their use. These 

results were gathered at a time when the use of computers on university campuses was 

already becoming more commonplace, replacing earlier analogue library and archiving 

systems, with the requirement that students acquire a personal computer for study 

becoming more normal at university level.  

Although education policy and the necessary changes to education, from a student as 

knowledge-gatherer paradigm to a critical thinking and knowledge-filtering paradigm, which 

is more familiar in modern approaches to education,225 were discussed by policymakers in 

the decade before the results of the meta-analysis were collected, educational approaches 

to technological, fast-paced paradigm shifts have a time-delay before they affect university 

age individuals. Further, the results from the 80s and 90s emphasise the role of the 

competence and confidence of educators as a factor determining how comfortable and 

competent students of computing would be likely to feel. In the 80s, some studies estimated 

that around a third of people experience major aversive reactions to computer use or 

technology.226 A recent review of the incidence of computer anxiety and technostress by 

Agogo and Hess227 suggests that neither phenomenon has dissipated entirely, even in 

countries where availability and familiarity of the technology are all-pervading. It appears 

that early computer anxiety and technophobia is more lasting and persists in the attitudes 

of many frequent users beyond mere apprehension about the unfamiliar before it becomes 

familiar. The persistence of computer anxiety and technostress affects the experience of 

many people, particularly given the continued inclusion of computing in more universal areas 

of human activity such as education, communication, shopping, travel, and medicine. 

Of the three practical implications suggested by Agogo and Hess, at the individual level, 

individual traits which make technostress and computer anxiety more likely or more severe 

could be assessed and addressed more sensitively.228 Technostress and computer anxiety 

could also be addressed at organisational level (routine assessments and feedback to 

managers about negative impact of technostress) and at technological level (better interface 

design).  

In the case of computer anxiety and technostress, negative effects for affected individuals 

and their employers, for example relating to employee retention and performance,229 have 

now been familiar and recognised as individual variations in employee competence for 

several decades. Efforts to address the negative consequences of insufficiently good 

outcomes for individuals who must interact professionally with now all-but-inescapable 
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technology might not be high priority for private organisations at the point where change 

requires additional expense or redistribution of resources. Assessment of individuals for 

traits which might put them more at risk for computer aversion could become a double-

edged sword, putting the emphasis on employees being unfit for roles, rather than on 

employers as responsible providers of comfortable and productive places of business. 

Interface changes seem promising but would require investment by organisations not 

necessarily invested in the success of individual employees at companies which use the 

interface.  

Education and further training are also expensive, time-consuming, and can come too late 

for adult individuals who are already in regular interaction with the causes of their 

technostress, or whose career trajectory has been altered by the requirement to engage with 

fast-changing technology. In the workplace, technostress can cause performance and mental 

health issues that are serious and undermine self-image, as well as blood-pressure increases 

and other physical health conditions with chronic exposure.230 It does not require a serious 

imaginative leap to suppose that a similar trajectory taken by the introduction of medical 

technology to the everyday experience of individuals would be devastating in similar ways. 

The challenge of increasingly technological medical interactions has already been 

identified.231 

Education is important, contributes to the ethical treatment of the public by authorities in 

times of technological revolution, and is beneficial to future generations. However, 

behavioural insights work suggests that education should be augmented with the ‘goal of 

fostering the involvement of the private sector in public health promotion’ where previously 

organisations with influence might have been wary about involvement in the preferences or 

decisions of individuals in their sphere of influence.232 

 

Further problems raised in this chapter: 

Transhumanism is not merely concurrent with general medicine in the way other 

technological successes like artificial intelligence, communication, or exploration advance 

the human condition alongside general medicine. Transhumanism, because it shared the 

principles of bodily wellbeing and longevity that have been aims of medicine for some time 

would more likely fail to be ethical as a separate and competing medical discipline. Accepting 

the new public health paradigm under which enhancements are a ‘live’ and generally 
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accepted option for individuals, could be assisted by use of nudges and expert advice 

targeted at areas identified by global burden studies. In the thesis introduction, I described 

the introduction of just such an approach to enhancement in the language of the paradigm 

shift literature as a Gestalt switch that changes the phenomenal world, though gradually.  

 

a)  Workplace promotion of public health responsibility is not yet supported by 

ethical frameworks. This account of public health and public responsibilities to 

group health is too vague and too broad, it is open to criticism based on 

questions of autonomy and voluntariness, discrimination and distributive 

justice, privacy, responsibility.  

 

b) Donor organs and blood seem to be treated as public goods by efforts to ‘collect 

and distribute’ them efficiently. The more they are treated like public goods, akin 

to access to drinking water, the better the public health framework seems to fit 

them. Narratives about helping others by contributing tangible resources like 

blood or funding would not matter cases where the intervention was less clearly 

about distribution. 

 

c) Paternalism and propaganda remain too controversial in matters like 

enhancement, leaving them even more open to rash value judgements than 

existing frameworks are open to biases that diminish the suffering of age-related 

illness.  

 

These frameworks and strategies are as applicable to the enhancement of human lifespan 

and health-span, which transhumanism calls the pursuit of negligible senescence, as they are 

helpful for established public health measures which tackle behavioural and lifestyle choices, 

and to established public health interventions which aim to encourage the uptake of 

vaccination and organ donation. 

This chapter has aimed to uncover pieces of the behavioural insights framework that would 

be appropriate and supportive of transhumanist public health endeavours. There are 

tensions common to transhumanist ethics and other public health interventions which 

become politicised and emotive in the public eye. In the case of organ donation, the 
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transformation of donor organs and blood packs from personal to public goods was made 

gradually, using emotions like solidarity, pride, respect, etc. to bolster public feeling and 

change the structures of distribution and acquisition, over several decades (and more 

recently, with targeted ‘quick’ campaigning leading up to the legislative change to ‘soft’ opt-

out).233  

In response to the problem that not all accounts of public health are inclusive of social 

problems or the medicine of paradigm shifts, I suggested human enhancement had more in 

common with preventative measures (vaccines) and decisions about responsibility to others 

(organ donation) than to immediate medical interventions. These, more social public health 

measures require more robust ethical justifications of the target groups and the methods 

used, though even immediate medical interventions and the public health policies about 

their use have implications for others and for future people. In tackling infectious diseases 

during an emergency, public health strategies use concepts which are also available and 

familiar as generic public health concepts: solidarity, equity, trust, autonomy, equal moral 

respect, and vulnerability.234 Concepts like these need to be elaborated upon to be useful in 

specified crises and in the face of logistical problems. However, because they can be 

elaborated upon in accessible ways, and are already at the heart of public health discussion 

by the top level in planning research, development, and acute strategy, the discussion of 

public health as more than public goods seems more accurate.  

In response to the problem that human enhancement moves the evaluative ‘goalposts’ that 

make ethical frameworks for judgements about the value of medical interventions possible, 

I point to the increasingly descriptive work of statisticians, recording morbidity in terms of 

DALYs, to avoid hidden assumptions including age. The shift in attitudes to illness, suffering 

and death in the DALY model has much in common with the Humanity+ project, and with the 

goals of transhumanism, in the attempt to separate evaluations rooted in social norms about 

ageing and acceptable suffering from models that report the major causes of death and 

suffering, globally. Measures like QALY and DALY have been based on assumptions, for 

example about the value of years of life during old age, which are not easily defensible, yet 

persist. Measures of disease burden and the biggest causes of preventable human death still 

rely on assumptions to some extent but are attempting to move towards describing rather 

than evaluating the causes of human death. This aligns more closely with the values of 

progressive models of human wellbeing, for example the transhumanist modified Humanist 

principles laid out by Humanity+.235  
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The remaining chapters of the thesis will continue to rely on the work of behavioural insights 

theorists to describe and evaluate the needs of the transhumanist project, within the ethical 

framework this section has aimed to establish from three developing strategies of approach 

to commonplace public health challenges. In the next chapter, I will move to defend a 

particular use of nudges in public health matters that require group participation and 

approval to be fair and successful. Where there is uncertainty about risk, as in 

transhumanism, other approaches to public health intervention fall short because they are 

too decisive for the available clinical evidence. Not all nudge approaches from libertarian 

paternalism are appropriate for emerging technology or controversial applications of 

medical technology and some might risk causing further alarm by engaging public opinion 

too soon, and without clarity.  

 

Conclusion 

This chapter has aimed to show that existing frameworks for bioethics, which already justify 

the careful use of authority needed to have public health, are available to advocates for 

human enhancement medicine where its aims are negligible senescence, extended longevity 

and extended health-spans for the global human population.  

I resisted the concern that public health interventions, even if they need not be limited to 

the provision of publicly agreed goods like clean water, should aim to restrict individual 

freedoms in times of emergency or unusually severe disease burden. This concern presented 

a challenge to transhumanism and the implicit paternalism of increasingly technological 

medicine, used as default, which would limit the ethical applications of transhumanism as 

public health. Transhumanists resist the concern on the following grounds: 

i) Changes that would come about as the result of transhumanism, as heritable 

enhancement of human beings by means of medical technology, reduce and 

prevent globally significant causes of suffering. If the same suffering came about 

as the result of a toxic water supply, it would be considered a public health 

emergency, because of the scale and severity of illness and death.  

 

ii) This is a status quo effect, which it would be reasonable to adjust against in the 

face of faster change, using nudges, now technological advances in negligible 

senescence are predicted to change in a short timeframe. Human ageing and 
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senescence towards death carry a status quo bias which means resistance in the 

way people respond to progress, and which would not usually be tolerated if 

other causes of suffering could be predicted and prevented.  

 

 

I began to address the concern that nudges to adjust against status quo bias rely on 

manipulations which do not respect the ability of individuals to reason about their situation. 

Nudges are also based on hidden assumptions, and therefore do not allow people to engage 

with their lifespans and health-spans with the kind of patient autonomy that is required of 

patient-doctor interactions. Narratives of individual health and healthcare are valuable not 

only for individual healthcare (including concerns about palliative care and patient consent) 

but are also important in public health frameworks. QALY and DALY, as methods of 

identifying public health problems risk either generalising the lived experience of groups (like 

those with disabilities), or unreasonably separating and discounting the suffering of groups 

(like the elderly or the very young) in favour of initiatives that would help already privileged 

groups. Assumptions about natural ageing and old age tend to be strong and well-

established. The QALY and DALY literature highlights how many assumptions about what 

counts as a preventable death are involved in judging risk and the value of treatment. 

Individuals are unlikely to be able to exclude biases about illness in old age while these 

narratives persist, or to make fair decisions about what counts as a premature loss of life, 

when they make choices that will change their own health-span and lifespan at an 

indeterminate future point. A further concern about paternalism of this kind236 is that nudge 

theorists situate themselves as above such biases and heuristic mistakes. This is not 

unreasonable and, in the case of QALY and DALY, the influence of assumptions on expert 

judgements is clear and very well-documented. Though it is possible for policy makers to try 

to adopt a legitimate birds-eye view when guiding people through public health issues 

related to ageing that they do not tend to navigate individually without succumbing to 

predictable biases. 

For example, people might fail to worry proportionately about mental decline in old age 

because memory loss and confusion are associated with old age as normal and acceptable 

parts of that condition. For those who would support public health interventions to support 

shared values, encouraging behaviour that promotes negligible senescence is a way to shift 

the choice architecture to help individuals frame medical decision-making in cooperation 

with other individuals. This is one reason nudges may be better placed to help with medical 
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and health decision-making than they are in less emotionally charged uncertain decision-

making situations. Considering the effect on others and about the judgement of others are a 

part of making choices about heritable and species-evolutionary medical interventions, and 

it is appropriate that they should be framed that way, though not with a heavy-hand, at the 

point of individual engagement.  

 

iii) Transhumanist medicine, because of its comparative novelty and because of the 

varying accounts of what the future of enhancement medicine will be like, is at 

risk of being stifled by uncertainty and complexity, if narratives about 

enhancement are left unmanaged.  

 

The paternalism of medical technology, in the sense that authorities know what is best on 

the basis of their superior technological expertise, relies on more novel and more specialized 

expertise than other medical interventions with similar public engagement challenges. 

Vaccines, where the medical intervention and the social idea are more familiar to the lay 

individual, have more accessible narratives attached, for better or worse, which have 

accumulated over time since their development. The public may be likely to support the 

medical treatment of ageing once they feel strongly that such things are not inevitable 

human experiences, or valuable to human experience; and conversely people are more likely 

to feel strongly that such things should not be inevitable widely available and more widely 

supported medical treatments are the norm. In both the older literature on paradigm shift 

and in the behavioural economics literature, this apparently circular progress can be 

prompted or catalysed. A nudge as straightforward as a news report on the results of a 

clinical trial might highlight the positive outcomes of medical research into human 

enhancement, but without more sustained efforts to engage public opinion, new evidence 

does not carry much narrative weight.  

I described the importance of emotional and supportive nudges, as overtures to more 

educational interventions on behaviour with reference to the way the introduction of 

workplace computers led to a sharp rise in computer anxiety in the late 20th Century. To 

understand why factual reporting on changes in emerging technology, for example the 

publication of scientific evidence as studies collect their findings, is insufficient to nudge 

public narratives about enhancement, I compared the case of rising computer anxiety in the 

workplace with the challenges facing the implementation of a transhumanist public health. 
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Patients, like office workers, are likely to be at an epistemic disadvantage at the point where 

engagement with the technology is required for their normal life to continue. At the point of 

first interaction with emerging technology, exposure to factual reports about efficacy or 

replicability, even accompanied by the publication of the outcome of consensus conferences, 

are unlikely to suffice. Unmediated apprehension about the pace of global change is likely to 

influence whether individuals are cooperative or uncooperative, consenting or non-

consenting, amenable to change or more hostile, in medicine as in computing: 

 

iv) In workplaces and in medical care, nudges lend themselves much more naturally 

to broad effects that do not discriminate unfairly against already vulnerable 

groups. Restrictions and penalties can single out undesirable behaviour and 

become divisive. 

 

The computer anxiety case shows a real-world situation were power imbalance led 

individuals to feel they had little choice but to comply, and this caused discomfort, anxiety 

and stress about change driven by technology. Because of practical social pressures related 

to training, income and self-development, the introduction of computers in the workplace 

was not smooth and has since been the subject of study as the ‘wrong way’ to introduce 

technology to populations. This identifies a problem for an account that attempts to talk 

about public health nudges in the way that ‘staircase’ nudges are often conceived. Further, 

financial incentives, though they can be very effective, put more pressure on those with 

lower incomes. Incentives are generally more effective than penalties, however, and the kind 

of pressure incentives tend to apply to vulnerable groups is less harmful than similarly 

weighted penalties targeting vulnerable groups.237  

 

v) Behavioural insights work is not completely predictable and its results 

sometimes have unforeseen side-effects. So, there is a risk that nudges backfire 

or could have no effect, and it is harder to account for individual differences and 

to present emotive nudges sensitively in settings with larger target populations. 

Some individuals may be ‘pushed’ or unaffected by an intervention which is an 

appropriate nudge for others.  
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Individual everyday decisions that affect health cannot all be monitored or managed by law 

or by nudge, and the design of public spaces is more complex than in spaces where the user 

group is smaller and more predictable. However, given narratives about outcomes, 

preferences, tendencies and normal behaviour, even without true consensus, coordinated 

social responsibility a real possibility. Individuals guided by generally accepted narratives 

about the right thing to do might have less freedom to avoid the nudge space altogether, for 

example medical practices, workplaces, or schools, but are less likely to be unfairly restricted 

than in cases where decisions made privately are incentivised or prohibited by law.  

In this chapter I argued that the challenges described in iv) are the more serious ethical 

concern for nudges that aim to reassure and to promote positive action. Neither iv) nor v) 

seem to pose a problem exclusively for human enhancement as public health, as grey areas 

already exist. True consensus is not always possible, but there can be narratives that are 

accepted as the best fit, socially. Even when it is known that not all people are similarly 

knowledgeable on the best course of action open to them, strong narratives about the best 

values and choices make public health participation more accessible to more people. In the 

organ donation case, particular groups were sometimes targeted to encourage and influence 

their feelings but targeting and care taken over demographic differences in pursuit of 

positive healthcare outcomes does not amount to Propaganda by most widely accepted 

definitions in the literature.238  

In the next chapter, I will expand on the claim made in this chapter, that nudges can be used 

in public health settings to offset generalised issues that are not necessarily urgent for the 

individuals who are nudged. Pre-arranged screenings, which can reduce the relative risk of 

serious illness for individuals who receive the pre-arrangement letters, are targeted nudges. 

In the next chapter, I expand the claim the breadth and generality of the goods at stake in 

the organ donation case mean it can often be better for public health authorities to justify 

positive nudges, even to promote emerging or less familiar conceptions of the public good, 

than for authorities to attempt to restrict behaviour. Regarding the gradual change, from 

organ donation being considered optional, personal, and quite exceptional, towards organ 

donation as a better understood process affecting societies but expected of individuals as 

default, I suggest that nudges can also be used to change which public health contributions 

fall into the category of contributions to national resources, and so change which stakes are 

considered tacitly to be acceptable. 
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The next chapter will build on the argument of this chapter that the imbalances of authority 

and autonomy involved in healthcare nudging, affecting human self-evolution, are justifiable 

in the face of uncertainty. This is particularly just given the persistence of outdated layman’s 

assumptions about ageing which create bias towards conservativism. I argue that a similar 

framework to the behavioural insights-led series of nudges that recently have been 

successful for organ donation in the UK, could easily be adjusted to address foreseeable 

problems facing human enhancement medicine, as it approaches human trials under 

increasing global scrutiny. These interventions would not require the public first to accept or 

understand a uniquely transhumanist ethical framework for medical care, and this would not 

prevent the right kind of informed consenting participation.  
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5  

Organ Donation as a Key Example of Behavioural Intervention                                                        

Why pursue nudges before approaches based on education or legislation, if democratic 

egalitarian transhumanism is the goal?  

 

Introduction 

In chapter 3 I asked, ‘What are the social norms and expectations of health that make bodily 

enhancement and longevity unappealing, despite relevant improvements in medical 

science? Are there good reasons for maintaining any of these norms and expectations about 

health, even if they slowed the transition to a more responsible public health paradigm?’   

Nudges can make rapidly changing medical technology more socially responsible and less 

risky. Good uses of nudges can help people improve their risk-literacy when faced with 

change and uncertainty in medical science. 

Hughes239 identifies the need for transhumanism to address negative attitudes by the 

inclusion of genetic enhancement in general medicine: ‘Overcoming popular resistance to 

technology will require not only assuring publics that they are safe and will not be forced on 

anyone, but also that there will be universal, equitable access to their benefits through public 

financing. In other words, genetic choice and enhancement technologies must be included 

in a national health insurance program.’ I agree with Hughes but suggest overcoming 

resistance to technology involves more than the promise that enhancement will be 

integrated into existing healthcare systems.  

In this chapter I defend the use of nudges to overcome one ethical challenge for public health 

interventions already within existing healthcare systems that arises when the public are 

uncertain about the best way to arrive at a generally agreed good. When people are 

ambivalent about the best health outcome at the time important decisions are made, public 

health measures can guide preferences and make sure preferences result in better decisions, 

and they can also help solidify the normal way to achieve a public good.  

Critics of transhumanism as human enhancement ask to what extent it is reasonable to 

persuade people to enhance their own bodies, for example to periodically undo the effects 

of ageing, particularly if people are uncertain or ambivalent about doing so. In this chapter I 

aim to reframe the question ‘what makes enhancement unappealing, despite improvements 
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in medical science?’, asking instead to what extent it is reasonable to expect people to 

engage with changes in medical science that aim to alleviate their future suffering and the 

future suffering of their descendants. I argue it is reasonable to expect people to engage with 

negligible senescence to the extent that it is predicted to become the best way to arrive at 

many generally desired public goods. I refer to existing public health policy for examples of 

how public health encouragement about something uncertain can be carried out sensitively 

and make a significant difference to public engagement without undermining autonomous 

democratic participation. 

It is not unusual in public health for a public health intervention to focus on discussion of the 

broader social aims of a society that wants to use certain medical technologies and, I suggest, 

it is not ethically dubious for public health policy to avoid drawing attention to technological 

interventions on the body. Interventions on the human body and interactions between body 

and technology tend to be sources of anxiety and fear, in healthcare as in other areas of life, 

and highlighting bodily fragility alongside technological interventions seems likely to cause 

unnecessary unease. I aim to show that there is sufficient well-established justification for 

an approach to public engagement that avoids discussing bodily interventions, as evidenced 

by past public health measures. Vaccination programmes, organ donation and blood drives, 

social support of reproductive medicine, and support for nationalised healthcare more 

generally tend not to highlight the procedures that are carried out on bodies by technology, 

and it is no more socially irresponsible for enhancement to be presented this way. Narratives 

about solidarity, trust and equity are important in public health to help autonomous 

individuals make better assessments of risk. Public health problems, like managing the 

introduction of enhancement into medicine, can often be better addressed by good 

behavioural insights work than by either programmes of public re-education about the future 

of medicine or legislation to enforce public health responsibilities relating to novel medical 

technologies.  

 

Background 

Some projects can only be undertaken successfully by coordinated groups of individuals 

working together. In the thesis introduction, I suggested that Transhumanism must be 

cooperative and species-wide or would fail to meet its objective of improving the core 

capacities of human beings, instead creating a greater divide between enhanced and 

unenhanced (‘haves and have-nots’). This is a concern that has been expressed by critics of 
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transhumanism, and which poses a serious ethical challenge for transhumanists who suggest 

that enhancement is not merely a project for the few interested tinkerers to experiment on 

their own bodies,240 but has real potential to reduce the suffering and improve the wellbeing 

of the species. For transhumanism to achieve controlled and deliberate species self-

evolution241 it must be inclusive, democratic, cooperative, and global.  

Larger cooperative projects often rely on more comprehensive organisation and 

enforcement strategies than do projects that rely on few individuals acting together. As 

Dworkin suggests in his defence of the use of authority in some public health endeavours, 

the problem of free riders and individuals who benefit more if they do not behave in the 

group interest means that some goals can only be achieved if there are restrictions of 

autonomy to ensure that enough individuals act together.242 For example, the intervention 

of authorities to incentivise vaccination is important and justifiable to reduce the incidence 

of free riders so the population can achieve herd immunity. If individual vaccination were 

enough to ensure the safety of all individuals who acted cooperatively, the justification for 

intervention would be reduced and would be a more straightforwardly paternalist attempt 

to make sure individuals choose the option best for their own wellbeing. Paternalistic 

interventions of the latter kind are not unheard of, one example could be compulsory 

seatbelts in private vehicles, but are unusual in medical care where patient autonomy tends 

to take priority. Risky or harmful actions that only risk harm to the individual making the 

choice, for example smoking in private residences, alcohol and drug consumption,243 suicide 

and self-harm244 are not forbidden by law in most democratic societies, though they tend to 

be subject to other restrictions (for example standard unit measurements and alcohol sales 

licences), taxes, and close monitoring. Restriction by law tends to aim to prevent harm and, 

in democracies, there tends to be an assumption that lawmakers should be careful not to 

restrict individual freedom without good reason from predicted harm. Dworkin’s argument, 

that some public health projects should use of authority to restrict freedom and promote a 

group project with goals that are only attainable by cooperation, also operates on the 

assumption that the restriction of freedom should aim to prevent harm, albeit in a wider 

context: some public health measures prevent harm to individuals, while others prevent 

harm to societies.  

Transhumanism as medical human enhancement will likely change the core capacities of 

future human generations. The uses of human enhancement to tackle global disease burden 

and reduce suffering in old age is a matter for coordinated national and international 

intervention and should be treated as a public health paradigm, as argued in B1. Many other 
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public health projects do not address illness in individuals at the point of illness, but instead 

prioritise prevention, with governments improving conditions for future generations, and 

individuals acting on the understanding of risk as a product of statistical likelihood within 

their population. The social, cultural, and ethical interventions made by existing public health 

measures also have multi-generational effects and sometimes the multi-generational effects 

of measures taken are uncertain, given the potential of medical technology to change and 

improve with time.  

I will suggest it is not unusual in public health, nor is it especially manipulative for a public 

health intervention to focus on discussion of the broader social aims of a society that would 

want to use enhancement medicine, not on the bodily interventions involved in treatment 

or the novel technology that would allow them to be carried out. I aim to show that there is 

sufficient and well-founded precedent for this approach in existing public health measures 

on issues like vaccination (herd immunity), organ donation (preventable deaths on waiting 

lists), reproductive medicine (the difference between availability and accessibility), and 

support for nationalised healthcare more generally. Narratives about solidarity, trust and 

equity are important in these cases and nudges are well placed to support and promote 

individual autonomy by guiding the public through a complex and unpredictable shift in 

medical technology. 

The shortage of viable organs for transplant has been a factor underlying a preventable 

disease burden in the United Kingdom. A shortage of available organs for transplant has been 

shown to contribute to the death of many individuals on the waiting list for organ transplants 

each year.  The adverse effect of the organ shortage on quality of life: health-span and 

lifespan, was identified first in 2006. A project to tackle the shortage of organs for transplant, 

and infrastructure problems that were undermining effective and timely intervention to 

acquire organs, gained government support and public health status between 2006 and 

2008. This meant, among other things, more funding for a designated Organ and Transplant 

service operating nationally, and public-facing campaigns to draw public attention to the 

issue, to encourage voluntary registration of donors during life, to reduce the number of 

families who would act to prevent donations taking place by overriding registered donor 

status following the death of a loved one. Like vaccination or healthy eating programmes, 

organ donation benefits the social group more than the donor individual and can strengthen 

social ties, but unlike vaccines or healthy eating, organ donation does not tend to benefit the 

donor individual at all, and benefits a comparative minority of actual patients each year, 

proportionate to the whole population. Similar to other invasive medical procedures that 
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involve the transfer or removal of human tissue or its use beyond the biological processes of 

the body without technological intervention, the idea of taking organs even after death has 

historically been a source of fear and sometimes disgust.245  

The implementation of new laws to govern individual choices relating to public health might 

be effective regardless of the preferences of the public that are expressed in public opinion 

polls. Assuming that most people are more likely to abide by the law than to engage in 

unlawful behaviour knowingly, legislative change can be effective as a change to the default 

social expectations placed on people, and sometimes the public morality shifts in response 

to the law, rather than the reverse being the case. However, the overuse of legislative 

authority can quickly undermine trust and it is not clear that most people do abide by laws 

with which they openly disagree, at least not indefinitely, without protest, boycott, or social 

unrest. Given excessive implementation of laws driven by medical science, loss of trust in the 

beneficence of authority could also create dangerous loss of trust in scientific best practice, 

and cause rifts between perceived normal and expected choices and the scientific medical 

understanding of good choices. In general, more cautious measures to increase engagement 

with change in medical science seem more likely to be successful than sudden or forceful 

measures, and measures supported by generally accepted social values seem more likely to 

last. 

In the case of emerging medical technologies, for example heritable gene editing of both 

adults and pre-implantation embryos, I suggest it is reasonable and ethical to discuss the 

responsibilities of the public when they engage with medical human enhancement. Echoing 

an argument in the literature on the duty to pursue scientific research,246 there appears to 

be a duty to pursue the ongoing development and improvement of scientific understanding, 

which is hard to pin down, and which runs contra to bioconservative or techno-sceptic 

Luddite positions. Transhumanists correspondingly tend to suppose that human beings are 

naturally driven to pursue self-improvement strategies, but the basis for such a universal 

human duty to engage with enhancement and medical self-evolution is hard to identify 

without referring to generalisations about the value of human life and the content of 

wellbeing.  

Hughes has suggested that one contradiction of transhumanism is that ‘although most 

transhumanists are liberal democrats, their belief in human perfectibility and governance by 

reason can validate technocratic authoritarianism’.247 Echoing the literature on the duty to 

carry out scientific research, which prioritises autonomy and beneficence as key principles 
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driving best practice, a nudge approach to human enhancement as a public health project 

aims to maintain autonomy and variety in the lives of individuals, avoiding homogeneity 

without compromising the herd benefit. This approach aims to resolve any contradictions 

transhumanist goals may have retained from their Enlightenment roots, which still colour 

the public perception of the transhumanist paradigm.  

 

Group projects sometimes involve action that requires a commitment from but does not 

directly benefit individuals or seem to reduce their own suffering. Their action matters for 

group success and ‘free rider’ behaviour would be undermining. 

Using authority to govern on matters where individual autonomy is necessary, for example 

in the delivery of medical expertise, can be controversial. Dworkin argues that the use of 

authority is granted to public health endeavours because of the beneficial consequences of 

public health goals which would not be available to individuals acting alone. Public health, 

although not limited to the distribution of generally agreed upon public goods, is a protected 

category of interventions which does not include warfare, for example, to protect against 

the abuse and overuse of justifications of authority made by appeal to public health.  

It does not seem that autonomy of individuals is automatically overridden when they act for 

reasons relevant to group goals, however. Some have suggested that a wider conception of 

autonomy is useful in the increasingly personalised medical paradigm because genetic 

information about individuals has power beyond immediate patient-clinician interactions. 

Dove et al,248 and Prainsack’s249 account based on solidarity conclude that a shift towards 

personalised medicine raises ethical challenges that can be better addressed given a notion 

of autonomy that allows the interests, wills, and support of others to play an active role, 

where the individual insufficiently describes how freely taken decisions come to be made. 

Personalised medicine means healthcare better suited to individual patients, aiming to 

‘improve tailoring and timing of preventative and therapeutic measures’,250 using biological 

information including genetic information about patients and biomarkers.251 Although the 

focus of personalised medicine is the individual, and has reinvigorated questions about the 

extent to which a more extensive consultation with the individual should be expected in 

clinician interactions, the detailed and specific information involved in increasingly personal 

healthcare also introduces a problem for group autonomy. The availability of precise and 

patient-specific genetic information creates ethical challenges, for instance where patient 
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autonomy conflicts with the implications of genetic information for others outside the 

patient-clinician interaction (for example in a separate patient-clinician interaction).252 

Although it is unclear whether the use of genetic indicators constitutes a medical paradigm 

shift, because of the slow progress and complexity of diagnoses based on early biomarkers 

and genetic information,253 it seems, nonetheless, that increasingly many patient-clinician 

interactions have at their periphery the potential for discussion of heritable disease burden, 

based on better understanding of genetic information.254 Heritable genetic information 

about individuals by its nature can very often mean there is reason for more than one person 

to act, or for one person to act in ways that are likely to affect others.255 Because of the 

complexity of genetic analysis and the technological component of gene sampling, 

sequencing, and analysis, the information is not currently available or accessible to individual 

patients, who are reliant on the medical system as a result. Critics of increasingly 

technological and genome-focused medical care have warned that this reliance could give 

way to a pervasive technological paternalism. Individualisation of medicine drawn from 

impersonal analysis of genomic information held by clinicians could draw focus away from 

patient values and preferences and towards unfeeling clinical interactions. Whether a 

paradigm shift or not, this shift could begin to risk patient autonomy, without 

correspondingly advanced regulation and safeguarding in place.256   

One likely avenue for medical enhancement amounting to transhumanism is heritable 

genome editing to reduce the risk of disease. Transhumanism has been criticised as an 

ideology that makes grand and unrealistic claims about the possibility of eliminating genetic 

weaknesses or predispositions to disease which are intended to be attractive, but are 

unlikely to be realised.257 However, medical shifts towards individual engagement with 

clinical decisions about risk, given predictable causes of suffering and preventable death in 

individuals and family lines is a much less far-fetched possibility for the future of medicine, 

and one which has been taken seriously by ethical bodies and medical institutions separate 

from transhumanist activism. The Chair of the 2018 Nuffield Report on Genome Editing and 

Human Reproduction identified as a major challenge for research into the ethics and best 

practice of HGE the unattractiveness of human editing: 

“Because the moral acceptability of intervening in the human germ line with the aim of 

affecting the traits of future children is highly contested, often engaging deeply held views, I 

was acutely aware that, whatever conclusions the working party arrived at, some people 

were bound to oppose and even abhor them.”258  
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As CRISPR technology has been in the public eye since 2012 and, since 2018, is now known 

to have been carried out on human beings with some success,259 action is needed to prevent 

the accumulation of negative attitudes to HGE while the use of technology like CRISPR on 

human beings is still comparatively untested and more clinically risky. Human enhancement 

through genetic editing could create lasting improvements in lifespan and health-span, but 

would require widespread participation from consenting adult patients, and their consent 

on behalf of future generations. An account of autonomy that involves group responsibility 

and consideration of the consequences for more than the individual seems important, if such 

decisions are to be made well by laypersons in clinical settings.   

One of the recommendations Nuffield 2018 made to the UK government was that ‘broad and 

inclusive societal debate’ should come before any decisive action was taken to legislate 

about the use of HGE.260  

For non-experts to give meaningful consent to participate in complex emerging health issues 

on the global scale in conditions like these, when the long-term consequences of heritable 

editing are not yet clear, good public engagement is important as soon as possible. As also 

identified by the WHO in their official communications about HGE following the 

announcement about events in Shenzhen in 2018, engagement with the public in 

transparent and comprehensive global communication about ongoing work on gene editing 

has not yet happened outside academic circles. The future of human genetic editing, if left 

shrouded in mystery, seems more likely to lead to unease and resistance than a more 

transparent approach, but it is unrealistic to expect people in general to understand and 

appreciate what gene editing will do, or why it should be appropriate in the light of 

technological medical innovations that the health of the group should become increasingly 

important to the individual.  

Similarities between the effects of the emerging technologies of transhumanism and other 

interventions on the body to augment and enhance biological capacities, for example birth 

control, demonstrate that the integration of enhancement with medicine is inevitably 

socially unpredictable and potentially risky, but that the risks can be offset by clearer 

deliberate communication about norms and aims of intervention. Provided individuals 

understand that the long-term consequences of research and development in general are 

not yet clear, but that the goals and norms involved in the application of developing 

technology aim at justice, some of the problems for enhancement medicine are reduced 

significantly.  
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A slightly limited definition of transhumanism as human medical enhancement described in 

the primer chapter allows discussion of duties to plan for the next likely transhumanist 

events in relation to species’ wellbeing and global disease burden. Existing general medical 

practices are more consistent with human enhancement to the extent that they fulfil a 

limited set of aims for the enhancement of the two human core capacities, cognition and 

lifespan. Other technologies should not be considered transhumanist simply because they 

make life easier or healthier for human beings, which distinguishes the ethical problems of 

transhumanism as a public health issue relating to human enhancement, from laws 

governing the development of AI or surveillance technologies, or projects focused on 

inhabitation of other planets.261  

As described in chapter 3, current challenges for the ethical development of HGE include 

uncertainty over precision of outcomes using CRISPR-Cas9, and establishing who, if anyone, 

has the authority to change the genes of future generations of human beings.262  

The Nuffield report gives a defence of HGE, judging the social value of enhancement uses of 

HGE against two measures:  

 

i) Nuffield sets aside ‘innovation’ as an unhelpful way to think of HGE, and suggests 

it is better to consider what kind of society would come from using an innovative 

technology like CRISPR, and what kind of society would want to use it.263 

 

ii) Nuffield measures the value of kinds of society in terms of reduction or 

exacerbation of social division compared to the status quo.264  

 

Using these measures, the Nuffield report encourages certain applications of HGE, and 

supports research and application of heritable reproductive technologies including gene 

editing. Nuffield supports HGE applications only up to a point, however, because the 

argument based on these measures does not respond well to problems like the slippery 

slope, where the outcomes change gradually as the result of measuring against the current 

standard rather than what would have been acceptable to those assessing from a position 

of overview.  
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Alternatives to nudge, like education and legislation are costly, time consuming, insensitive 

to personal preferences, and need to be updated often.  

Halpern identifies ideal behavioural insights policies as ‘low-cost and unobtrusive ways of 

nudging behaviour’265 and explains that the early work of nudge theory in public policy (in 

the UK at least) was to make surprisingly large improvements to the normal behaviour of 

people on uninspiring and mundane matters like loft insulation, paying tax, paying off fines, 

and insuring their cars.266 The benefit of the nudge, carefully orchestrated, is that there is 

minimal bureaucracy and minimal cost, compared to policies based on education or 

legislation.  

In chapter 3, I introduced a problem for transhumanism, that even if bioenhancement to 

improve human lifespans, health-spans and cognition appears possible in clinical 

environments, this does not mean success. Much research now suggests that the 

technologies needed to allow targeted enhancements in individual patients are realistic and 

will eventually be ready for patient use. What is not yet clear, given the absence of consensus 

on applications of enhancement or about its consequences, is who is responsible for its 

management as a public-facing issue, beyond the global oversight of organisations like the 

WHO. Challenges relating to implementation of transhumanist projects would need to 

include a justification of the cost, as attempts to guide medical progress to include 

enhancement would very likely involve re-distributing resources from existing public health 

work into the delivery of therapeutic care.  

Bostrom267 identifies the redistribution of resources as a problem to be overcome by 

technology through programmes of research and development. The urgency of the 

transhumanist goal to reduce the burden of senescence, to reduce the burden of death 

related to old age particularly, comes because the longer there is no way to address the 

disease burden of old age, more of that burden is passed down to future generations.  

Through his dragon analogy, Bostrom tells a story about how negligible senescence can fail 

to inspire sufficient support to attract resources, because it does not aim primarily at disease 

as traditionally understood, so fails to register as an urgent burden to be relieved, rather 

than passed to future generations. Bostrom remonstrates with those who dismiss negligible 

senescence as a goal, and his conclusion shares much with Hughes’ criticism of pessimism 

about enhancement as Luddism, which would underestimate the potential of technological 

advances to change human life. Whether rationalised by bioconservative views or by 

concerns about technological paternalism more common to the political left,268 pessimism 
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about the potential of new technology to improve the condition of human life that is passed 

on to the next generation does not benefit anyone, say Bostrom and Hughes. In recent years, 

available funding for enhancement projects including gene editing and cell repair has 

increased significantly,269 but financial support is not the only barrier.270 The citizens of the 

kingdom in Bostrom’s Fable ignored the possibility of removing the persistent problem, and 

the delay resulted in a smaller benefit for the next generation in terms of reduction of disease 

burden. Bostrom, and many other transhumanists, argue that the maintenance of the status 

quo is damaging and needs to be addressed at the level it does most harm: in people’s 

attitudes to enhancement.   

It is important to frame discussion of the difficulties of any duty to pursue enhancement, as 

well as attending to public attitudes to transhumanist solutions, in terms that are fair and 

helpful to the fears and immediate needs of the current generation, without unreasonably 

prioritising current over future suffering. Nudges, and behavioural insights more broadly, 

tend to be cheaper and less demanding to initiate than education, they put less pressure on 

existing resources because their primary function is to reframe and engage with public 

dialogue.271  

 

Choice architecture is inescapable: there must be a choice architecture guiding public 

attitudes to engagement with enhancement medicine and it would be better not to leave 

it to chance.  

Legislation seems both inadequate and overly intrusive in personal matters, for example 

whether an individual maintains a healthy body weight for their height. Information and 

advice about managing diet and exercise exist in the public domain, including online 

resources and communities and government initiatives and, in many schools, physical 

education and home economics classes aim to instil relevant values early in life. However, 

levels of obesity in adults and children have risen worldwide in a general trend which began 

in the 1980s. In the case of body mass index, there are disparities across demographics which 

do not align neatly with, but often correspond in general with, minority ethnic groups and 

low-income groups, suggesting the likely cause of the increase is not a misunderstanding, or 

an unwillingness to manage lifestyle choices that contribute to body mass index, rather social 

and economic influences on behaviour.  
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Food packaging and grocery store layout (including online stores) cannot be avoided by most 

people and the physical appearance of groceries cannot help but create more and less 

attractive options for the grocery shopper.272 The choice architecture of a supermarket or 

online store can be set up to prioritise sales of goods with high profit margins, to promote 

healthy choices, to keep customers shopping for longer, and so on. Choice architecture exists 

in public health decisions which happen privately, and the more salient and familiar options, 

those chosen by others around us, and options which present themselves as the status quo 

are more likely to be chosen, in general. The mere presence of expertise during decisions 

affecting individual and public health, for example advice from medical practitioners or 

access to information about lifestyle improvement, does not mean people always follow 

advice, form good intentions to follow advice, or succeed in maintaining their own wellbeing 

through consistently healthy and prudent choices. This is particularly true of choices which 

are not particularly salient, not the easiest or most popular, or do not appear consistent with 

one’s previous behaviour at the time the choice is made.  

Mongin and Cozic273 describe nudges as interventions that interact with rationality and 

rational failure of individuals at the time they make a choice, dividing the practice between 

three kinds of intended intervention acting alongside the existing choice architecture: 

1. Nudges can redirect individual choices by only slightly altering conditions. 

For example, a traffic light system on packets of sweets in a supermarket is more likely to 

result in individuals choosing the healthier option if the traffic light system has four, rather 

than three, coloured lights.274  

2. Nudges can use failures of rationality instrumentally. 

For example, nudges that aim to prevent littering or theft by using images of eyes or watchful 

faces rely on an irrational tendency to feel more under surveillance in the presence of eyes, 

no matter how obviously inanimate.275 

3. Nudges can alleviate the ill-effects of failures of rationality 

For example, a nudge can draw attention to an unconscious bias or a failure to reflect on the 

reasons to choose certain behaviour, as in the organ donation campaign which asked ‘’If you 

needed an organ transplant, would you have one?”276 

In a public health scenario where free-riders could pose a problem for group wellbeing, the 

second and third types of nudges seem less likely to be effective than the first type. Free 
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riders who do not participate for the group benefit deliberately, because they realise they 

stand to gain more as free-riders, seem unlikely to be swayed emotionally by a call to reflect 

on the selfishness or unfairness of their actions. Likewise, the existing bias present in the 

free-rider problem tends towards the self-interested choice, so nudges relying on this 

irrationality would not serve group wellbeing. Shifting the default, however, making a subtle 

change in environment can create a situation where free-riders must expend effort to avoid 

participation, no matter how small the effort is, rather than expending effort to participate.  

The choice architecture for individuals encompasses biases, social expectations, physical 

architecture of the environment, and the metaphysical shape of the environment in which 

expectations are laid out in front of individuals. Not all nudges are alike, but the most 

successful and appropriate nudges in public health seem likely to be nudges that create a 

lasting choice architecture, either by promoting reflection on behaviour, or creating an 

environment where the best option comes more easily.277   

I have so far raised three points in favour of an approach based on behavioural insights 

theory, to address ethical challenges facing the introduction of enhancement technology into 

general medicine. Particularly in large global jurisdiction where democratic process and 

individual freedom shape what is acceptable in public health policy and the use of authority 

in medical decision-making, the approach seems likely to improve the potential for 

enhancement medicine to promote flourishing.  

In the next section, using an example from existing public health in the UK, I describe the 

motivations, implications, and outcomes of a project based on nudges, to improve medical 

outcomes and reduce the burden of disease through measures to engage positive public 

opinion.  

 

Case from existing public health. Organ Donation in the United Kingdom. 

The Organ Donation Taskforce was formed in 2006, with the main aim of increasing the 

number of available donor organs for transplant by 50 per cent.278 Organ donation in the UK 

was not compulsory or automatically initiated after every brain death and has not become 

either compulsory or automatic in the years following the campaign. 

Donors after brain death (DBD) provide nearly all heart and lung, the majority of liver, and 

many kidney transplants. Maintaining a steady rate of DBD for kidney and liver transplants 

where live donation is also possible is important because the risk of death to otherwise 
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healthy Living Donors (LD) was given as 1 in 3,000 for kidney donation and 1 in 100 for liver 

donation in 2008. Between 2000 and 2006 the number of DBD fell from 739 to 633 and a 

startling increase in the need for risky LD was reported for both liver and kidney transplants 

(98 per cent and 284 per cent increase, respectively).279 

The UK was reportedly one of the worst nations in Europe for organ donor numbers at the 

time the work of the Taskforce began. The Taskforce, by 2008, had identified the following 

challenges for improving the rate of successful organ donation across the UK: coordination 

and organisation (of organ donor services, including retrieval); legal and ethical issues; 

training for clinicians and administrative staff; public awareness and promotion of donation 

issues; identifying the role of the NHS. 

In chapter 4, I explained why successful transhumanism must convince individuals that 

enhancement is something they should concern themselves with and should aim to 

normalise a greater degree of engagement with public health responsibility. Three of the 

challenges identified by the Taskforce for organ donation are particularly salient to the 

challenges for the introduction of enhancement medicine into the national, public, 

healthcare paradigm. The Taskforce planned to overcome the legal and ethical challenges of 

making structural changes to increase the reach of one national medical service; their 

proposed and enacted methods for raising public awareness and promoting recognition of 

medical issues included several nudge techniques involving messenger, group commitments, 

and defaults; and the important role of the NHS in the success of the changes they proposed 

for organ donation in the UK.  

By 2008, 25 per cent of people the UK were registered as DBD on the NHS Organ Donor 

Register, which was an increase on previous years. Although public approval for organ 

donation had been reportedly as high as 90 per cent in the same period, with the vast 

majority of the population reportedly in favour of organ donation in principle, 40 per cent of 

relatives (in potential DBD situations) refused consent for donation of the viable organs of 

the recently deceased.280  

The Taskforce observed, ‘Organ donation is a ‘local’ activity, but transplantation can only be 

undertaken successfully as a UK-wide integrated service... Only a UK-wide service can 

identify and allocate suitable organs to meet the needs of these patients.’281  One 

recommendation of the Taskforce in 2008 for the continuation of the project was that the 

NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) service should become a fully integrated UK-wide service, 

to increase efficiency and raise the number of successful DBD. 
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Several ethical challenges were predicted for the changes proposed to the organ donation 

service, including possible conflict of interests between the clinical staff treating patients and 

the nation-wide NHSBT. The Taskforce also predicted and planned for differences in policy 

and procedure between local NHS organisations and National services like the NHSBT (as 

local organisation is more normal within the UK NHS system, and is generally preferred, to 

avoid clashes of policy).  

Though 60 per cent of families consulted282 were willing to donate the organs of a deceased 

relative, the NHS suggests a figure of 80 per cent of willing families would be needed to meet 

demand. If the figures for support of donation could be matched by the figures for actual 

uptake, significant improvements to patient wellbeing and emotional stress on recently 

bereaved families, as well as streamlining the duties of already busy consultants and 

practitioners who must acquire consent in each case, could be achieved. The Taskforce 

identified some risk of negative impact on families and patients resulting from such a ‘radical 

change of practice’ to make donation usual rather than unusual during end-of-life discussions 

and care. 

The nudge which changed the default to opt-out registration was intended to tackle inertia 

and did result in more donations and a larger national resource for patients on the waiting 

list. The shift from understanding organs as a body part owned by the individual patient 

whose autonomy and interest were of primary importance, with donation as a rare event, to 

a national resource subject to political emotions like pride, responsibility, guilt, and 

commitment, is interesting because the shift occurred during a comparatively short time. 

The change to opt-out does not prevent individuals from avoiding donation if they wish, and 

it does not impose financial penalties on individual who do so. The success of the nudge relies 

on a tendency towards the default, but also on presentation of information to increase the 

salience of the problem, to make people more aware of the need to remain on the organ 

donation register, and to reframe donor organs as a national responsibility and a source of 

national pride. Opinion polling is seldom completely unbiased, and the way questions are 

presented, the order, their phrasing, the questions flanking them in the poll, the approach 

made by the poll taker, the sample population approached, the perceived messenger, 

unspoken confounding effects during interview, for example, are well known causes of 

polling inaccuracy.283 When a poll fails accurately to represent the opinions of the public, it 

could be because ‘the public’ tout court were not consulted at all, rather a think tank or a 

select group close to the polling organisation. When the results of polls are organised and 
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analysed, unspoken confounding factors like squeamishness about death284 when 

confronted with a polling question (that would not affect reflective deliberation about 

actively pursuing organ donation but might affect quick decisions) might change the 

relevance of the number who indicated they were ‘likely to donate’ against those ‘very likely 

to donate’. Another possible confounding factor in preference polling is the chance of 

individuals wishing not to seem extreme in their views, and therefore opting for a perceived 

middle ground that they do not occupy in private deliberations or in discussion with a group 

of like-minded individuals.285 Although the result of public opinion polls might not give 

completely accurate insight into the nuanced or reflective views of individuals, they do take 

the temperature of a more general public perception of a norm.286 What the individual on 

the street, presented with a personal medical question from a stranger, with little context, 

is willing to divulge about their support of a change in policy, might say a lot more and more 

accurately about the sense the public have about what is a normal view on the subject than 

anything else.287  

Because the legislative change from opt-in to opt-out relies in part on the justification of 

favourable opinion polls, as well as on a corresponding programme of carefully presented 

information in favour of donation around the time of polling, the case involves the use of 

several nudges on the same target population, orchestrated to build and develop the 

attitudes that contributed to the success of the project, over time.288 

There is some concern in the nudge literature that nudges should be narrowed to include 

only those interventions that do not attempt persuasion, particularly in interactions with 

more vulnerable social groups, because persuasive discussion engages reasoning. For this 

reason, some of the techniques that were employed in the organ donation case are less 

clearly nudges than others. A campaign that reminds individuals to register as donors 

through a prompt, for example with a simple message like ‘Have you joined the organ donor 

register?’289 are more clearly nudges of salience than, for example, a poster advising ‘Drop a 

drink size: 3 pints of beer is like having 2 burgers’,290 which seems more educational, giving 

calorie figures and an easy comparison on which individuals could make better (free) dietary 

decisions.291 Interventions that do not maintain the balance of liberty and paternalism that 

make the desirable behaviour easy, attractive, social, and timely without applying force seem 

more like propaganda, particularly if they aim to inspire negative emotions about other 

behaviours. To the extent that national pride in a shared resource might be a kind of 

irrational, though beneficial, belief that sustains social cohesion, aspects of the organ 

donation project could be scrutinised as a kind of well-meaning propaganda.292  
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Persuasive media messages based on shared norms, defaults, and commitments, and 

persuasive messages involving narratives of national identity are hard to separate in every 

case. The former seems a reasonable way to make sure policy is well-aligned with national 

feeling, while the latter might be uncomfortably close to propaganda, particularly if it 

motivates individuals to feel part of an ‘in-group’. To justify the opt-in to opt-out change of 

legislation, the explanation was that people’s nudged behaviour would better match their 

stated preferences if the default was changed. Justifying attempts to influence the strength 

of stated preferences around the time of polling relies on scientific findings about the object 

of the campaign. The implicit good of a society having enough donated organs available to 

prevent death and suffering appears to justify the use of emotive posters highlighting the 

risk of a shortage of organs.  

 

Is the difference between public health and clinical conversation too great? 

One complication for this approach to public encouragement without compromise to 

autonomy is the challenge that patient autonomy is more relevant to clinical interactions 

than to public health participation, and that the two are separate influences on individuals. 

A person could be reasonably and autonomously engaged by a public health project, armed 

with a message about social norms and justice, and yet still be imposed upon by 

technological paternalism in a clinical setting, when faced with a decision relating to 

enhancement interventions.   

In predicting the likely impact of increasing the frequency and normality of organ donation, 

Taskforce293 proposed clinical safeguarding within healthcare trusts to reduce the likelihood 

that conflicts of interest between medical institutions would not adversely affect end of life 

care. One significant example of such a risk, given by the Taskforce, was that the pressure to 

secure viable donor organs might lead to end-of-life care being cut short prematurely for 

patients who appeared to be close to brain death, to expedite the release of organs for 

transplant.  

Behaviour is not the same as attitudes and beliefs, and the Behavioural Insights Team 

report294 highlighted the ‘intention-behaviour gap’ between the stated preferences and self-

report of previous behaviours given by individuals and their actual and likely future 

behaviours. The BIT Report identifies that self-reporting is error and bias prone and is not 

necessarily a good guide for people’s feelings about their choices at the time the choice was 
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made. Relying on self-reporting or polling to identify the best way to guide behaviour, or 

relying on past behaviour as a guide to people’s current attitudes, is not a straightforward 

matter of ‘helping people do what they want to do’, therefore. 

In the organ donation case in particular, it seems that public health should not be aiming to 

perpetuate the social constraints that already maintain unfair and unjust differences in 

treatment and access to treatment. Social pressure to contribute already exists but this does 

not mean it should be made more a part of medical care or change the way clinical care is 

delivered. If anything, arguably the opposite should be the goal of good public health 

projects, to make people feel more empowered and less subject to social expectations 

placed on them when they make healthcare decisions for themselves against the grain of 

social norms and defaults.  

When people are polled, they are not necessarily likely to report what they feel privately: in 

public and when responses are being recorded, people may say what they believe to be 

acceptable in public, to their peers, or to correspond best with the way they wish to be 

perceived, in combination with their own thoughts and preferences about what good 

behaviour should be. Relying on stated preferences and attitudes collected in this way seems 

more likely to perpetuate the status quo and to allow bioconservativism to persist in matters 

of public health than to welcome innovation and change. In the organ donation case, the 

justification for intervening on behaviour came because most people believed support for 

donation was the acceptable opinion to have, though they did not privately find it urgent or 

particularly salient. This dynamic would not hold in cases where the attitude that was 

perceived to be the most normal or acceptable in public was that novel gene editing 

technology is morally uncomfortable or risky.  

 

The (financial) costs of Transhumanism as a project like organ donation campaigns: Risk 

given insufficient evidence for nudges 

Although I will not spend very much time developing or responding to criticism of the cost-

effectiveness of nudges, some critics of the claims of nudges and behavioural insights theory 

suggest that, although the light policy touch may be cheaper and less demanding of 

individuals or governments to implement, they are also less scientifically well-evidenced. 

Lower cost comes with less guarantee of effectiveness than legislation or education, and 
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nudges, because of their engagement with fine social differences and emotions, are more 

likely to go awry in unpredictable ways.295  

In the organ donation case, the success of nudges in improving the survival rate on the 

transplant list in the UK is hard to judge against cost-effectiveness, in part because the 

Behavioural Insights Unit was formed only a decade ago and has undergone restructuring 

since. The cost of establishing taskforces, projects, and specialist teams to monitor changes 

in process within the healthcare sector also creates a threshold cost, and the financial 

benefits to societies of social change take time to materialise. Further, earlier reports from 

the Taskforce did identify the logistical challenge of coordinating a nation-wide organ 

retrieval service, with an accompanying ethical group on organ donation in clinical settings 

(clinical triggers for notification of the retrieval service, etc.) and the overlap of 

responsibilities and possible complications of competing policy or service provider schedules 

could yet reduce efficiency overall.296  

 

Should irrationality be protected from nudges in cases like organ donation? 

“Relying on heuristics, mental shortcuts, and intuitive decision making, real-life agents often 

systematically diverge from the traditional, abstract ideal of rational choice. Such 

divergence is a necessity and often works remarkably well. However, as proponents of 

nudging argue, real-life decision making is also rife with cognitive biases resulting in 

decisions that leave people worse off by their own lights.”297 

 

Even if interventions to aid people with their decisions does not amount to authoritarianism, 

when authorities insist that people are irrational in pursuit of their goals and would benefit 

from being nudged, their intervention seems paternalist.298 Mongin and Cozic299 divide 

nudges that help people overcome irrationality to achieve better outcomes from 

interventions that help people use their irrationality to arrive at better outcomes. Although 

the former sounds more likely to engage individual reason and prompt self-reflection than a 

nudge which relies on irrationality to achieve the outcome desired by authority, this is not 

necessarily the case. If an individual is nudged to ‘overcome’ irrationality and arrive at a 

better outcome it does not follow that the individual is aware that this is what has happened, 

or that they would be able to reflect in order to repeat a similar pattern in a different context 

where the nudge was absent.   
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Although the goal of nudges may be to create a swell of behaviour that promotes reflection, 

social mirroring, and familiarity with a new kind of behaviour, it does not seem as though a 

nudged individual who has overcome irrationality in one case has done more than avoid 

irrational behaviour on one occasion. The possible harm of the nudge could be to bypass the 

exercise of ‘decision-making- muscles’ which could carry the individual at a later time.  

Some nudge interventions allow people to remain irrational and make no attempt to 

improve decision-making processes, relying on rational errors like the automatic preference 

for the default to do so. The organ donation case is one example of a nudge that allows 

people who have a bias towards the status quo to arrive at a more socially responsible choice 

than they would have made, had the default been different. Interventions based on 

encouraging and solidifying the choice of a default option seems more likely to promote 

socially acceptable behaviour than to promote rational behaviour, if the effects of the nudge 

are long-lasting, therefore. If reason is not promoted by nudges that make use of irrational 

tendencies in this way, then the risk of reducing divergent behaviour would not seem likely 

to aid the uptake of new treatment options or innovative solutions to problems that exist in 

the status quo.  

 

Social organisation and public support drive practice in clinical situations 

So far, the success of the organ donation Taskforce seems to show that autonomy of families 

can be respected on the death of their loved one, where the patient was also an individual 

with autonomous decision-making power, and where the state has an interest in the decision 

they make. A wider group goal, for example the registry of donor organs as a national 

resource, does not undermine patient autonomy though it may guide the structures that 

support individual choice, and create the need for more extensive safeguarding in clinical 

decision-making.300 

In response to an ethical concern, that increasing the frequency and changing the default of 

organ donation after brain death might create a conflict of interest between the healthcare 

system and individual patient care, the organ donation Taskforce recommended a study into 

the likely impact of a system of clinical triggers. The recommendation of the Taskforce was 

that clinical trigger points should be put in place to manage when the donor transplant 

coordinators were notified about a diagnosis of brain stem death, to standardise the process 

and create a normal approach which would be easier to monitor for irregularities. One 
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recommendation of the Taskforce was that the notification of the donor transplant 

coordinators should be automatic at a certain point in the process of diagnosis and 

treatment, regardless of whether the clinical staff attending to the patient believed donation 

would be viable after brain death. The intent was to create a common practice of assuming 

that organ donation after death was an option, rather than varying the care of individual 

patients because of the potential that their organs might be viable for donation.301 This 

recommendation of the Taskforce as a response to the risk of structural injustice, when 

individual autonomy and group autonomy are in conflict, helps demonstrate how public 

health and clinical expectations interact positively to address concerns about technological 

paternalism. 

Additionally, the recommendations of the Nuffield report on Genome Editing and Human 

Reproduction, because of its focus on the kind of society that would result from introduction 

of applications of HGE, is better placed to offer support to transhumanism than are 

arguments based on utility, or the expected medical benefit of individual enhancements.   

Nuffield was an improvement on earlier defences of HGE in routine medical care in part 

because of a better account of wellbeing. Previous reports on the ethical use of HGE have 

suggested that the application of innovative medical technologies should, for example, 

‘promote wellbeing’, which is both too narrow and too vague. Too narrow, because of its 

exclusion of otherwise good projects which failed to promote wellbeing from their inception, 

though likely to contribute to wellbeing less directly through a contribution to better 

practices, and too vague because the promotion of wellbeing is not explicitly described as 

either explicit promotion by campaign or promotion by successful visible improvements in 

wellbeing for existing people. It is plausible that wellbeing would not result after all in such 

a case, but that there might have been every intention and expectation of promoting 

wellbeing in intervening. The difficulty caused by the kind of social division that 

transhumanist technological interventions are predicted to exacerbate is that the 

technologies aim at an increased general wellbeing for individuals, and even for society in 

some cases, but do not support fundamental human dignity. This concern for fundamental 

human dignity, which may be grounded in human rights, includes resistance against 

homogenisation by collective action in one direction, or a slippery slope of pressure on 

patients in one direction.  
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A defence of the cost of nudge interventions, as the organ donation case is too recent to 

see long-term results 

Particularly where projects are new or still in development, where they seem likely to change 

applicability or change quickly with new technology, the nudge approach seems preferable 

to reliance on the roll-out of education programmes or an abundance of fine-grained 

legislation. Infrastructure change and education programmes can be costly, so they should 

be accompanied by a change in public feeling which makes them more likely to survive and 

succeed. Although the financial cost of allowing public attitudes to novel technology to 

change in their own time is low, for example in response to market forces or overwhelming 

pressure from other nations, leaving choice architecture free to develop on its own seems 

risky. In chapter 4 I suggested that the introduction of personal computers is an example of 

the consequences for public engagement with technology that is introduced more quickly 

than expected, or without care taken to reassure and contextualise technology. Even more 

so than the introduction of personal computers in the workplace, the public health 

components of medical interventions seem more likely to cause anxiety and techno-stress 

on their introduction, if they remain familiar only to niche groups of interested specialists 

and private laboratories during development.  

In the case of organ donation, most people in the UK were already happy publicly to express 

approval for organ donation procedures when polled. As a result, one challenge for the 

Taskforce was how best to motivate behaviour to match the general approval for transplants, 

to increase the number of organs available to the service via donor registration. This shift in 

behaviour, even given general approval for the medical intervention, took years to move 

from report to real changes in organ donor numbers, but the infrastructure that was created 

in tandem with public engagement, and on the strength of a public debate about national 

responsibility and effective donation as a reason for national pride, seems more sustainable.  

Gyngell et al, responding to findings of the Nuffield report, support the moral imperative to 

pursue further development of heritable gene editing and applications of HGE to human 

reproduction. In terms of cost and the re-distribution of resources, they suggest, HGE is not 

only acceptable but imperative. The findings of the Nuffield report about HGE in particular 

were that it promotes wellbeing by reducing the rates of chronic, heritable disease and 

premature death in the population; promotes equality by lowering the risk of some people 

to match the risk of others; promotes justice by lowering health-costs for countries 

attempting to distribute resources.302 Correspondingly, although it seems desirable to keep 
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the financial cost of the social debate low, accompanying research and development 

measures necessary to produce viable applications in healthcare, it seems justifiable in 

comparison to cases involving similar expectation of disease burden reduction.  

 

Against preserving irrationality: choice-sets and prompting better reflection are more 

important 

One claim often made by nudge theorists is that the influence of choice architecture is 

inescapable, so pursuing deliberate positive nudges is more socially responsible than 

allowing accidental nudges to guide behaviour. Nudges to improve the choice architecture 

often rely on identifying the reflective preferences of people, which can be undermined by 

automatic mental processes which favour choosing the default but without changing the 

choice-set.303 Making a change to the choice architecture to help automatic processes better 

suit reflective preferences does seem more ethical than allowing the choice architecture to 

promote undesirable outcomes by inaction, if the same choices are available before and after 

the nudge. In public health cases, the relevant reflective (considered, deliberate, rational) 

preferences at stake are usually good health and long life, which automatic (unthinking, 

accidental, non-rational, even lazy or biased) behaviour may not best serve.   

The criticism that nudges only allow the choice architecture to allow the atrophy of decision-

making muscles, promoting and re-iterating choice according to default, does not hold if 

nudges help people to reflect on their behaviour and the reasons they chose as they did. In 

public health cases, the good health and long life of the individual who is nudged might not 

appear to be immediately at stake, so persuasion is involved, to make better outcomes for 

individual health more immediate and attractive at the time of choice. In situations where 

commitments and habits are involved, for example in self-preservation or self-evolutionary 

activities, the urgency or salience of behaviour that is more likely to lead to the desired 

outcome might not always be obvious at the time that matters most.304 

People need not be irrational to be ill-equipped for processing new kinds of risk which might 

not always present themselves clearly as urgent or salient at the time of choice. The future 

applications and off-target uses of enhancement are as yet uncertain, in many respects, and 

it does not seem irrational to be wary of unfamiliar medical interventions, nor does it seem 

necessary to suggest that people would be irrational to follow a nudge, if it seemed to 

support their values and preferences at the point of choice.  
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Where people are ill-equipped to judge risks adequately enough to escape the overwhelming 

choice architecture given reflective evaluation at the time of choice, support through 

management of the choice architecture seems more justifiable than in cases where a 

moment’s reflection about the right course would reveal the right thing to do.  

Nudge campaigns like the organ donation campaign match exactly the kind of considerations 

necessary for early social debate about the introduction of enhancement because they 

identify what kind of society comes from the positive choices of individuals, rather than 

concentrating on the differences between a possible society which has enhancement and 

the status quo. Nudges that shift the default to put obstacles in the way of less beneficial 

outcomes encourage individuals to act as if the personal risk were more immediate, by 

making the less beneficial outcome less appealing and less ‘close’ in the choice landscape. In 

the nudge literature, moving choices out of the default position is one way of making them 

difficult, unattractive, antisocial, or untimely. Anti-nudges of this kind are sometimes 

described as ‘sludge’ which lies in the way, between individuals and some choices.305 The 

response to critical concern that enhancement does not aim at a just or democratic society 

is that a just and democratic society does not leave sludge in the way of individuals 

contributing to a valuable and valued national resource.  

In the case of organ donation, intervention encourages people to participate by making 

decisions that are unlikely to mean action in the near future, and which do not usually mean 

any action at all on the part of the participant. The contribution to the collective disease 

burden of participation is to reduce the overall risk of death of individuals on donor waiting 

lists by collective action. It would not be sufficiently helpful for 400 people to register as 

organ donors if the waiting list held 400 patients, for example, because of the gap between 

registration and donation. Changing the default makes the distance between registration 

and donation (between decision and outcome) benefit any emotional reaction the donor 

might have to the idea of their organs being transplanted, where it previously was a barrier 

to public health responsibility that made the issue seem less urgent.  

The change made by shifting the default in this case does not impose burdensome costs 

(finance or time) on societies, particularly on the vulnerable, and does not mislead 

individuals by presenting any option as less risky or more urgent. Removing the sludge306 of 

the distance between ‘now, when I have to do something to help’ and ‘later, when the 

problem might affect me personally’, the organ donation project shows how people can be 

involved in the goals of a project peripherally, without increasing any burden on individuals, 
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misleading individuals about their contribution, or withholding information about the 

consequences of their participation.  

Government action, including regulations about technology to manage risk can be justified 

both in terms of protecting existing people and the expectation that protection will continue 

to be of benefit to future generations. In HGE, the gap between action taken now and the 

benefits that might be seen by future people is greater than in the organ donation case. 

However, some applications of HGE would mean reducing a high risk for some people to the 

low levels already expected by others, which is easier to understand in terms of the organ 

donation case and similar existing nudges.  

Respiratory disease is a known result of pollution from road traffic. There are strong moral 

reasons for governments to insist on green initiatives, and for the scientific community to 

develop exhaust filters, which can reduce incidence of respiratory disease by 40%. Air 

pollution is also a known epigenetic modifier, causing not only incidence of disease in the 

directly affected population but heritable mutations in their offspring307. If the target of the 

application of technology is straightforwardly therapeutic, addressing an imminent problem, 

for example by curing an existing disease or reducing its risk directly, the justification is not 

as strong as in the case where action now could reduce disease burden at a much later point. 

Heritable effects do not seem to pose an ethical challenge in this case.308  If the heritable 

effects were expected to be negative for subsequent generations, then there might be a 

conflict. Ethical objections based on our distance from future generations, or the burden of 

exhaust filters and green initiatives to existing people for future gain seems misplaced in part 

because of the continuity of other goods and resources when generations change.   

Gyngell et al. argue that the moral imperative to act, given applications like the above, can 

be most easily drawn when there are therapeutic benefits to an existing generation. Given 

the therapeutic benefit to an existing generation of patients, any benefit to subsequent 

generations is a side-effect which can also strengthen the justification for intervention. 

Nudges can change behaviour in the short-term and need not be permanent, but they can 

also change social norms, which are longer lasting and can affect the norms and preferences 

of future societies. In examples given by Thaler and Sunstein, norms can be uncovered by 

nudges and nudges can begin to change behaviour overtly in a way that begins a snowball 

effect to change norms.309 Medical procedures to elongate and enhance life could become 

more normal, from pre-natal genetic testing and editing to fine-tuning later in life, and might 

not pose ethical concerns to future societies,  
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Similarly, as many have argued, ethical transhumanism should not be only for the more 

privileged individuals in wealthier nations.310 The mere existence of enhancement 

technology does not guarantee its accessibility to those in need, and without accessibility 

could do more to foster division and disunity than to enhance the species. Group 

commitments based on emotional reasons to act should reduce the inequality of 

accessibility. In some cases, inequality of accessibility has been found to result from personal 

views of those in the medical profession, despite best practice guidelines that require 

professionals to be neutral regarding moral value judgements about approved medical 

procedures. Other social and non-medical factors have been found to affect distribution, 

with socio-economic reasons meaning some patients may feel uneasy about seeking out 

enhancement medicine. 

Another way of understanding the concern about the influence of personal views on the uses 

of medical interventions, separate from the actual uses of medical interventions, is that the 

mere existence or legalisation of HGE technology in the medical sphere could make it less 

comfortable to exist as an individual with genetic imperfections, as judged by the prevailing 

norms.  

Academic concern about the lasting effect of heritable gene editing on the autonomy of 

future generations captures the sense of a more generalised public concern that increasingly 

technological medicine is a threat to the freedom and wellbeing of individual patients and of 

the unenhanced who might begin to feel marginalised. Encouraging individuals to engage 

with public health projects so that public health projects better represent their views and 

needs is also important and could make the continuing global shift toward transhumanist 

medical interventions more socially responsible, less elitist, and less risky. Successful nudges 

would aim to reduce the extent to which individual choices about enhancement would be 

governed by concern about behaviour aligning with the views of others, even though people 

sometimes prefer to do things for poor reasons or on the basis of trends, and probably always 

will.  

 

Conclusion.  

The use of authority in some situations, where group action can achieve something 

unavailable to individuals choosing for themselves, is justifiable even when public health 

projects make interventions which restrict individual freedoms. The likelihood that 
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transhumanism, as medical human enhancement, will be such a project seems very high 

because of the focus on species self-evolution, heritable enhancements in future 

generations, and changes to the status quo of the human core capacities; intelligence and 

lifespan. In transhumanism, where large groups of individuals must act together, oversight 

by an authority by appeal to a consensus about what the public good should be, seems 

appropriate. It has been argued by critics of transhumanist human medical enhancement 

that there can be no such consensus about the good of the goals of transhumanism, and that 

such consensus is not found in transhumanism. 

Nudges can be used in public health settings to offset generalised issues that are not 

necessarily urgent for the individuals at the time they are nudged, but whose contribution 

to a social dialogue are important for ethical progress. I have suggested that nudges can also 

be used to influence which public health contributions appear in widely accepted narratives 

about progress and individual responsibility, and so change which risks are considered tacitly 

to be acceptable by the public and which benefits are sources of national pride. 

This chapter built on the argument of the previous chapter, suggesting that authority and 

autonomy are both involved when public health authorities aim to guide human self-

evolution, and are justifiable in the face of technological uncertainty, particularly given the 

persistence of established narratives about human bodies. In this chapter I have argued that 

the approach taken by a behavioural insights-led series of nudges, which has been productive 

and beneficial in the United Kingdom in recent years, could be adapted to remove the stigma 

from human enhancement as medicine. Human enhancement medicine, in the form of the 

capacity to genetically modify human embryos for implantation and pregnancy, is now 

approaching human trials under increasing global scrutiny, in a wider global health context 

than had been predicted by earlier literature on the risks of Transhumanism. Transhumanism 

would be more ethical with the capacity to avoid more of the challenges it faces in 

homogeneity, elitism, and paternalism, if its implementation remained in a more egalitarian 

global health spotlight. The resources to manage transhumanism as a public health 

endeavour, rather than allowing private research to continue alone or secretively, seems 

worthwhile and must be accompanied by public engagement.  

In patient-doctor meetings, in clinical settings, expertise is important to help patients reach 

good decisions and there are safeguards to ensure that patient autonomy is not weakened 

by the authority of experts. The individual patient must choose individually, even though 

they are guided by a clinician who knows more about the content of their choices and about 
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the risks and benefits at stake, and even though their decision is also likely guided by a family 

or social support network with their own preferences. In public health, where there is not 

expert consensus about the best option or where the choosers are not the experts, there are 

principles and safeguards to prevent organised collective action from becoming coercive or 

forceful. Consensus conferences, phased trials and peer review aim to prevent the undue 

influence of individuals or groups from biasing the direction of movement. Behavioural 

insights theory accepts that there is a choice architecture that exists in the space between 

public and personal healthcare consensus, where narratives about health and wellbeing that 

are ever-changing are driven by myriad factors beyond the reach of legislation but need not 

be left ‘unattended’ to drift into undesirable places.  

In this chapter, I have described a recent case involving the legislation guiding organ donation 

legislation in the United Kingdom, how the approach of the public health campaign has 

changed over time, with public response to the early campaign efforts as one of its guiding 

principles. I suggested that recent action to improve public health by increasing the number 

of donors after brain death was not at risk of becoming a programme of forced organ 

collection because of safeguards maintained by public health authorities, even though the 

national organ donor network acted independently as a service provider, outside local 

authorities and separate from central government. The national organ donation campaign 

to encourage donation behaviour and raise awareness avoided becoming emotionally 

manipulative and was not coercive propaganda. The campaign used some recognisable 

nudge techniques from behavioural insights theory which are nevertheless controversial, in 

some ways capitalising on irrational status quo bias towards defaults, but increasing the 

salience of decisions for choosing agents, the outcomes of which would be urgent and 

present to other, distant, people.  

The campaign asked individuals to make a decision that would likely benefit other persons 

after their own death (as the most common scenario for organ donation is donation after 

brain death). On this basis, because the campaign appealed to a shared commitment to the 

flourishing of the group, the organ donation campaign seemed sufficiently ethically similar 

to a possible future case of human gene editing in which individuals could take an interest 

and contribute by commitment to pursue species’ goals rather than to fear medical 

interventions (i.e., in contrast with personal hygiene, vaccinations, and other public health 

responsibilities with more immediate personal rewards).  
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The sudden emergence of HGE and human enhancement medicine into the public eye as the 

plausible future for general medicine has the potential to surprise the public and cause 

alarm, compounding existing tendencies towards apprehension about technological 

medicine. Transhumanism approaches fundamental conceptions of health and wellbeing 

through the lens of core human capacities which can nonetheless be improved upon, and it 

is insufficient to rely on assurances that enhancement interventions will be part of the 

healthcare service by the time they are patient ready. Technology that aims to change human 

core capacities seems existentially challenging in a way that could prime the public to react 

negatively to emerging enhancement medicine, particularly in the area of genetic editing. 

The ethically appropriate approach to enhancement medicine should not rush human trials 

and it would be naïve to expect universally positive responses to events like Shenzhen, given 

its ethical shortcomings. An ethical and democratic approach also should not allow inertia to 

contribute to apathy about enhancement medicine. Without deliberate and careful 

management of attitudes to enhancement, the high likelihood is that events like the 

Shenzhen trial risk causing long-term damage to the progress and perception of 

enhancement medicine. 

The campaign did not ignore the role of emotions in collective responsibility for deaths on 

the organ waiting lists. The organ donation campaign also used emotive content, with 

messages targeting fear, guilt, pride, and commitment to shared responsibilities. This 

approach is not uncommon in public health, and in the next chapter I will examine the weight 

of emotional reasons in clinical decision-making about engagement with medical human 

enhancement as part of a complex social and politically charged public health project.  
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6  

Justifying Emotional Nudges in Public Health                

Nudges sometimes engage strong emotions to reframe issues as salient and urgent to 

individuals. Can this be truly constructive, given the need for democratic public debate 

about emerging technology and novel applications of medical technology? 

 

Introduction 

In A3 I asked whether, although emotions are not in conflict with reasons but are part of 

reason, the emotions that guide decisions about emerging technology might amount to less 

valuable reasons, for example if anxiety or disgust about the unfamiliar are categorically 

more likely to lead to worse outcomes via conservativism and stagnation. In the face of a 

need for people to undertake reflective deliberation about what they feel and what they 

prefer, it seems counterintuitive for the work to be done by nudges.  

If it can be negligent or irresponsible to allow oneself to be guided by intuitions without 

reflection, opening the door for decisions made from bias without any attempt at rational 

consideration, it also seems acceptable that such decisions could ethically be modified by 

libertarian interventions. In B2 I argued that such interventions, rather than atrophying the 

capacity to reflect and develop reasons, can promote reflection, and protect against 

accidental harm from poor choices while they do so. Studies have shown that many effects 

of unconscious bias, for example social prejudices, can be overcome by prompting. Once the 

bias is identified, reflective self-inspection of motives and desires follows and, in many cases, 

the effect of the bias on choice vanishes.311 If deliberate framing of the issue could mean that 

the need to reflect differently were made apparent to the individual, it seems possible that 

behaviour would better match reflective preferences rather than unconscious influences, for 

example where the injustice of prejudice is apprehended, rather than merely understood.  

Critics of transhumanism have asked what will happen to human emotional states when 

human bodies are enhanced, particularly if cognitive capacities are changed. I will focus on 

the following criticisms of human enhancement in terms of its negative emotional effect on 

decision-making, justice, and social cohesion: 

First, the criticism that greatly elongated life, the absence of death, or negligible senescence 

of cells leading to greater robustness against ageing, would also lead to boredom amounting 
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to meaningless life. I will agree with conclusions from the literature on boredom and 

immortality, that only true eternity risks seriously undermining the meaningful activities of 

human being, whereas greatly elongated or otherwise improved life does not.312 However, I 

suggest the kind of concern that the boredom criticism of negligible senescence represents 

is also present in general attitudes to enhancement and contributes to an intuitive 

misapprehension of bodily suffering as valuable and productive. This may often be the case 

but does not mean suffering is important to a valuable or productive experience of life, nor 

that it should be favoured over the reduction of suffering from enhancement.  

Second, the concern that enhancement would create division, undermining the shared and 

universal bond of ‘what it is like to be a human being’, that this shared bond is fundamental 

to systems of cooperation and so enhancement could undermine the foundations of justice 

and fairness. Hughes explains that libertarian transhumanists must engage with democracy, 

since ‘only alliances with other cultural and biological minorities, and a strong liberal 

democratic society and state can ensure that posthumans are not persecuted’.313 Critics of 

transhumanism have expressed concern about similarities to eugenics and argue that the 

unenhanced seem much more likely to be persecuted or to become undesirable outcomes 

of reproduction, in societies where enhanced individuals are the goal.  

Criticisms of enhancement from arguments about emotional difference raise the problem 

that no matter the policy put in place to ensure democracy in delivery and distribution of 

resources, equity and security of minority groups, once the fundamental connection of 

human beings through shared core capacities is lost, justice is at risk. In such a situation, the 

pressure on individuals to become part of the ‘in-group’ would be too great for true 

autonomy in choosing enhancement. 

Part of the reason for a lack of positive engagement with transhumanism is doubtless a 

general tendency to prefer the known over the unknown, and a preference to avoid 

unknown risks without social support, and for inertia. Though these tendencies can be a 

valuable and constructive part of reasoning, and emotional responses are essential for 

informed meaningful consent, they can also lead to irrational outcomes where emotion 

changes the salience and urgency of certain risks or goals. Sunstein explains variation 

between individual willingness to ‘take the leap’ away from social convention as something 

that is not tied to particular political views, but simply varies across populations, and in 

general the minority of people are willing to act unsupported by their peers, in most kinds of 

risk-taking scenarios, at least most of the time.314 In A3, I suggested that the challenge for 
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policymakers would be to avoid putting too many people in a position where they must mask 

their strong beliefs to avoid condemnation from peers, but allowing that policy could still 

make an impact on social norms such that undesirable behaviour does not persist and ill-

adapted views do not lead to stagnation.  

When emotional reasons to do something out of the ordinary do not align well with an 

individual’s reflective views, or where reflective preferences are not fully formed because 

emotional reasons for action appear more salient at the time, for example in matters that 

appear to be matters of straightforward preference like tastes, individuals should be 

responsible for engaging with their own reasons and preferences in an active way. In general, 

it is important that individuals are responsible for their own emotional states and 

preferences, rather than emotional reason relying on intervention from authority, but this 

does not mean that emotional reasons are off-limits to policy. The use of (libertarian) 

authority to improve the choice architecture is still justifiable in some cases that appear to 

be about tastes, for example about satisfactory conflict resolution, social security, and just 

treatment of others. In this chapter, I suggest that the use of strong emotion in public health 

campaigns is more acceptable when it draws attention to commitments and responsibilities 

to others and avoids categorisation as negative propaganda though it may be a kind of 

propaganda more generally construed.   

Because of the likelihood that transhumanism as human enhancement medicine will provoke 

negative affective responses for many people, based on the existing understanding of 

technostress and technophobia, such interventions are ethically justifiable, in the way they 

have been justifiable for previous public health problems.  

 

Background 

How technology can be integrated poorly, an example from outside healthcare. 

Biometrics have been used in schools in the United Kingdom for around two decades, with 

schoolchildren learning how to use their thumbprints for locker and library access, school 

lunches, and as a measure of attendance from an early age in many UK schools since the 

early 2000s. Legislation to govern the protection of databases to secure privacy of biometric 

data came later, in 2012.315 Concerns over Human Rights violations316 and the issue of 

parental consent317 followed and, later still in 2007, the UK Government began to discuss 

stakeholder and external discussion of the application of biometric technology in schools, at 
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which point the practice was normalised in a large number of UK schools, rising again 

between 2007 and 2009.318 The order in which the implementation of this application of 

biometrics took place was widely criticised as an attempt to lower the resistance that would 

be encountered by surveillance measures from a generation of youngsters.319  

As Agogo and Hess320 explain, the modern world ‘is flooded with technology’ giving people 

‘little choice whether or not to avoid it.’ This can place stress on relationships with 

technology which can become focused on particular applications of technology and can 

quickly become controversies in cases like the use of biometrics in schools. When the order 

of the introduction of technology to society does not seem to respect the expectation that 

there will be democratic processes like consensus reporting and public debate, when the use 

of authority does not appear to value public opinion, or to require public engagement or 

awareness before proceeding with plans. The negative affect relating to unwanted 

interactions with technology can be severe for individuals who experience technostress and 

anxiety,321 but the more mundane negative effects of unpleasant affective responses to 

technology can also be harmful and are experienced by many people as fear of technological 

change and protectiveness about the status quo.  

Medical practitioners are not always keen for technological interventions or new areas of 

medical intervention on the body to be incorporated into the medical professional domain. 

The ‘reluctant medicalization’322 of abortion in 1960s Scottish abortion law reform was a 

reluctance against the effective monopoly on the practice of procedures to terminate 

pregnancy. Terminations had previously been a common law offence in Scotland but were 

effectively given over to the jurisdiction of medical expertise, wherein medical professionals 

could exercise the freedom of their best medical advice, for their individual patients, if the 

medical condition of the patient made termination the best course of action.323  

“[I]t was possible for a medical practitioner, acting in good faith in the interests of the health 

or welfare of his patient, to terminate a pregnancy after a careful study of all the 

circumstances of the case, and after due consultation with appropriate medical specialists. 

Thus, abortion was only a crime in Scotland if criminal intent could be proved, a doctor having 

freedom to practise medicine in this type of case, as in all others, according to his clinical 

judgement”324  

In an interesting footnote from Davis and Davidson’s 2006 paper, the confusion and social 

tension about terminations for even reasons relating to the wellbeing of the patient are clear, 

with the continued anonymity and confidentiality of these statements going some way to 
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demonstrate how controversial and charged the termination of pregnancy was, in relatively 

recent decades leading to decriminalisation, and which to some extent remains present in 

abortion law in many jurisdictions globally. 

“Oral testimony suggests that indications other than of an emergency medical nature were 

little used, most doctors believing social and psychological grounds to be illegal. Transcripts 

of a series of interviews with retired general practitioners, gynaecologists and psychiatrists, 

Apr. 2003 to Apr. 2004, are held by Gayle Davis. These were granted on condition of 

anonymity and confidentiality and are not available for consultation.”325 

The social consequences and the harm that came from confusion about the scope of medical 

jurisdiction, because medical care was governed so severely by social consequences, affected 

patients and practitioners. Davis and Davidson describe one of the only criminal cases that 

was brought against trained medical practitioners for carrying out termination, during the 

1960s in Scotland, explaining that the case was singular, and likely came about because the 

nature of the procedures was commercial and correspondingly lacking the standard of care 

that was expected of the medical profession, favouring financial profit ‘rather than being 

performed in good faith for therapeutic reasons.’326 The police were happy for the medical 

profession to act within their professional domain, and were not intent on prosecuting 

trained clinicians for carrying out their best judgement, nonetheless the stigma about 

termination led to medical reluctance, both to carry out the procedures and for the 

procedures to be designated to medicine.327 

Open discussion about social taboos can be very challenging and cause great social division, 

as the abortion reform case shows. Early reform laws in the UK were driven by a few medical 

professionals who saw the enormous need for social change to reduce the suffering, and 

medical procedures which would allow ‘freedom from excessive fertility’328 and improve life 

expectancy and quality of life. Their proposed measures to carefully legislate to allow 

termination for social and psychological reasons were compared unfavourably with eugenics 

strategies, and concerns were expressed about ill-informed patients accessing services that 

would harm them, without fully appreciating what was at stake. Discussion about the 

reasons women would seek out termination of pregnancy was also heavily embedded with 

discussion of emotional reasons for choice, and emotional ways to dissuade patients from 

undergoing treatment, which persists in many jurisdictions today.329  

A dialogue which is ongoing, and often involves persuasive and even coercive measures, is 

the issue of mandatory ultrasound procedures before terminations can be carried out. There 
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are now several US states where the US Supreme Court has upheld the law that women must 

see the image produced by an abdominal ultrasound scan prior to termination, and where 

clinicians must capture the ultrasound image and deliver a ‘detailed description’ of the fetus 

to the patient before the termination procedure. (See for example Guardian 2019, and other 

global reporting on the forced abortion ultrasound laws which are enforced in the US states 

of Kentucky Tennessee, Louisiana, Wisconsin, and Texas, as of July 2021.) Laws of this kind 

have been criticised for their cruelty and insignificance to medical outcomes but have been 

supported by various factions of the pro-life lobby in the United States. The more charitable 

reading of such laws is that they are an attempt to ensure the patient is fully emotionally 

aware of the consequences of their medical treatment, but this justification fails, partly 

because the procedure requires a trans-vaginal ultrasound, a forced additional procedure 

which is uncomfortable and invasive, and does not add information relevant to the medical 

outcomes of the procedure or the clinical expertise given by the doctor to their patient. 

Consent in medical settings cannot be called informed in the sense that is important for 

patient wellbeing if it lacks the element of emotional appreciation for the consequences of 

choice, but the overinvolvement or the abuse of emotion in a clinical setting, as the 

‘heartbeat’ laws demonstrate, do not serve to strengthen individual capacity for free, 

informed, rational consent. Charland identifies that an individual without the capacity to feel 

emotions would not be satisfactorily competent to consent, in the sense required of clinical 

decision-making.330 Such an individual, although they would be able to grasp that clinical 

expertise was relevant to their physical condition, might not be able to imbue meaning to 

choices, or value to outcomes.331 In the case of ‘heartbeat’ ultrasounds, the legal 

requirement of procedures that are medically unnecessary,332 misleading,333 and have been 

called ‘psychological torture’ attempt to force patients to feel certain emotions, to dissuade 

them from undergoing medical treatment. The legislation has led many clinicians to question 

the intervention of legislation into this area of medical practice, expressing similar views to 

those of Baird and the Metropolitan Police in 1960s Glasgow, as described by Davis and 

Davidson, that expertise in the professional domain should be allowed to proceed 

unfettered, within reason, once an issue has been designated to the medical domain. 

Deliberately engaging the emotions of a patient at the time of their decisions must be done 

with their medical best interest in mind, and should not be driven by social norms about, for 

example, the importance of the nuclear family or the teachings of any religious organisation. 

Nussbaum captures the spirit of the requirement that just societies should engage with 

emotions even though they drive a default, in her description of public art: 
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“Public artworks have to set a default option; the only alternative is to have no public art at 

all, or only art of such stunning mediocrity that it communicates nothing.”334  

Although establishing a default in the engagement of public emotion is one of the criteria of 

good public engagement, because one of the stipulations of nudging as libertarian is that it 

should leave the choice set unaltered, it would be unreasonable for interventions addressing 

emotional reasons to rule out particular affective responses altogether, if they had not been 

unacceptable before. To return to the cafeteria example, the carefully organised display 

positions of the carrot sticks and fries could hardly still be called a nudge if the choice of fries 

meant diners could expect scrutiny about the emotional state that led to an unhealthy choice 

of fries, or intervention to insist that their choice of carrot sticks should be made cheerfully, 

unlikely as the eventuality seems in the cafeteria setting. When authorities nudge but do not 

prohibit, they should be careful not to make the affective state of individuals the focus of 

negative attention when they do not follow in the direction of the nudge, and not to 

pathologise or demonise dissent. An example can also be seen in the rhetoric of public 

debate about birth control and termination of pregnancies, where proponents of safe, legal 

medical provision of reproductive care identify their position as ‘pro choice’ rather than ‘pro 

abortion in x, y and z defined circumstances’.  

Behavioural insights work in public health should not use emotions to make certain choices 

more vulnerable to peer criticism. In case policy interventions invite others to respond 

negatively, or where interventions risk changing the choice-set too much to be described as 

nudges, they  no longer promote reflective deliberation about emotions and reasons for 

medical preferences, but rather increase the number of people in a position where they must 

mask their strong beliefs to avoid condemnation from peers .335 In such a case, individuals 

would be acting to avoid the negative social consequences of dissent, rather than because 

the choice architecture had enabled self-reflection about the connection between their 

immediate behaviour and wider values. 

 

Nussbaum’s argument for targeting values and emotions rather than merely actions 

Nussbaum places the capacity for emotions central to the requirements for maintaining a 

just society. Emotions in general, like fear, guilt, pride, and disgust, and the culturally shared 

values integral to political emotions more particularly, determine people’s commitments. 

Commitments made by individuals to shared goals increase the bonds of shared culture (i.e., 
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those cultural bonds between individuals realised in poetry, music, public festivals, and 

theatre) and social cohesion. These not only create good feeling and individual feelings of 

belonging but also discourage people from treating others as means instead of ends when it 

would better serve self-interest. As the result of good feeling, a sense of belonging and 

participating in culture, and resistance against individuals becoming mere means, an 

emotional (loving) society becomes more egalitarian and more just336.  

Nussbaum’s account describes emotions as object focused and involving evaluations. 

Consistent with the contemporary cognitive accounts337 this definition does not set emotions 

apart from, but places them central to the work of believing, valuing, and deciding rationally. 

So shared cultural beliefs and values, with awareness of shared cultural beliefs and values, 

propagates justice because it encourages just behaviour between individuals without the 

need for authoritarian control or coercion. Justice, according to Nussbaum’s account, is fair 

and equitable treatment of individuals, regardless of characteristics like race, gender, or 

social status, and regardless of their potential utility. Justice, as egalitarian treatment, and 

freedom from persecution, rely on individuals treating each other as ends in themselves 

rather than behaving differently to those individuals who do not further one’s project, or 

who pursue different goals. Justice relies on individuals receiving fair and equitable 

treatment whilst being afforded the freedom to express dissent and difference of opinion.  

The clash of libertarianism and egalitarianism, also a longstanding philosophical problem, is 

addressed by Nussbaum’s account of justice, which also helps make sense of criticisms of 

enhancement medicine. In particular, the need for shared beliefs and values supports 

criticism on the grounds that distributive justice would not be best served by promoting 

research into enhancement, even if enhancement meant better healthcare and more 

individual freedom of body. Because of the potential for enhancements to change the core 

capacities of some individuals (their lifespans, health-spans, and cognition), the political 

concern about enhancement medicine is not that an ideal human nature would be lost or 

changed, rather that the enhanced and unenhanced might lose the shared emotions that 

allow for just society.  

Given the possibility that the enhanced would experience different emotions from the 

unenhanced, it is also possible that the shared emotions of just society, the condition for just 

behaviour between individuals that does not need authoritarian control, would be lost. 

Given the need to promote justice in fair and equitable societies, there follows the concern 
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that enhanced individuals might no longer perceive their fellow citizens as capable of sharing 

artistic, cultural, and emotional sensibilities, and would act unjustly towards them as a result.  

Bernard Williams wrote that the life of Elina Makropulos became pervasively empty and 

painful to her because it lacked meaning. This meaninglessness was caused by boredom as 

she struggled to live three hundred years as the same forty-year-old woman. Williams 

intended the example in support of his argument that immortal beings would all, necessarily, 

feel boredom and become tired of life in this way (called the Necessary Boredom Thesis). 

The truth of Williams’ thesis would make death, if not good, then at least a comparable good. 

This concern about enhancement contains but is not limited to the necessary boredom 

thesis, that a long life without change through ageing would be miserable and would lead to 

alienation from other human beings. The suggestion that boredom reduces or removes the 

potential for life to be meaningful has been addressed in an emerging literature on the 

philosophy of emotion, wherein boredom is divided between the experience of life as dull, 

temporarily, such that immediate joy is lost in the activities of the day, and the kind of 

existentially challenging loss of interest in life which seems more like the criticism of 

enhanced life. Fischer and Mitchell-Yellin338 have argued that many events in a very long, 

even truly immortal, life would not lose their meaning by repetition because of the innate 

value or comparative impermanence of other features of life and events, even when the life 

itself seemed permanent. There would always be a chance that some activities and 

experiences continued to be meaningful. It seems unlikely, for instance, that EM would 

become bored the experience of her own children growing into adults, or at least no more 

at risk than an unenhanced person. Nor does it seem likely that she would grow tired 

travelling to see historical artefacts which were decaying or were newly discovered if these 

things had been interesting to her unenhanced self, unless the conscious value of the things 

was tied to her own vulnerability. Bortolotti and Nagasawa339 have argued that situational 

boredom seemed to be the kind afflicting EM in her repeated exposure to similar life 

experiences. Though EM tired of things seeming the same, there is insufficient reason to 

suppose that a life untroubled by cancer or loss of mobility would contribute to habitual, 

pervasive boredom, and loss of meaning in the Makropulos opera. Realistically, the 

experience of the things themselves could remain meaningful as could a gradual shift in EM’s 

overall desires, not on the basis of bodily change through ageing but through new experience 

of the external world. For instance, having become a great opera singer, fully realised the 

potential of that career, felt its success, it is hard to imagine EM would have no interest at all 

in mastering another form of musical performance in reality, but fictional accounts portray 
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deathlessness as existentially troubling, and the narrative persists in conflict with more 

specific preferences about the value of long life and palliative care to reduce pain from age-

related decline. There is huge variety in the responsiveness of individuals to boredom, in 

particular to situational boredom, but also perhaps to tendency towards habitual boredom, 

and there have been links drawn between boredom proneness and various mental health 

issues such as addiction, poor judgement of risk, and depression, for instance.   

Critics of bodily enhancement agree340 that even if the alienation of the enhanced from 

meaning is not certain, any chance of such a split between the enhanced and unenhanced is 

too great a risk to justify enhancement.341 Sparrow suggests that the pursuit of human 

enhancement can only eventuate in a ‘rat race’ where generations and demographic groups 

compete and aim to outdo each other, causing unjust distribution of resources and goods. It 

appears that either consequence of such a loss of shared humanity, from divisions either of 

preferences an experience of meaning, or from the brute competition of the enhanced and 

unenhanced would reduce the quality of life of many and would not be desirable. 

I have suggested that nudges are a promising solution to the difficulty arising from 

enhancement as people must often be persuaded to behave in socially responsible ways, 

guided by their rational preference for the ethical pursuit of public health in a democracy. A 

further complication for transhumanism is that enhancement might create an incentive for 

some to succeed and diminish the flourishing of others who prefer not to engage with 

enhancement. In the literature on technophobia and technostress responses, two affective 

states towards technology342 predominate. The first is that technology can improve life, take 

away tedious or painful tasks from human beings and reduce suffering, giving more time for 

leisure. The second is that technology represents a risk to human superiority, could 

undermine the unique capacities of human reasoning and ingenuity, and take jobs away from 

human workers who are not trained to find employment elsewhere.  

In chapter 5 I argued that emotional constraints constitute real barriers to individuals 

receiving good medical care, particularly for vulnerable groups or those with marginalised 

religious beliefs that influence healthcare preferences but might not be widely accepted as 

‘good enough reason’ to diverge from medical advice.343 I have also argued that emotions 

should be the subject and target of public health nudges in cases where emotional reasons 

are involved in maintaining the status quo, just as much as actions should be the target of 

nudges where action is undertaken unconsciously or out of habit. In the case of organ donor 

behaviour, the public health issue of organ shortages was improved not only by changes in 
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infrastructure to make donations more likely to succeed but by a sheer improvement in the 

number of donated organs, once the public both knew and felt that organ donation was 

important to them personally. Numbers began to rise before the legislative change from opt-

in to opt-out was enacted in 2020.344 In the case of enhancement, it is not only important 

that people understand and appreciate how enhancement could be personally beneficial 

(salient and attractive to them, personally) but also that apparently salient and attractive 

propositions relating to novel technology are not a source of anxiety. 

A further concern, given the evidence that the dark side of affective responses to technology 

seem to be experienced by a significant proportion of populations, is that division between 

people who experience technostress about medical interventions and those who do not is 

inevitable, and that some individuals simply will not flourish as life becomes more 

technological. Affective division about enhancement could become particularly damaging if 

enhancement, like personal computing technology, reached the point where its use was 

ubiquitous, inescapable, and necessary for individuals to participate in activities of everyday 

life.  

Divergence of political emotions that change accessibility, rather than the divergence of core 

capacities appears to pose a risk to social cohesion. The result of divergence of affective 

responses, in matters requiring general agreement for social order and cooperation, risks 

either increased authoritarianism to recreate public order, or else public disorder and non-

cooperation from low interference and emotional divergence. So, aiming to avoid a serious 

divergence of political emotion in response to enhancement through the absence of a 

deliberately beneficial choice architecture also means work to avoid the damaging social 

problems that might be predicted as the result of disagreement about technology, more than 

division caused by living alongside those with different capacities.  

Nussbaum’s argument that shared political emotions in general, and love in particular, 

matter for justice draws a distinction between the justifiable and the less justifiable ways 

governments might aim to influence the feelings of individuals.345 The work of governments 

to promote certain kinds of shared values and shared emotions, such as condoning and 

promoting pride in the anti-racist views celebrated on Martin Luther King Jr. Day, for 

example, is justifiable. According to Nussbaum’s distinction, this promotion of value and 

emotion does not attempt to control matters of personal preference that should be 

acceptable to others in the society. In contract, government promotion of the doctrine of a 
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particular religion would aim to promote one acceptable value or preference over other 

socially acceptable values and preferences and would be unjustifiable.346 

Emotional divergence between the enhanced and unenhanced seems likely either to 

increase division or necessitate an increase in authoritarian rule and forced homogeneity of 

behaviour. In previous chapters, I have aimed to demonstrate that the outcomes of public 

health campaigns can be significantly improved with emotional nudges that balance liberty 

and benevolent paternalism, while ignoring emotional choice architecture for decisions 

about new technology can leave a lasting discomfort with technology in general that hinders 

creative implementation of possible medical enhancements in particular. As a consequence 

of accepting Nussbaum’s argument, that emotions and shared values are important for 

maintaining justice and that some emotions and shared values are justifiable targets of 

authoritarian intervention, it is still important to demonstrate that the emotions and values 

involved in resistance against opportunities for medical enhancement are similarly justifiable 

targets of intervention, and that the lack of cohesion in emotions about enhancement would 

be politically divisive, bearing the risks to justice that Nussbaum identifies.  

In a case addressed by Nussbaum, the divisions to be healed are structural and prevalent. 

Nussbaum draws out the difference when a society that marks Martin Luther King Jr.’s 

birthday, annually to uphold a commitment to tackle racism, deliberately does not celebrate 

or hold up certain religious belief systems over others.347  

Nussbaum348 has also suggested that intervention can be justified, to catalyse a kind of 

healing and cohesion through feeling where societies encounter alienation and division. She 

argues intervention is needed in the United States, where one solution could be the 

reintroduction of compulsory national service, to bring a generation of young people 

together.349 Compulsory service, given a shared common trial to overcome, would better all 

young people regardless of social class, race, gender, or political views. One further aim 

satisfied by national service in particular is that a generation of young people, across other 

demographics, might interact with a more diverse group of people under shared conditions 

of struggle. As a means to overcome endemic problems like racism and homophobia caused 

by ignorance from simply never experiencing diversity, creating shared feelings, love, and 

justice even in this way does seem attractive.   

Although the suggestion of national service is well motivated, in aiming to foster shared 

values and awareness of shared values, intervention to create and enforce a new state 

mandated obligation has seemed less justifiable than other less authoritarian programmes 
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involving education and incentives to good behaviour. Insofar as it aims to smooth out 

inequalities and prejudices through mandatory participation in a group project, the 

suggestion of national service goes further than a nudge account of behaviour management 

could support, as the first action taken. However, it is not in aiming to address wider social 

responsibilities through emotions and values (commitments to justice, to love others, to 

treat others as comrades), that participation in national service seems overambitious. 

Rather, that the shared values involved in military service are not universally respected or 

accepted in the way responsibilities and preferences for health and wellbeing are respected 

and accepted on reflection.   

Nussbaum's suggestion that shared feeling is necessary for just society seems correct, and 

interventions to foster shared feeling relevant to the issue at hand are important for public 

health as for social justice relating to structural racial inequality.350 

 

Would nudges guide people away from their own beneficial intuitions about medical 

bodily enhancement? 

In chapter 5, Heritable Gene Editing (HGE) was described both in terms of its transhumanist 

potential, as a means to enhance human core capacities, and as an emerging perceived 

threat to our species’ wellbeing. As an existing medical case in need of global by regulating 

bodies, and national legislation to contain the work of independent laboratories, as well as 

a kind of success for the transhumanist project, HGE is philosophically interesting. 

Judgements about what can be ethical and acceptable in the development and use of 

enhancement are already being made, globally, about HGE practices, and these decisions will 

shape future enhancement medicine. Public reactions generated about HGE in the wake of 

an announcement about its first documented use on human beings coming to light in 2018, 

included concerns about taking control of our own species’ evolutionary bus.351 I have 

mentioned the difficulty that can come when technologies are applied without public 

engagement with a new application, or with a known application in a new setting. The use 

of biometrics in prisons was accepted as a control measure to offer social security and to 

manage prisoners but was not readily accepted in schools, where parents felt that they 

should have been consulted as primary caregivers and should not have been effectively 

surprised with the revelation that their children were familiar with biometric scanners as a 

way to access learning facilities.352  
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Because unlawful and unregulated human testing rightly causes panic, confusion, bad 

feeling, and mistrust of new applications of beneficial technology, many negative responses 

to HGE technology can be expected if human trials are not approached with care. Shenzhen 

demonstrates that erroneous events also risk prompting negative affective responses that 

misdirect public debate about enhancement. Because the risk of misuse of enhancement 

technology is not negligible, not all fear or disgust is unwarranted, and this might seem to 

make deliberately encouraging optimistic attitudes seem misguided and even distasteful. In 

justifying the application of the same nudge systems defended in B2 about the organ 

donation case to the global transhumanist case of HGE, this chapter has argued that global 

feelings of disgust and anxiety are not often defended by individuals on reflection or about 

particular applications of the technology, are not beneficial to public health, and can 

therefore be justifiably nudged.  

McConnell and Kennett353 address the claim that disgust and repugnance about bodily 

interventions and political views indicate a kind of ‘deep wisdom’ about human experience 

and human meaning which cannot be described by reason but captures the fundamental 

sense of what is importantly human and worth protecting.354 The arbitrariness of protecting 

some natural phenomena and not others, and the apparent short-sightedness of assuming 

that all human beings conform to one view of what is natural and that such judgements have 

not changed over time, in terms of behaviour and social organisation, are two reasons to 

reject this claim about the role of disgust in morality. McConnell and Kennett present a third 

reason, because Kass proposes that feelings of repugnance based on deeper wisdom about 

human life are distinguishable from general unease about interactions with the unfamiliar.355 

McConnell and Kennett reject the claim that the two feelings of discomfort are so easily 

recognisable and suggest that the evidence from psychological studies into social behaviour 

demonstrates how easily moral judgements can be influenced by environment and other 

incidental factors.356  

Even supposing the existence of a deeper wisdom that disgust and repugnance make 

available to us when confronted with certain events or technologies, it is possible that such 

wisdom could nevertheless be masked or confounded by environmental factors like warm 

cups or untidy desks. The complexity of neuroscientific explanations of feeling, on this 

reading of the experience of emotion as a signal of moral truth would still allow that there 

was something to be protected and attended to at the heart of human experience. A 

negative affective response to, for example cloning or face transplants, might still signal that 

truth even though its effects were less likely to be felt by individuals who i.e., felt financially 
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stable, were holding a warm mug, or had been otherwise primed to feel more comfortable 

in the moment, by confounding factors.  

However, this description of the role of emotions in evaluative decision-making does not 

follow from the increasingly well-supported understanding of affective responses to stimuli 

as the result of a combination of social cues, reference to physiological states of the body, 

and reason-tracking heuristics from past experiences (memories, but not necessarily 

consciously reflected upon).357  Though basic emotions that inform complex decisions about 

safety and morality may be rooted in deeper inherited characteristics of societies or 

hierarchies, this inheritance is also traceable to primate dominance hierarchies, and does not 

seem sufficient to make a judgement that an apparently deeper feeling is the better guide 

to moral truth despite social change.   

When presenting policy decisions to the public, it has been suggested that the role of 

emotions in evaluation is diminished when a choice eliciting emotional evaluation is 

presented alongside a choice requiring a cognitive mode of evaluation.358 This kind of joint 

presentation of options seems salient to public health concerns, where more than one mode 

of deliberation about the best course of action operate at the time a decision about, for 

example vaccination, organ donation, genetic enhancement, takes place. Joint presentation 

might also diminish the role of emotions like disgust and fear in the evaluation of novel 

applications of technology, because of the engagement of higher cognitive emotions and 

reflective reasons alongside intuitions. 

Evidence from neurological and behavioural studies does not support the view that there is 

a deeper and more significant feeling of aversion to morally harmful stimuli which, although 

it may be misdirected by a warm coffee cup, holds the fundamental truth of the matter, nor 

does the strength or force of intuition remain stable. In decisions where there is a collective 

as well as a personal outcome to be considered, joint presentation of issues act as a nudge 

on behaviour that does not restrict choice or deny emotion altogether but makes a strong 

negative affective response less likely.  

 

Misapprehension of transhumanism in shock reporting and overemphasis on technology as 

an intervention on the natural.  

Bostrom and Ord explore the consequences of a general bias against changes to the status 

quo. The experiment asked participants to judge the moral acceptability of actions taken by 
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an authority, where the cognitive capacity of a large population was at stake and found most 

were content for authorities to intervene positively, to maintain the status quo against 

negative effects, but were less happy for authorities to intervene positively to improve on 

the status quo.359  

In the case of medical interventions to change the core capacity of human beings, the 

consequences of this generalised bias in favour of the status quo are clear. Treatments which 

change the capacity of individuals to maintain the status quo tend to be considered more 

acceptable than enhancements, which also change the capacity of individuals but beyond 

the range accepted as normal. This difference is addressed in particular depth in the 

philosophical literature on cognitive and moral enhancements, where the concern is that 

even an entirely positive (i.e., very low risk of off-target effects, unlikely to be abused by 

future societies or governments) intervention to improve capacity might undermine identity 

or agency. An example of this kind of preference against enhancement despite well-

understood risks and benefits can be found in discussions about sporting and competitive 

events, where the concern is that some athletes would have an unfair advantage over their 

unenhanced colleagues.360  

In many cases of human enhancement research targeting health-span and lifespan, the most 

immediate benefit for individuals is reduced risk from the diseases of old age. Clinical trials 

to reduce the incidence of heart disease, diabetes, kidney disease, and obesity in old mice, 

mean enhancement achieved by genetic editing seems more like treatment to preserve a 

bodily status quo than enhancement. Much of the anti-ageing research carried out, including 

gene editing with the most potential to lead to human enhancement treat illnesses rather 

than making radical bodily changes. Because ageing and age-related loss of function are not 

the result of a single failure, a single weak organ, or a problem with a single gene, recent 

attempts to reduce and limit the damage of ageing which results in disease target multiple 

genes at once. Approaching anti-ageing medicine as a ‘combination therapy’, targeting two 

or more genes known to be linked to deterioration in one treatment, has already seen some 

success. The Harvard Church lab. Have discovered that targeting two of the three genes 

identified had positive consequences, reducing heart disease, kidney disease, diabetes, and 

obesity in mice, though combining all three therapies at once had detrimental effects. The 

team concluded that although all combinations are not necessarily beneficial, “holistically 

addressing aging via gene therapy could be more effective than the piecemeal approach that 

currently exists.”361 
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This change in approach, holistically targeting the genetic causes of ageing as combined 

therapy, to increase the health-span of mice, is also likely to increase lifespan, and Church 

identifies the research as a milestone toward reducing the likely side effects that result from 

administering multiple separate gene therapies, or from conventional treatment for multiple 

age-related conditions via medications.  

Fear and disgust about enhancement medicine tend to be about individual isolated 

enhancements carried out on animal test subjects or by amateurs and are bound to be more 

likely to cause the kinds of emotions that make enhancement feel generally unappealing.362 

Messages from the media about the surprise and excitement of technologies like self-

enhancement ‘kits’ or apparent leaps towards deathless life (pig heads kept alive without 

bodies, and similar reports of experiments with body-shock news appeal) could be 

moderated with messages akin to the behavioural insights that reframed tax payments, or 

the feedback reporting that increased open support for women in the workplace in Saudi.  

In the latter example, the results of private polling found that the majority of adult men in 

Saudi Arabia believed that women should be free to join the workforce but also believed that 

the majority of adult Saudi men felt differently, i.e., that women should not work. When the 

true beliefs of the demographic were reported back to participants, the study found the 

number of women at work began to increase.363 In the former, example, the message ‘you 

are in a small minority who have not yet paid their tax’ was more effective to motivate 

payment than a message suggesting non-payment was a wide problem, with many more 

culprits than timely taxpayers. By acknowledging the norm, nudges can motivate and, in 

emotionally charged cases, given appropriate targeting, can also help people understand 

that their fears and preferences are supported and shared by their peers.  

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, controversy over the use of technology in reproductive technologies was one 

example from public health that highlighted what is at stake when an individual’s emotional 

apprehension of emerging medical practices and social norms exists in tension with their 

other values and preferences. The literature on technostress and anxiety about emerging 

technology offers an explanation of what can go wrong when technology makes 

technological the previously analogue, or reshapes social differences as controllable, 

surveyable, divergences from desirable behaviour, as in the use of biometric fingerprinting 
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to track school attendance of 11- to 15-year-old children. The professional domain of 

medicine can expand to include the treatment of non-pathological conditions across a large 

subsection of the population and shrink to exclude from pathology human characteristics. 

Changes in the scope of medicine need not mean the characteristics, preferences, and 

experiences of individuals become homogenised or vilified, but there is a risk attached to 

such changes in medical domain and categorisation of pathology which should not be 

ignored by governing bodies. 

The introduction of birth control to the domain of general medical practice was a source of 

tension at the time, as many GPs resisted becoming ‘dispensaries’ for non-illness 

prescriptions, and many patients felt uneasy about seeking birth control from their GPs. I 

suggested that the introduction of birth control into the domain of general medicine, as well 

as access through designated Family Planning Clinics is comparable with the inclusion of HGE 

into general medicine. It seems likely that applications of HGE will remain part of a separate 

and distinct field of interventions into enhancement medicine while early clinical trials, but 

true accessibility requires generalisation. The introduction of birth control into the 

professional domain of general medicine reduced some issues of accessibility, though 

imperfectly, causing other tensions for patients and practitioners, particularly those in small 

and close-knit communities.364 

Some tensions about the introduction of birth control were specifically concerns about 

undermining social norms and the social order, i.e., conservative concern about preservation 

of the nuclear family, the relationship between GPs and small communities where rumour 

and personal quarrels are more likely to arise, and the intersection of medical freedom and 

religious beliefs about moral behaviour. There are significant and useful parallels between 

the challenges for reproductive medicine in the 1906s and for the reproductive medicine 

that is likely given the advent of human enhancement medicine through HGE and negligible 

senescence interventions. Birth control as a medical possibility precipitated a change in the 

relationships between women and society, and between patients and medical practitioners. 

The freedom from ‘excessive fertility’ was freedom from a burden of normal biological 

function, which carried significant emotional baggage. Reform came about despite tensions 

over the health consequences of early birth control for individuals, and fears for social 

cohesion from a break-down of the family unit, facilitated by the move of reproduction into 

the medical domain, where clinical expertise could better act as counterweight to social 

pressures. Resistance from practitioners and society reduced not only the benefits and 
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effectiveness of birth control, and the potential for patient wellbeing, but also the 

accessibility of healthcare to certain vulnerable patients.365  

Much like emerging genetic enhancements, reproductive medicine as birth control and 

abortion can improve the wellbeing of patients who are not considered unwell, and 

treatment can become necessary rather than elective because of patients’ deliberation 

about the content of their lives, and their psychological needs. Introducing enhancement as 

part of the medical domain seems likely to mean fairer access to services than if independent 

enhancements were carried out by designated clinics. Critics of transhumanism are right, 

that social values will shape engagement with technology and that there will be divisions of 

opinion, but this does not automatically mean loss of social cohesion or the capacity of a 

society to be just. 

In public health, where group cooperation is required for positive outcomes, differences of 

accessibility and differences of clinical experience across social demographics show how 

interpersonal relationships and social norms govern patient autonomy, as well as individual 

preferences and feelings. Changes to the shape of the medical professional domain, for 

example to facilitate better delivery of controversial medical care, can meet with resistance 

from the public and professionals when technology rather than social norms appear to be 

driving the introduction of new medical practices. Persistent bias that stigmatises medical 

care, if left untreated, can easily reduce the enthusiastic uptake of beneficial treatments, and 

can lead to injustice particularly during periods of fast social and scientific change where 

myths and misconceptions are more likely to colour social norms. 
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Thesis Conclusion 

 

I have aimed to demonstrate that the outcome of public health campaigns can be 

significantly improved with emotional nudges. The very recent case of organ donation shows 

how an idea can become widely accepted, over time, to the point where more invasive 

(legislative) nudges are accepted.  

I have aimed to show that the absence of a strong emotional framework, to guide reflection, 

leads to lasting damage where individuals are not able to address their biases. The 

consequence of a strong emotional framework, accepted within society, for individuals to 

arrive at their own decisions about engagement with technology is the first important step 

towards a transhumanism where individuals are not alienated by changes to their own 

bodies and core capacities.  

I have argued that the justification for intervention also helps avoid the potential public 

health crisis of enhancement fragmentation, and that these measures also reduce the need 

to worry about particularly transhumanist public health issues like the boredom of immortal 

and enhanced beings.  

With this justification to intervene and make emotional nudges, transhumanism can be an 

ethical project.  

If patients have reason to resist medical aid because of deeply entrenched attitudes against 

enhancement, the individual wellbeing of patients and public health will decline, and the 

decline is harder to address after attitudes have become well-established than before 

applications begin to become salient to laypersons as decision-makers. Where social 

pressures make a treatment less easy, attractive, social, or timely, it is unlikely people will 

seek it out, even if clinical trials show the treatment is safe and effective. One solution is to 

address negative beliefs about the novel applications of technology, and another is to change 

the choice architecture to make ‘seeking out’ beneficial options less difficult.  

I have discussed the importance of making the right interventions at the right time, to avoid 

undermining autonomy in the pursuit of enhancement. In this chapter, I have argued that 

some commonly held negative beliefs about the value of medically enhanced life, which have 

been supported by philosophical accounts of meaningful life, could present a problem for 

ethically acting on the goals of transhumanism to nudge people to choose enhancement. 

Lingering public mistrust in public health authorities and public health measures, as 
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encountered in the vaccine and some organ donation cases, suggest that the already 

vulnerable tend to suffer more when negative perceptions about safe and effective new 

treatments persist. 

The pursuit of transhumanism does not and should not rely on wishful thinking. 

Transhumanist projects need not ask people to will themselves into being enthusiastic about 

something they fear and dislike and thereby make it more acceptable.  

“The talk of believing by our volition seems, then, from one point of view, simply silly. From 

another point of view, it is worse than silly, it is vile. When one turns to the magnificent 

edifice of the physical sciences, and sees how it was reared; what thousands of disinterested 

moral lives of men lie buried in its mere foundations; what patience and postponement, what 

choking down of preference, what submission to the icy laws of outer fact are wrought into 

its very stones and mortar; how absolutely impersonal it stands in its vast augustness,--then 

how besotted and contemptible seems every little sentimentalist who comes blowing his 

voluntary smoke-wreaths, and pretending to decide things from out of his private dream!”366 

Transhumanism does not guarantee nor require that everyone will choose the same way. 

The project of general reductions in the suffering and disease burden of natural ageing and 

vulnerability can succeed if sufficient people engage, similar to organ donation cases. 

Particularly in terms of public engagement about legislative change and meaningful 

development of norms, sufficient engagement means likely improvements in interpersonal 

responsibility relating to personal health as a part of public health.   

“Our reason is quite satisfied, in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out of every thousand 

of us, if it can find a few arguments that will do to recite in case our credulity is criticised by 

someone else. Our faith is faith in someone else's faith, and in the greatest matters this is 

most the case”367 

 

Continuing progress relies also on legislative change and some public awareness of generally 

accepted guidelines. The legislative change of opt-in to opt-out in UK organ donation policy 

required some justification from public opinion polling and was an attempt to shift norms of 

public behaviour reflexively.  

“Evidently, then, our non-intellectual nature does influence our convictions. There are 

passional tendencies and volitions which run before and others which come after belief, and 
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it is only the latter that are too late for the fair; and they are not too late when the previous 

passional work has been already in their own direction.”368 

This kind of guided self-transformation is entirely compatible with the aims of the social and 

political ambitions of the transhumanist movement: provided autonomous individuals 

understand the implications of their individual contribution to a broader project.369 

Additionally, this seems to address other projected problems for greatly extended life, 

relating to boredom from lack of interest in the state of other people and stagnation. Overt 

advocacy of personal responsibility for decisions made and attitudes adopted is what 

maintains the libertarian side of the paternalist-libertarian nudge approach to social 

transformation. 

Though none of the above, relating to independent choice of exciting or stimulating projects 

as a better way for transhumanism to engage emotional responses, necessitates that the 

transhumanism case is more like choosing an ice cream flavour than an ethical code. 

Although individuals are unlikely to make decisions about enhancement based on their 

private study or analysis of scientific evidence it is not a matter of hysteria or getting swept 

along in beliefs with no basis. The best approach, mirroring other public health projects that 

encourage and reward participation is one that can attune public health responsibility and 

the values that make responsibility possible more closely to the changes that are happening.  

It is neither desirable nor necessary for success that everyone chooses the same, but it is 

essential that societies share roughly the same values, as we might find in evidence grading 

panels, consensus conference reports, and organ transplant committee decisions. There is 

the worry that forced unification, although it is instrumental in some areas it is burdensomely 

overtaxing, unreasonable or unethical but in many contexts, including panels where shared 

assumptions and values are an important starting point, continuing without an agreed 

framework of some kind is much worse than waiting to discover one. A framework is 

important to help people understand medically enhanced life, to act justly, and to avoid 

mental health pitfalls like guilt, boredom, and loneliness (alienation) that would otherwise 

undermine transhumanist medical successes.  

In this thesis, I have compared the work involved in changing the normative status of ageing 

and age-related decline to death, given the medical possibility of human enhancement, with 

other examples of efforts to change norms of behaviour and good practice in public health, 

most notably to attitudes to organ donation. I have framed transhumanism as a paradigm 

shift in medicine, where the core capacities of human beings, of longevity and cognition, are 
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matters of public health and can be improved by cooperation of the public and experts, 

guided by activists. The transhumanist approach, treating ageing as a disease and human 

capacities as open to self-transformation, requires a significant shift in public awareness and 

different responsibility about ageing, genetics, and death, which cannot be left to develop 

organically. The thesis suggests that authoritarian implementation of transhumanism and 

transhumanist values is undesirable, but that a libertarian paternalist ‘nudge’ approach is an 

ethical way to increase the likelihood that the inevitable increase in human enhancement as 

medical good practice is an ethical endeavour.  

Making public health nudges to change attitudes, to favour the uptake of transhumanism as 

its ideas become more prevalent in medicine and global approaches to membership of 

species, is more ethical than making no interventions at all. The application of nudges was 

introduced to help resolve the ethical difficulty, identified in the philosophical literature on 

human enhancement as a contradiction arising from transhumanism. Transhumanism has 

elements of both libertarianism and authoritarianism in its aims, which result in a 

contradiction about the introduction of transhumanist practices to non-transhumanist 

society. When genetic enhancements become part of general medicine, their use might 

seem to risk increasing the homogeneity of the species, or to risk forcing individuals to accept 

enhancement, with the potential to undermine bodily autonomy. I have discussed, in the 

chapter 6 discussion of computer anxiety, the importance of making the right interventions 

at the right time, to avoid undermining autonomy in a particular area of transhumanist work. 

Because it is the transhumanist goal that is the most longstanding, and also seems the most 

likely to come about, efforts to reduce human susceptibility to ageing and illness, elongating 

natural lifespans and health-spans, by means of genetic editing are the most philosophically 

exciting part of the broad transhumanist project.  

In chapters 4, 5, and 6 I have drawn comparisons between transhumanist goals, emerging 

gene editing technology, and existing medical cases. In chapter 5 in particular, I showed how 

carefully managed public awareness campaigns can help individuals change their own 

behaviour for the public good, to make smoother general public acceptance of a law to 

further support desirable behaviour. A further goal of the transhumanist in the medical 

sphere is that general medicine, transformed by genetic enhancement, would eventually 

give way to a more personalized medicine, dealing with individuals instead of one-size-fits-

all treatments, but the contradiction raised by Hughes seems to suggest that individual 

autonomy in treatment by governing bodies is under threat by technocratic changes to 

norms and preferences about the use of technology on bodies (and in everyday life).   
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Chapter 5 considered an apparently simple recent case, where a nudge was used to improve 

public health. Organ donation law in England became opt-out, rather than opt-in, with the 

aim of increasing donor numbers. The mandate for making nudge interventions which might 

infringe individual autonomy by changing the ‘choice architecture’ came from establishing 

that there was a public interest at stake, and that in general people acting against the public 

interest were not doing so by design but by inaction and inattention. When the best interest 

of the individual also benefited the population, the justification for a nudge to change choice 

architecture increased, and when the attention of the individual was focused on the 

problem, their preference for organ donation tended to become stronger.  
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Postscript About Covid-19 and the Time of Writing 

 

In the 1968 film ‘What’s so bad about feeling good?’370 a contagious airborne virus spread 

through the population of the city of New York, carried in the respiratory system of citizens 

who felt no ill-effects or consequences other than a feeling of permanent elation. The 

government, realising that general elation would result in social upheaval, diminishing 

revenue from alcohol and cigarettes, and glum acceptance of the status quo, hurriedly enact 

a system of controls and restrictions to prevent infection. Restrictions to slow the spread of 

the virus included social distancing, handwashing and mask wearing, and an attempt to catch 

the wild toucan which initially had been responsible for carrying the virus around the city. 

The New York City authorities took these measures to try to control the spread of the virus, 

to protect the economy, and maintain the status quo. For contemporary readers, elements 

of the plot may bear an eerie likeness to measures taken during the 2019 global outbreak 

and spread of the coronavirus ‘Covid-19’. 

‘What’s so bad about feeling good?’ is a farcical comment on government interference in 

public health issues. As the drama unfolds, the focus shifts from the threat of illness, as the 

virus carries no unpleasant or painful symptoms, to the threat of being controlled. In its 

portrayal of shady officials acting to ‘protect’ society against the disruption of feeling good, 

the film sent up the motives of authoritarianism, behind even well-meaning public health 

measures, wherever those measures place the group ahead of the individual and take 

measures to control individuals to that end. In the fiction, strong measures were taken by 

the authorities only when a change in public health seemed to threaten the economy, and 

the happiness of citizens seemed secondary. Having set the scene, the film follows the efforts 

of a group of radical free thinkers who resist the blithe cheeriness resulting from infection, 

and who wish to maintain their autonomous wilful scepticism, bitterness, and doubt. 

Eventually, the group are infected, and the authorities use them as guinea pigs to test a 

vaccine.  

In the recent Covid-19 crisis, the virus does not cause elation, causes suffering, organ 

damage, and death, and its long-lasting negative consequences for the health of those who 

have recovered is not yet understood. Despite this, the reach of government authority, to 

curtail freedoms and impose sanctions, has often been the subject of concern, derision, and 

revolt (the latter has been demonstrated in particular by citizens of the United States, whose 

libertarian individualist ideology is perhaps stronger than in the United Kingdom, and is 
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certainly more prevalent than in countries like China or Singapore. The vaccination rate has 

been correspondingly lower in the US, despite comparatively good availability and advice 

about vaccines). The lack of clarity about the spread of the virus and the measures being 

taken has also been the subject of scrutiny by experts, the media, and the public. That certain 

advice about mask-wearing and physical distancing were endorsed by the World Health 

Organisation was not enough to dull the injustice felt by many, whose concern was for their 

civil liberties, which seemed to be at risk. Certain scientific advice, about how best to protect 

individuals against illness and death, could not always be prioritised over the need to protect 

livelihoods and the economy. This perceived tension of values often did little to reassure the 

public that the new rules and interventions were in their best interest, and it seems likely 

that later analysis will show the tension and mistrust undermined the effectiveness of 

lockdown measures.371 

There was precedent for demanding large-scale public responsibility in the face of a public 

health crisis (mask-wearing, distancing, hand washing), from the 1918 influenza outbreak in 

Europe and the Americas. A century later, comparisons were drawn between Covid-19 

measures and the measures taken (and the behaviour demanded of the public) during the 

earlier pandemic, as well as to the famous spirit of national pride and cooperation (the 

‘wartime spirit’) shown during the Blitz. Comparison with earlier national crises may have 

helped to ease the public feeling about more draconian Covid-19 safety measures and 

punishments for breaking the rules, but there is as yet insufficient evidence that the 

comparison to wartime spirit was widely accepted by the 2020 populous of the UK, let alone 

whether it motivated an increase in social responsibility.  

When the UK government acted in the Spring of 2020, with measures leading up to the full 

‘lockdown’ in mid-March, the likely behaviour and psychology of the public were discussed, 

and seemed to be considered, by SAGE,372 and by members of the government’s advisory 

team in their media appearances. Behavioural insights of the kind introduced by the BIT to 

UK government around 2010 were involved in predictions about public reactions and were 

widely criticised in the media as a poor excuse to delay lockdown. During the first lockdown 

period and in the period of cautious re-opening of non-essential services over the summer 

of 2020, severe financial penalties were introduced for individuals breaking curfew and rules 

were introduced to punish and exclude individuals refusing to wear a mask in enclosed 

spaces like shops, on public transport, and in public buildings. Later, regional action was 

taken to close businesses, clubs, and schools for weeks and months at a time, based on the 

available data about the R-number (the rate of infectious spread between individuals). 
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Mention of the behavioural insights phenomenon that individuals might become ‘fatigued’ 

by the lockdown, and gradually lose their resolve to behave according to the new rules was 

re-addressed in public communications about public policy, when justifications were given 

for maintaining or relaxing measures at particular points. It seemed to have been accepted 

that, in order for public health to benefit from even the best laid policy, the public must agree 

that measures were worth taking, and agree that the government shared their values. It 

appeared important to certain decisions that the public agreed that the virus must be 

controlled, that they agreed with the kinds of measures required, and agreed that they 

should take individual responsibility in the matter to protect themselves, their health service, 

and others. When the first news of a vaccine was announced in early November 2020,373 

experts were cautiously optimistic, but stressed the need to manage public expectations, 

and to consider factors beyond the sheer effectiveness and existence of the vaccine, like 

distribution, priority of the most vulnerable, resistance against vaccines from some, and the 

need to persuade the public that a vaccine ‘protects others as well as oneself’.374 

This thesis was completed during a period of upheaval that was likely to be only the 

beginning of global Covid-19 related disruption. The thesis recommended nudge theory as a 

means to change public attitudes and behaviour in relation to a pressing global public health 

issue, namely the advent of large-scale transhumanist human enhancement technology. A 

multi-disciplinary analysis of the different actions taken by governments to control behaviour 

and manage expectations during the Covid-19 global crisis has been underway in sociological 

and anthropological contexts since the spring of 2020 and will likely be the subject of ongoing 

psychological and political research for years. The global response in 2020 may serve as an 

interesting example in the philosophy and ethics of medicine and public responsibility, 

though it was not feasible to revise the thesis to incorporate and reflect new and ongoing 

early research into the impact of behavioural insights and nudges on the way Covid-19 was 

managed in the UK. However, events at the time of writing do seem to provide further 

circumstantial evidence that uncoordinated attempts to create new behaviour quickly, in the 

absence of some consensus on public cooperation, comprehension, or agreement, result in 

worse public health outcomes than coordinated interventions that aim to influence 

preferences as well as actions.   
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Notes 

 
Notes to Thesis Introduction 
 
1Though some public health efforts may only require the participation of a minority of the total 
population to be successful or may require the contribution of certain minorities (for example 
privileged minorities may contribute more to food drives, or for example a group with a certain rare 
blood type may be more called upon to donate blood, even if individuals within the group never 
happen to make use of these services themselves).   
2Thaler and Sunstein 2008 
3MINDSPACE report from the Behavioural Insights Team 2010 
4See Appendix Fig 1.2 – 1.7 for examples of campaign posters to encourage donor registration. 
5Though I have not included any images in the Appendix, campaigns against drink driving are often 
particularly gruesome and explicit, and have tended to draw attention to death and visible injury. 
6Reuters September 2021 reported that France had plans to suspend medical staff who were not 
fully vaccinated against strains of Covid-19. This is consistent with French law about vaccination in 
general, where public school attendance is also predicated on child vaccines. 
7In both the NHS Blood and Transplant 2021-22 strategy for donation in the UK, and the ‘ten-year 
vision for organ donation and transplantation in the United Kingdom’ for the plan ending in 2030. 
NHS Blood and Transplant 2021, NHS Blood and Transplant 2021a 
8Randhawa 2011  
9NHS Blood and Transplant 2021 pp. 34  
10In particular, the Obama-Biden administration, 2008-2016 in the States and the Conservative-
Liberal Democrat coalition 2008- DATE in the UK were interested in behavioural insights (nudge) 
theory as outlined by Thaler and Sunstein. Cass Sunstein is based at Harvard and, in 2020 was 
appointed Chair of the WHO technical advisory group on Behavioural Insights and Science, and 
Richard Thaler was involved in the creation of the Behavioural Insights Team in the UK. Thaler and 
Sunstein’s Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth and Happiness is the first full account 
of behavioural insights theory that this thesis investigates in relation to transhumanist issues. 
Although nudges had been introduced to UK policy making by David Halpern and others in an earlier 
instantiation of the Behavioural Insights Team, which later became known as the ‘nudge unit,’ 
behavioural insights did not become fully involved in UK policymaking until around 2010.  
11For example, by creating a separate and carefully organised taskforce, a separate ethical 
organisation to judge specialized cases relating to novel technologies and applications, and to 
manage clinician-patient interactions relating to emerging or controversial technology.  
12The Nuffield Report, 2018, advises that separating judgements about technology from judgements 
about certain ethical applications is best, though Ball and Holland suggest that such an approach 
may lead to difficulties for evaluations of emerging technology. Ball and Holland 2009 pp. 15  
13Nuffield 2018 
14Wellcome Global Monitor 2019 
15See also, UK Parliamentary research which has recently begun into genome editing and the ‘future 
of food’ May 2021 (Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology), investigating the possibility of 
policy reform to reclassify Genome Edited food so that they are not considered GMOs.   
16Regalado 2019 
17Interest in bioenhancement and negligible senescence startups is rising, with supporters of Aubrey 
de Grey’s project SENS (Strategies for Engineered Negligible Senescence) reportedly raising $5 
million for the organisation in 2017.  
18For example, in Bavelier et al. 2019 pp. 33 
19Particularly, but not limited to the work of Sartre, Camus, de Beauvoir, and Arendt. 
20Two CRISPR scientists responsible for the discovery of bacterial ‘genetic scissors’ for gene editing, 
Emanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna, won the Nobel Prize for their work, in December 2020  
21At least 36 other organisms, including mice. Smolenski 2015  
22Ledford 2016 pp. 17  
23And the WHO have issued new recommendations about human genome editing as at July 2021.   
24Bostrom 2019 
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25See, for example, Cavaliere 2019 and Tuerlings 2019 reports into ethics and governance of human 
genome editing, commissioned by the WHO after the Shenzhen announcement.  
26For example, about the status of behaviour carried out by individuals who had been cognitively 
enhanced, for example as a treatment for an eating disorder, or about the bodily autonomy of 
individuals whose parents had determined their likely characteristics pre-natally with genetic 
screening. In the case of eating disorders for example, research into genetic (heritable) causes 
means enhancement to produce physiological treatments for psychiatric disorders is not 
unthinkable, and the potential to reduce the incidence of causal factors for behavioural problems 
seems to be increasing. Habermas in Courtois 2019 pp. 452; Himmerich et al 2019 pp. 13 
27Pilsch 2017 pp. 8 
28Bostrom 2005; Sandberg and Bostrom 2006 
29Though, we should be wary of a certain kind of blithely optimistic futurism that has made some 
longstanding transhumanist goals appear less plausible, for example by enthusiastically predicting 
miracle advances and panaceas to solve human problems, as ‘just around the next corner’, since at 
least the 1950s.  
30Fukuyama 2003 
31Arendt describes this as the ‘human condition’ rather than human nature, which is a convenient 
departure from views of human life based on biology alone, for the purpose of transhumanist 
discussion, and does not overemphasise the importance of the natural. Arendt 1998   
32Mill 2001 (1859) pp. 55 
33As behind Rawls’ veil of ignorance  
34Gyngell et al. 2019 
35The cognitively enhanced could, purely by virtue of enhancement, think and feel differently about 
what constitutes social cohesion or personal autonomy, or about what kind of life was worth living. 
By definition, the morally enhanced might also have a different grasp of the importance of personal 
responsibility and social cohesion, and these effects need not be involved in the justification given in 
this thesis, for more urgent action to ease the implementation of more straightforward bodily 
enhancements.  
Although, this is not to say that more bodily enhancements avoid the problem completely. Laurie 
Paul’s vampires (Paul 2014) demonstrate that when a choice is personal, there might not be the 
option of recourse to evidence, and it might not be possible to apply personal experience to 
evaluate all outcomes. In this respect, Paul’s suggestion that such change can be transformative, and 
that transformation poses a problem for rational decision-making, applies to many medical 
scenarios where momentous decisions are required of individuals lacking relevant experience, who 
may rely on testimony. So, transhumanism can require that individuals make decisions about their 
own personal transformation, without full access to their preferences and reasons in an enhanced 
state. Setting aside moral enhancements, the changes involved in transhumanist bodily 
enhancement involves epistemological transformation, bringing new experience and new 
information, and personal transformation, changing the lived experience of being oneself. This is not 
to say that transhumanist enhancements undermine humanity or morality, or at least no more than 
any more than other small-scale personal decisions would. Where Paul asks whether it is possible for 
people to make rational decisions where such transformative experience is at stake, the 
transhumanist must also ask how to engage the public fairly, about deciding to live a radically 
different kind of life. For this answer fully to support ethical transhumanism in practice, only 
pressure from the outside can help or hinder the individual in their decision, and this pressure must 
also be examined. 
36Griffin 2001 pp. 310-311 
37And, on the political left, another kind of bio-Luddite who does not value and is ‘suspicion about 
the products of the corporate consumerist machine’. Hughes 2002 
38For example, about Mill’s suggestion that “Neither pains nor pleasures are homogenous": 
Nussbaum’s discussion of Mill’s ideas about the variety of valuable modes of life, which considers 
the position of Mill’s ideas on a point of fundamental tension, about whether human happiness was 
equal to pleasure (between the work of Aristotle and Bentham). Nussbaum 2004 pp. 65 
39Sparrow 2019 & 2015, Danaher 2019 
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Notes to Chapter 2: Transhumanist Primer to Human Enhancement 
 
40This stipulation, that there should be clear success in mice and the potential to move to human 
trials, defines one part of the Methuselah Mouse Prize, or ‘Mprize’ for oldest mouse. The Mprize, 
which aims to encourage and reward research into negligible senescence, offers a considerable sum: 
the prize money was $10m (over £6m) in 2003 at the time it was first awarded. The prize awards the 
researcher or team who can present the oldest living mouse and, separately, awards the researcher 
or team who can demonstrate rejuvenation of ageing mice. The first winner was awarded the prize 
in 2003, seven years after its inception for longevity. Dr Andrzej Bartke won the Mprize with a 
mouse (unsentimentally known as GHR-KO 11C) who lived 1,819 days, or almost five years. Bartke 
had previously identified genetic variations in dwarf mice that resulted in 50% increases in longevity 
(2001). In 2004, the rejuvenation prize first went to Dr Stephen Spindler, who extended the lifespan 
of mice by 15% using calorie restriction in middle-aged mice, also extending health span and 
reducing cancer incidence. DNA microarray analysis showed rejuvenation in the mice (they became 
younger as the result of treatment in their middle age). These were, in many respects, early 
attempts, and the most recent winners of the prize have achieved results with genetic 
enhancement. Similarly, Aubrey de Grey as instigator of the prize, has emphasised the likelihood 
that future prizewinners, and the research most likely to contribute to human negligible senescence, 
will result from genetic changes rather than lifestyle interventions like calorie restriction.  
41In support of this assumption see, for example Kurzweil, Church and de Grey as proponents of 
different aspects of posthuman and transhuman predictions about the future. Kurzweil and de Grey 
have suggested that there is very little question about whether a substantially augmented human 
future is likely, and Church has suggested that transhumanism is already a reality for many human 
beings because of technologically augmented life and technological medicine.  
42More about this in chapter 6 when I discuss activism in healthcare reform and emotions.  
43Mandip and Clifford 2019 give a brief history of human gene editing research. 
44He Jiankui was associate professor at the Southern University of Science and Technology, Shenzhen 
(China). Along with two colleagues, He is now likely to face jail time as the result of the Shenzhen 
CRISPR trial in 2018.  
45Editing of somatic cells is already in use to target cancers, for example. Church in Skerrett 2015 
46Lander 2016 
47Regalado 2019 

48Greely 2019 explores the ethical failings of the consent process at the Shenzhen CRISPR trial, one 
of which was the inclusion of a clause, agreeing a fine for leaving the study. pp. 164  
49By 2021, the WHO position remains that the wider implications of germline editing are yet to be 
evaluated by global stakeholders, and no agreement has been reached about costs or benefits. 
50HIV in particular not a good target for CRISPR-Cas technology in its early stages because of the 
other possible therapies available which do not require germ cell editing. 
51The WHO launched its registry on human genome editing in 2019. 
52de Grey 2007 pp. 7 
53de Grey 2007 pp. 1 
54Bostrom 2005a 
55Bostrom 2005a 
56Zealley and De Grey 2012 
57The Church Lab Harvard Website 
58See for example, Kass 1985 
59Davis and Davidson 2020; Aniteye et al. 2016 
60Though the normal function account is not widely defended in the literature on enhancement.  
61See Juengst 1997 
62Which was removed from the DSM-4 in 2017. See Kamens 2011 for a broader history of gender 
and sexuality in the DSM.  
63See, for example, Parens (2013) who explains the concern that the medicalisation of sociological 
problems is inherently bad, though rejecting the simplicity of the view and arguing that 
distinguishing medicalisation from over-medicalisation is possible, but complicated. 
64And the danger of enhancement to our accomplishments is explained by Sandel thus, ‘The more 
we become masters of our genetic endowments, the greater the burden we bear for the talents we 
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have and the way we perform. Today when a basketball player misses a rebound, his coach can 
blame him for being out of position. Tomorrow the coach may blame him for being too short’, 
Sandel in Herissone-Kelly 2012 pp. 204  
65Church has suggested that, given appropriate further research into its effects, heritable editing of 
germ cells can be safer, more efficient, and with less risk of off-target effects that would likely result 
when editing millions of somatic cells to address the same problem. Skerrett 2015 
66For one example, relevant and adjacent to public health policy, consider mobile applications that 
allow personal activity tracking and contact-tracing, which are the default on many smart phones. 
These applications track movement (logging an estimate of daily exercise, sleep hours, distance and 
speed of travel from a ‘home location’), and proximity to other users, with significant implications 
for public health, once users allow access to the data via an NHS mobile application. (For up-to-date 
user information, relating to the most recent large-scale use of automatic tracking data, see for 
example the NHS Apps Library - NHS COVID-19, through the NHS UK website.) 
67Coin and Dublijevic 2020 
68Church 2017 pp. 5770-5771 
 
Notes to Chapter 3 Introduction 
 
69Mackay 2021 in The Herald Scotland Online interviewed Eagleman about the future of such 
enhancements for general use. 
70Wolf 1997 
71See for example discussion of Brannmark in Metz 2013 pp. 45 
72Putnam 2012 (1981) 
73Williams 1973 
74As part of the second dialogue, I will also acknowledge the three prominent philosophical positions 
on the difference between enhancement and therapy. This explanation will be brief, offering only 
my justification for reference mainly to disease-based and sometimes to professional domain 
accounts of therapy, to pick out enhancement as philosophically separate from therapy.  
 
Notes to Chapter 3: First Dialogue 
 
75Saghai 2013, pp.491 
76Hansen and Jespersen 2013  
77Thaler and Sunstein 2009 
78UK Government’s Behavioural Insights Team: MINDSPACE Report 2010 
79Menard 2010 pp. 233 
80It is also valuable for governments to know when to de-incentivise damaging behaviour that has 
become inadvertently attractive: an intervention which does not have the same coercive 
implications.  
81UK Government’s Behavioural Insights Team: EAST 2014 – Easy, Affordable, Safe, Timely 
82Ramos 2009  
83For example, at the Utah Valley University Campus.  
84For example, on the Hamburg Metro, where stairs near an escalator were painted as a running 
track.   
85Huang and Baum 2012 
86The up-to-date MINDSPACE (2019) report from the now quasi-autonomous Behavioural Insights 
Team suggests that in some cases incentives are less effective than other motivators. Carefully 
presenting information about the rates of obesity and the dangers of a sedentary lifestyle as a nudge 
to encourage people to join exercise clubs might be more efficient and effective than would be 
financial incentives offered only to obese individuals to encourage exercise. 
87A later chapter will consider with more depth the justification of practices behind a recent change 
in UK organ donor registration law, which was driven by the popularity of behavioural insights 
policy-work.  
88Mill, 1977 XVIII pp. 223 
89Mill, 1977 XVIII pp. 260 
9090Joseph Raz (1982, pp.89) distinguishes between the relationship between political power and 
liberty in three traditions of liberalism; those where liberty is protected by reason, with rational 
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justification needed for political action against liberty; those where there are basic human rights to 
some liberties, such as freedom of expression, which are absolute and formally recognised (Lockean 
tradition); and those for which principles that justify private action do not necessarily apply to 
political action, and so protect liberty of individuals (the tradition of J.S. Mill). The latter two 
traditions better recognise that political interference is less justifiable in some areas of private life 
than in others. 
91Mill, 1977 XVIII pp. 223 
92Freudian psychoanalysis divided the psyche between the unconscious, which was grounded in 
biology, and the ‘faculty of autonomous reason, lodged in consciousness and free of natural causes.’ 
This division of ego from ID, although it rejected the Kantian formulation of rationality, was built on 
the same foundations, assuming a relationship between the mind and nature which needed 
explanation to preserve autonomy. Freud’s conception intended to free the autonomous conscious 
from the determined subconscious, adding detail to the Enlightenment idea of human reason 
overcoming animal drives. (Tauber, 2009 pp.1-2) 
93As summarised in Courtois, 2006 
94Habermas, 2003 pp.57, as quoted in Courtois, 2006 pp.445-446 
95“In a tantalizing way many individuals have experienced just enough of creative living to recognize 
that for most of the time they are living uncreatively, as if caught up in the creativity of someone 
else, or of a machine.” (Winnicott, 1971 pp.65, as quoted in Ffytche, 2007 pp.39) 
96And one avenue that is open to the transhumanist, wishing to address Habermas’ concern about 
sincerity, might be to differentiate between paternalist predictions employed before birth (affecting 
future persons) and paternalist interventions used to predict and guide the action of current 
persons.  
97Fully autonomous individuals can be irrational, and irrationality can sometimes be an important 
part of decision-making and everyday interactions, particularly where not all the relevant 
information for rationality is available. Bortolotti 2020 pp. 52 Filling in missing information, for 
example, can be beneficial socially and can allow decisions in situations where reason alone would 
not allow it or would leave us ‘dumbfounded’. Bortolotti 2018 pp. 247.  
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of agency to overcome a more fundamental ‘akrasia’, an inner conflict which is ‘poorly resolved’.  
99US Agency for International Development statement – Available at : https://www.usaid.gov/news-
information/press-releases/sep-17-2021-executive-order-crisis-ethiopia 
100BBC Online 7th July 2020 ‘Coronavirus: Trump moves to pull US out of World Health Organization’ 
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101The coordination, division of labour, and expertise needed to enact health policy in different 
global locations, where cultural norms and practices relevant to healthcare vary, and where identical 
resources are not consistently available.  
102GMC guidance to UK doctors. Nov 2020. 
103Charland 1998 
104In some cases, dignity after death is considered alongside respect for patient autonomy (or 
assumed wishes) after death as well as respect for living next of kin. See for example, cases of 
posthumous sperm-retrieval (Orr and Siegler, 2002; Hodson and Parker, 2019) 
105For example, the benefit of a donor organ for prospective recipients, the benefit to family of 
genetic testing, the legal benefit of a post-mortem examination, the consequences of posthumous 
sperm removal. Orr and Siegler 2002; Hodson and Parker 2019. 
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https://www.who.int/groups/research-ethics-review-committee/guidelines-on-submitting-research-
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108As an example, there seems to be a difference between a case where a clinician is 
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distressed but otherwise able to decide, and cases of patients more properly described as vulnerable 
adults, receiving treatment without fully understanding, and being advised rather than informed as a 
result. 
109Personal implications of complex treatment options need not be technical, but might include 
recovery time, changes of full recovery, likelihood of scarring, necessary changes to diet and 
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impact on probable quality adjusted life years (QALY). 
110Solomon 2015 describes the attractiveness of personalised medicine in many cases as something 
more like a commitment to patients’ personhood than truly tailored medicine to their genetics, for 
example. pp. 228 
111 Charland 1998 
112The case caused scandal at the time (1964) and was reported initially by the New York World 
Telegram 20th January 1964. The news headlines also focused on the ‘live cancer cells’ first, and the 
deception second. 
113Tversky and Kahneman 1981 
114See Geurts 2013 for analysis of the results of this study and its implications.  
115I will discuss the important role of affective, emotional, cognition in making rational decisions in 
the third dialogue. For more on the importance of affective responses in medical decisions see, for 
example, Charland, 1998 
116Principle One, from the current GMC guidance to UK doctors. Nov. 2020.  
117Principle Four, from the current GMC guidance to UK doctors. Nov. 2020. 
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are not prescribed to physicians. GMC guidance to UK doctors. Nov 2020.  
119GMC guidance to UK doctors. Nov. 2020 
120Jeffrey 2016 discussed the phenomenon the NHS refers to as ‘existential neglect’ of patients. pp. 
446 
121The available WHO Consent form template uses malaria trials as an example, and clarifies that 
clinicians should ensure participants know they have not been selected for the trial because they are 
known to be particularly unwell, for example.  
122General optimism biases and success biases (people routinely place themselves in the higher 
percentiles for i.e., school test scores) also affect beliefs like ‘It is more likely that I am in the group 
receiving the real drug, not the placebo’, in a randomly assigned control condition where groups are 
assigned by chance.  
123Organ donor rates are one such social limitation which can place restrictions on theoretically 
common available services and create long waiting lists in certain locations. Sex reassignment 
surgery, by contrast, has been known to experience restriction and long waiting lists because of the 
numbers of qualified specialists available.  
124Gigerenzer 2015 
125Mill 2001 (1859) pp. 13 
126As in Habermas’ argument against genetic engineering for enhancement purposes, summarised in 
Courtois, 2006 pp. 447, “When the parents' preferences are genetically imposed on their offspring, 
the offspring are manipulated as objects rather than treated as the autonomous and free persons 
we normally meet in a communicative relationship.” The solution to this problem proposed by 
some, including Habermas, is that only therapeutic uses of engineering (those used to cure disease) 
are acceptable, and that positive enhancement is unacceptable. As will be discussed in the second 
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141Bostrom 2011 
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chapter.  
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as our homes, social organisation, hobbies, our work, dress, and communication might make us alien 
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et al. 2016) 
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148Balaguer 2009 
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206Gigerenzer 2015 
207Hughes 2005 pp.298-299 
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210Murray and Lopez 2013  
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negligible senescence strategy to undo the effects of bodily ageing, as the only realistic strategy to 
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to be. Globally and on average in global populations, risk of mortality from cancers of 36 types is 
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213 Saghai 2013, pp.491 
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279Report from the Organ Donation Taskforce 2008 pp. 5. The report also notes that the seriousness 
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336Nussbaum, 2015 pp.3 
337Summarised in chapter 3 
338Fischer and Mitchell-Yellin 2014 
339Bortolotti and Nagasawa 2009 
340Sparrow 2019 
341Fukuyama 2003 
342Affective responses towards computers are described in much of the existing research as the 
literature is primarily about the introduction of personal computers in the 1970s. 
343Fahlquist 2019 pp. 214 
344As discussed in chapter 5 
345Nussbaum 2013 
346Nussbaum 2013 pp. 6 
347Nussbaum 2013 pp. 132  

348Nussbaum 2013  
349Nussbaum 2018  
350The suggestion of a shift of focus to national service as a unifying tribulation for young people 
might also present other, potentially distracting values, calling on different and potentially 
conflicting commitments as well as the wellbeing of others, relating to combat, warfare, and 
firearms training.  
351Pilsch in his 2017 explanation of the pursuit of transhumanism described it as a situation wherein 
“[n]ature is no longer driving our species' evolutionary bus.” (2017 pp. 9) Following the Shenzhen 
trial in 2018, more global stakeholders have taken seriously the challenge that a new driver should 
be appointed soon.  
352McStay 2020 describes a ‘weak consensus’ about privacy of data relating to the use of emotional 
AI surveillance and identifies an opportunity for the apparent consensus to be put into action to 
guide policy work. The consensus he describes is a general preference for privacy, with ‘over half of 
UK citizens are ‘not OK’ with the principle of emotion detection’ pp. 10, and that the gap in 
European law on emotional detection AI should be addressed.  
353McConnell and Kennett 2006 pp. 63 
354Kass 1997 pp. 18 
355McConnell and Kennett 2016 pp. 63-64 
356People are more likely to describe the character of their interlocutor as ‘warm and friendly’ if they 
are holding a warm mug during a conversation (Williams and Bargh 2008), people are more likely to 
condemn a moral failing harshly if they are seated at an untidy desk at the time of the judgement, 
and so on (Schnall et al 2008).   
357Damasio 2013 pp. 143, McConnell and Kennett 2016 pp. 65 – 66, Sapolsky 2017 pp.  
358Ritov and Baron 2010 pp. 659 
359Bostrom and Ord 2006 
360Wells 2008 
361Brownwell 2019 quotes Noah Davidsohn on his recent research.  
362For example, ‘CYBORG CRAZE SEES MORE THAN 4,000 SWEDES INSERT CHIPS UNDER THEIR SKIN’ 
Cuthbertson for the Independent Online, 26th October 2018, and ‘Pig brains kept alive outside body 
for hours after death’ Reardon for Nature Online 17th April 2019, as a common archetype of body 
shock reporting in press reporting on both self-enhancement of the body and animal trials of 
enhancement.   
363Sunstein 2019 
364Hay 2021 
365Analysis of the influence of tensions over the incorporation of birth control into general practice 
by Davis and Davidson (2006), and Hay (2021) show that already vulnerable women and those with 
already limited access to healthcare in small communities were most affected by social tensions 
surrounding the inclusion of abortion into the professional domain of medicine in the 1960s.  
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Notes to Conclusion and Postscript 
 
366James, 1896, II 
367James, 1896, III 
368James, 1896, III 
369As in the interpersonal autonomy of interested groups, described in Dove et al. 2017 
370What’s so bad about feeling good? A 1968 film, directed by George Seaton, and starring George 
Peppard and Mary Tyler Moore.  
371Dr David King established ‘Independent SAGE’ along with a panel of other experts in the medical 
and scientific community, following concern about the advice and the use of advice by the UK 
government from their SAGE group. One of the values expressed by Independent SAGE was the 
belief that ‘the public wants to hear about the science surrounding COVID-19 and the thinking that 
underpins the government’s strategy.’ [From What is Independent Sage?, Available Online] 
372SAGE – the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies  
373The first report of a successful vaccine was released during November 2020. 
374For example, the UK Government’s ‘Protect the NHS’ public health campaign message 2020. 
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Appendix 

Fig 1.1 Donors after brain death UK numbers 2018-2021 

 
2020-2021* 2019-2020 2018-2019 

Donors after brain death (DBD) 691 946 961 

Donors after circulatory death (DCD) 360 638 639 

Total deceased donors (DD) 1051 1584 1600 

Non-proceeding deceased donors (DD) 406 719 678 

Living donors (LD)** 355 970 958 

  
* 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 data run from 31st March to 1st April. 2020-2021 data was available for 

the period 31st March 2020 to January 2021. 

These numbers were taken from documents made available by NHS Blood and Transplant, on their 

public website. 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 figures from ‘Annual activity figures, April 2020’, 2020-2021 

figures from ‘Monthly Statistics, Feb 2021’.  

**LD data are recorded one month in arrears.  
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Fig 1.2 ‘If you believe in donation, prove it’  

NHS Blood and Transplant 

 

 

Fig 1.3  

‘Be a Hero’ (NHS Yorkshire) 
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Fig 1.4 

‘Kill Jill’ (2009) Life and Death campaign from © 2019 The Union Advertising Agency Ltd for 

the Scottish Government 

Healthier Scotland 
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Fig 1.5 

‘If you needed an organ transplant, would you have one?’ 

Yes I donate, Organ donation 

 

 

Fig 1.6 

‘O Negative can be given to anyone’ 

Save a life, give blood  
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Fig 1.7 

‘Become a blood donor’ 

Save a life, give blood 

 

 

 

Fig 1.8 

MINDSPACE 

Behavioural Insights Team report, MINDSPACE Influencing behaviour through public policy, 

published by the Cabinet Office 2010 pp. 8 

 

Messenger we are heavily influenced by who communicates 
information 

Incentives our responses to incentives are shaped by predictable 
mental shortcuts such as strongly avoiding losses 

Norms we are strongly influenced by what others do 

Defaults we “go with the flow” of pre-set options 

Salience our attention is drawn to what is novel and seems 
relevant to us 

Priming our acts are often influenced by sub-conscious cues 

Affect our emotional associations can powerfully shape our 
actions 

Commitments we seek to be consistent with our public promises, and 
reciprocate acts 

Ego we act in ways that make us feel better about ourselves 

 


